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1 1 . 
P R E F A C E 
The present d isser ta t ion 
seeks to study in depth the socio-economic conditions of the urban 
and rviral poors^ apart from peasants during the seventeenth centur;> 
in India, The important components comprising the urban and some 
rural poors were i labourers, a r t i sans , Inferior servants and work-
e r s . 
The common feature distinguishing different catego-
r i e s 01 labourers was that they a l l earned the i r l ivelihood through 
manual work; and in varying degrees the i r earnings were low compared 
with other sections of the society, such as - servicemen, t raders , 
owners of land and of some other e l i t e professions. Biese people of 
low status and small wages residing in towns and c i t i e s are c l a s s i -
fied into a number of groups, each group being separately identif ied 
with an emphasis of the nature of profession, condition of working, 
pat tern of wages, l i f e standards, social customs and ceremonies of 
members belonging to i t . This multi-phasic subject has been underta-
ken to bridge a v i t a l gap in the economic history of medieval India, 
and to construct a well Integrated picture of society by focussing 
on the previously neglected urban and rural class of labourers in a l l 
i t s deta i ls of topics and issues . Excepting few topics re la t ing only 
to the posit ion of some a r t i sans , based on fragmentary evidences and 
treated in a perfunctory manner, no comprehensive study of th is 
fascinating theme encompassing a l l categories of workers, has so far 
iia. 
been attempted. The portrait of these classes as exhibited by the 
foreign travellers is distorted, generally formed on erroneous 
estimates and hasty conclusions. They failed to comprehend under-
lying factors of climate, economic constraints, requirements of 
simple and ouster life and social miliu of the society as a whole. 
This study attempts to present a detailed and critical analysis of 
labourers and workers engaged in fulfilling the social and economic 
needs of society in towns and cities of India. This is based on 
contemporary and non-contemporary sources, particularly the English 
Factory Records and foreign travellers accounts, supplemented with 
the modern literature produced on aspects of economic history of 
India d.j:ing the pei-iod under review. 
The term labourer has been used here to indicate all 
those persons - men and women - who were engaged in manual work —-d 
4iufi» 7»S»Si it covers both skilled and \;ti-skilled workers. Bven 
the inferior servants worlcing in the royal palaces and the houses of 
nobles have also been included in the Tread framework of discussion 
on account of the fact that they worked as laboui'ers, doing things 
with physical work. Tlie menial servants attached to the household 
establishments of kings and nobles have been included with a view to 
providing a comparative study of all the sections of workers and 
labourers. 
Kon-contemporary sources are of utmost importance 
because they throw light on conditions obtaining in the last decade 
IV. 
of the sixteenth centtiry and early years of the eighteenth. Without 
the study of ilin-i-Aktari, no analysis or even iinderstanding of the 
Butject can be possible, and this work therefore, constitutes a 
major source of information not only for aquiring an empirical data, 
but also to assess the significance of the role of these workers and 
labovtrers played in the all over economic development in the covintiy. 
The book written in early nineteenth century have also provided 
valuable information or writing some of the chapters of the present 
study. Social conditions and economic requirements in the society 
did not change very rapidly during that epoch. 
Though the prices of food commodities and food grains 
fluctviated, the rates of payment to the labourers and artisans changed^ 
but their professions remained the same. Ihis was due to the fact that 
the professions were to be followed strictly on hereditary basis. The 
division of society was mainly based on occupations on which the caste 
system rested. The term low paid servants implies to the men who 
received meagre salaries - weekly or monthly, which sufficed only to 
meet both ends, and the contemporary observers have also placed them 
in this group of people. The lower class mainly comprised the artisans, 
workers and labourers. Poor or common classes also denote the same 
notion as lower classes. 
To provide a view of the conditions of the working 
classes in terms- of wages and standards of their life, the discussion 
V. 
has been extended in areas outside the frontiers of the Mughal 
Empire. T e places like Golconda, Goa etc. were floxArishing centres 
of trade and commerce where human activities were carried with full 
vigour. 'Hie wagjes of the labourers receiving in these places do not 
appear to have been substantially larger than ffound in northern 
regions of the Mughal Empire. Moreover, available evidence shows 
existence of commercial intercourse between these regions and a 
regular link between traders and bankers did operate in those daj^ s 
when means of communication and transportation were few. We find 
workers of northern India being employed in other far off places, 
like the camelmen, carters, weavers, washers, porters, peons and 
guards etc., moving from place to place in search of better econo-
mic prospects. Tliere was, therefore, a great mobility among these 
laboui'ers and workers and under these circumstances the pattern of 
their housing and clothing caJi be miderstood better than of those 
people who had permanent economic basis at one particular to^m or 
city to which they remained attached for whole life. Host of the 
times wages were given in the currency of other states them I.'ughal 
Empire, e.g., payments of servants employed in Gujarat were made in 
Golconda and vice versa, and similarly this principle goes true to 
other places of the country also. 
This work is divided into four chapters. These chap-
ters are topically organised and fully docvunented, providing a full 
fledged discussion on the various aspects of the lowei classes 
vx. 
diJxing the seventeenth century. Chapter I deals »fith the different 
categories of labourers, artisans and servants - skilled and unski-
lled both, in the Mughal India in a rather systematic manner. First 
the labourers, artisans and other servants working in the royal 
service re dealt with, then under the nobles and lastly those who 
worked independently. Chapter II is devoted to the study tasUnc 
3BttRi5 of food habits, manners of clothing and conditions of housing 
of all these classes. Chapter III treats with the wages given to all 
these persons. How they were paid and whether these wages were suff-
ice for them or not, constitute the main discussion. In the IV Chap-
ter, various customs and rites observed at the pccassions of marriage, 
birth, death and festivals are observed. 
I B T R 0 D U C T I O N 
Vll. 
I N T R O D U C T I O K 
A critical analysis of the socio-
economic structure of the Indian society during the seventeenth 
century will necessarily include an inquiry into the conditions 
of its various classes^ castes and sub-castes or divisions of 
these classes producing various agrioultviral and non-agricultural 
commodities^ as well as their main role in the development of 
the economy. But special emphasis on the lower strata forms the 
theme of ovir discussion. Ihe main groups comprising the medieval 
Indian S'^ ciety were t the aristocracy» the rich merchants,bankers 
and landlords, emd the labovirers plus artisan classes. Ihrovighout 
the ages these eortisans and labourers had been exploited by the 
upper classes. 
Moreland has classified the Indian population 
into two groups - consumers and producers. In the first category, 
he Includes the court and imperial servants, the professional and 
religious classes, domestic servajits and slaves. In the second 
category, he places those engaged in agriculture, industry and 
commerce. He did not include tribes inhabiting forests and moiint-
ains in the above category. 
1. India at the Death of Akbar, W.H.Moreland, Jiacmillan, I920. 
Orient Reprint, Delhi, I983. pp. 26-27. 
Vlll. 
Courtiers and officials held military ranks, 
administrative jobs and in lieu of their services they enjoyed 
land grants. These nobles were graded according to their ranks 
which were designated as n^t and sawar. Nobles were paid sepa-
rately against zSt ( for personal use ) and sawar rank ( for 
the naiintenance of troopers ), Appointments on the basis of 
ability were made by the king on the recommendation of high 
officials or princes. A huge amotmt of state income was enjoyed 
by these nobles as they numbered in thousands. 
Another class of court servants was of c^ hadis or 
gentlemen troopers, who were termed as immediate servants of 
the emperor. They performed various important works. Some of 
them worked as king's messenger. I-iany of them were to guard 
royal harem, others posted to household departments and also to 
keep a watch on royal camp. Abul Eazl writes about their high 
2 
salaries amounting upto 50O rupees. 
Infantry, cavalry and artillery formed the rest 
of the royal army which were generally eiiployed by the mansabd-
ars. The pay of a cavalryman, besides t..e cost of maintenance . 
of the horse, amounted nearly Rs. seven or eight or thirteen. 
Fines and other deductions could reduce this amount. Of the art-
illeryman, the pay ranged from Rs. tliree to seven; of a watchman 
from Rs. three to six per month} of a porter from Rs. two and a 
1. Ain-1-Akbari. Abul Pa2l,'Er, H.Blocliman, Vol.1, p.216} H.S. 
Jarret and J.N.Sarkar - II & III Vols. 
2. Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. I, pp.259-60. 
3. Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. I , p.321 says : Turanis and Persians get 
25 rupees and Hindustanis 20 rupees. 
half ( 22- ) to three; of a gladiator and wrestler from Rs. two to 
fifteen? and of a slave from one dam to a rupee daily. 
A large number of servants were appointed by the 
king who worked in royal palace^ sea ports, harbours and routes of 
the kingdom. Ibey were to write reports to the royal court and 
prepare documents. During the process of assessing and collecting 
revenues, other officials employed were shiq-dar, amin» karkun, 
miuasif, qanungo, patwari etc. Generally they enjoyed hereditary 
rights. 
Others serving imder the emperor or high class 
nobles and rich persons were - poets, painters, oaligraphers, musi-
cians and physicians etc. For their maintenance revenue free land 
grants or madad-i-muash were assigned. Their success depended upon 
favour. 
The royal camp on its march was consisted of two 
to three thousand persons accompanied by a guard of cavalry. For 
erecting the central camp only, at least, one thousand workers were 
needed. To maintain regular supply of food stuffs, water and other . 
necessities to the moving army, a chain of servants was always busy. 
Fruits were brovight from Kashmir, Kabul, Qp-ndahar, Badakhshan and 
Samarqand etc. A vast of labour force was always required for the 
maintenance of royal stables, as for one elephant, at least, four 
1. Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. I, pp. 259-63. 
X. 
to seven servants were employed alongwith the driver. On hxmting 
expeditions and for the amusement of the royal personnel a large 
nianber of experts were employed. Torch bearers and dish carriers 
from the kitchen to the dinning place could "be counted in hundreds. 
So also each Mughal soldier kept in service two to 
three servants. The main reason behind that was the cheapness of 
the labour as Delia Valle wrote about Surat that a man ol even low 
fortune could have a few servants to searve his family. South India 
also presented a similar picture. Large retinues followed the kings 
2 
and am!iassadors both Hindus and Muslims. In Golconda even a man of 
some position tried to copy the life of the nobles - at least,mov-
ing with an umbrella bearer, a cup bearer and two attnndants to 
drive away fliesi Zamorin of Calcut and Portuguese of Qoa were seen 
copying the manners of the native people moving with a notable 
nvmiber of attendants into the streets. 
Apart from these service sectors, we see other liork-
men and artisans busy in different commercial and non-commercial 
activities inside the palace and houses of nobles. At different 
places Abul Pazl mentions the names and works done by these servants. 
1. Travels of Fietro Delia Valle in India, Ed. Edward Grey, Haklxjyt 
Society, London, I89I. Vol. II, p.42. 
2. Indian Travels of Tfaevenot and Careri, Ed. Surendr;j. Kath Sen, Nati-
onal Archives, 1949* Thevenot, pp.143-44. 
3. Indian Travels of Thevenot and Careri, Thevenot, p.143. 
XI. 
There were workers in mint, workers in lime, builders, stone cutt-
ers, •bricklayers, tile makers, glass cutters, cirpenters, bamboo 
cutters, varnishers, smiths, lattice axud workers, vfeavers,painters 
etc. Other labourers were the servants in the water department to 
carry water, servants in tent department, servants in stables of 
elephants, cows, mules, camels and horses, well diggers, pounders 
of old brick or surkhi-kSb, divers or ghota-khors,etc. Hundreds of 
the servants worked in royal kitchen also. 
PCings, nobles and rich persons employed a number of 
artisans in their own karkhanja. Tliey were goldsmiths, silver smiths, 
jewellers, carpenters, iron smiths, gold smiths, stone cutters, 
painters, weavers and builders. They produced materials of luxuries 
on the basis of montlily wages. Bernier refers to these workers in 
royal karkhanas. The karkhanas under rich persons did work on the 
same pattern but not on such a large scale like under a king. 
Outside the palaces and houses of rich strata,artisans 
and w rkers carried their professions independently. One of the imp-
ortant professions was of weaving. Uixe class of weavers could be 
further classified into various groups. During medieval centuries 
India had been a chief centre of silk and cotton con.modities' prod-
uction. A considerable part of Indian population worked for making 
differnt varieties of silk and cotton cloths. The accounts of fore-
ign travellers of seventeenth century and the English Factory Records 
1. Travels in The liogul ^pire ( 1636-68 ), Francois Bernier, Tr. 
A.Constable, Oxford Press, 1934. Orient Reprint, Delhi, 1^83. 
pp. 254-55• 
are full of details regarding the weavers, silk rearers and cotton 
carders etc. The textile industry had attained the highest degree 
of perfection during the seventeenth century. Even English weavers 
resented various times against the Indian cloths imported in England 
which ruined the English weavers. Sometimes weaving, dyeing and pai-
nting was done by a single person, but mostly all these works were 
done separately by different persons, Th^ master craftsmen served 
under the king or the big nobles in their establisliments. 
The articles manufactxired by the goldsmiths, black-
smiths and carpenters were unparalleled in quality and durability. 
All classes of the society used jewellery, and the metal and 
quantity depended upon the socio-economic position held by each. 
Even those of low income used the ornaments of silver and copper. 
Equipments for warfare were made by the blacksmiths. They also 
produced tools and equipments for peasants. 
Oil makers, sugar manufacturers and salt producers 
were to make their own products for all. However, because of high 
cost of production, sugar was less available for the poor people. 
Other important industries operating in medieval 
per-'od were i glass manufacturing, shoemaking, pottery, house buil-
ding, wood and bamboo works. On the coastal regions ship-building -
industries were of great significance. Beside the liraporors and big 
merchants, ships were also made for English and Dutch carrying 
1. East India Trade in 'Ihe ^ Seventeenth Century, Shafaat Ahmad Khan, 
Hew Delhi, — . pp. I57, 233, 295-96. 
Xlll. 
commercial activities in these regions. 
IXiring Mughal period the villages were self sufficient 
vmits. Most of the things required for the use of peasants and 
villagers were produced inside the villages. It was in the villages 
that handicrafts were manufactured in their original form. Here 
crafts were not separated from agriculture and were carried on . 
primarily as domestic industries. Every peasant household produced 
numerous kinds of non-agricult\i3Eal articles. They enjoyed heredi tary 
rights to till the soil by employing labour and sometimes could sell 
their holdings. Those of high castes were firmly established in 
their holdings. I'hey paid their feudal rents and consequently 
exploited their tenents and artisans. Administrative jurisdictions 
enjoyed by the village headman and Zamindars resulted in inequality 
of property. Ihus traditional inequality of castes and social classes 
2 
patriarchal slavery» exploitation of lower strata existed. 
The domestic industry in the peasant household means 
processing of raw materials by the family of the peasant which they 
had produced. Here industry was not taken as a profession but was 
linked with agriculture. Ihis is a typical feature of medieval eco-
nomy. 
In villages vfeaving and spinning occupied important 
place, of which spinning was mainly done by women. Village crafts 
1. India - jiiconomic Development in the 16th - l8th Centuries, A.I. 
Chicherov, I-ioscow, 1^71' P»1S'» 
2. India - Economic Development in the l6th - l3th Centuries, p.18. 
XIV. 
were produced for the use of the peasants who pxirchased them in 
return of grain. The craftsmen were given grain from each field 
or were assigned a piece of land. Iliese grants were tax free or a 
little tax was paid by its holders. Some of those involved in this 
harter system were - artisans such as carpenters and smiths, 
washermen, barber, shoe makers watermen, watchmen, potters and 
purohit etc. 
Village community artisans were known by different 
terns in different regions, such as balute-dar, alutedar or inamdar 
in Maharashtra, and kamin in Punjab collectively. 
Ihe goldsmith in the village not only made ornaments 
for its women fold but also let money to the needy peasants on int-
erest. On that account he enjoyed important position in the social 
structure of the village community. His position and function were 
hereditary and vindisturbed by the changes in administration. A gold-
smith was called potdar , saraf, sonar and shoagernabanik in Mahar-
ashtra, northern India, Gujarat and Bengal respectively. At some 
places he also acted as village headman, and in Kaharashtra &. Gujarat 
was known as patil; in Bengal roandal; in northern India as chaudhari 
or muqaddam,Kulkarni, Fatwari« and C^inungo, Kanakpith, Kaye th were 
the terms used for villajje accountant in Kaharashtra, northern India, 
IDamilnadu and Bengal respectively. In some places village goldsmith 
acted as accountant and was remunerated in cash and kind both. 
XV. 
Carpenters and •blacksmiths occupied central position 
in the village because they produced plough shares, sickles, horse-
shoes, nails, locks and other agriciiltxiral implements. "Hiey in return 
got a part of the harvest or a plot of land was given for their main-
tenence. TJiey were best paid artisans. Sometimes a single man perfo-
rmed the works of smith, carpenter or mason simultaneously, like in 
case of kammala caste in the south. 
Potter ( or kumbhar in Maharashtra, kumhar in northern 
India ) was not of inferior status but he was not given plots of land 
in return of his services. 
Washermen ( dhobi in northern India, parit in Maharash-
tra ) got food from each family plus pay in lieu of his services. 
Barber ( pai in northern India, nawi in Gujarat, najam in Bengal ) 
performed the duties of surgeon ? musician on wedding ocassions, cook and 
news carrier etc. Barber and watex'men enjoyed their pay in kind and 
were also employed to work in fields. Ilanner or chammar ( mochi in 
Gujarat, chakkali in I^ilnadu ) was a regular part of village estab-
lishment. He made whips, shoe bags and belts for villagers. He was 
given small landholdings. In Punjab he also worked as sweeper,colle-
cting wood, repairing houses of the peasants and watchmen for the 
whole village. 
Iflius, all these village artisans worked collectively 
and produced for the whole commiaiity and got remijneration in cash 
1. History, Antiquities, Topography and Statistics of Eastern India, 
M.14artin, 5 Vols., Vol.11, pp.252-55. 
XVI. 
or kind,or in forms of plots of land. 
Overall» different artisans in the medieval centur-
ies' society were t jolahas; tape weavers and knitters of strings 
patwarj tailor or darji; glass workers or ohxirisaz; musician or 
daphii or mirasan or domna domni or pawangriya; poet ox bhat} jester 
or bha^rj ballad singer or kalawangar; retailor of fish and veget-
ables or kung.ira; inn keeper or bhatyara; distiller or kvilal; seller 
of intoxicating driigs or bhanggera; confectioner or halwai; baker or 
nanwai; mutton or chikj beef butcher or kassab; barber or hajam; 
washerman or dhobi; bird catcher or mir shikar< oil maker or teli; 
potter or kumhar; tinman or kaligar; tobacco pipe maker or michaband; 
mochi or shoe makerj tarrier or nalband; cutters or sikulgur; cotton 
carder or dhuniya; dyer or rungrez; carpet weaver or ralinbuf; gard-
ner or mali; water carrier or sakkah; sweepei? or khakrSb; etc.etc. 
A vivid description of the different castes and their 
professions is made in a late eighteenth century and early ninteenth 
oentury source - 'feshrih-ul-Aqwam. Hundreds of castes and sub-castes 
are mentioned- in the work which confirm the evidences of the period 
of our studj. The castes and their profesoions in brief were as 
follows — bhojki ( who played on musical instruments and danced 
in the temples )} kapri ( who danced in the marriages )j bhat and 
kalawant ( who played on all kinds of musical instruments, sang and 
danced in different ceremonies )} kanchan or bisya, vnd dom or mirasi 
1. History, Anticiuities, Topography and atatistios of Eastern India, 
Vol.11, pp.145-46. 
XVll. 
( somewhat related to the profession of bhat and kalawant )j ahir 
or ghosl ( milkmen )j gJidaria. ( shepherds )} navik or nakhudil or 
karndhar ( sailor ); "bhangi or khakrob ( sweepers); chamar and 
mocha ( tanner and shoe- makers )j koochband ( broom makers ); bavri 
or sayyad ( bird catchers); haj.jam or nai ( barbers); bari ( makers 
of plates of leaves ); jarrah ( wovmd healers); baghban or mali 
( gardener ); kun.1ra ( vegetable seller ); thattera, ahangar, vis-
vakarma ( utensils makers,and maker of iron implements ); jolah, 
nawarbaf ( weavers ); zaroofsaz or kumhar ( potter ); khilonasaz or 
muratkar ( toys maker ); chipi, rangrez ( painter of cloth and dyer); 
kanmailwala or liarnsho jhkar ( who cleaned the ears); maimar or raj 
( mason ); maifarosh or roadirakar ( distiller and seller of wine ); 
najjar ( carpenter ); naddaf ( carder ); kaghazeaz ( paper maker ); 
beldar ( digger of wells, ditches, canals and wells etc. ); qaaab 
( butcher ); lakhira ( worker on gumlac ); boryabaf or katkar ( sack 
cloth maker ); chiqsaz ( maker of cages and screen of bamboo sticks); 
saqilgar ( maker of swords and weapons ); itrsaz, itrfarosh or gandhi 
( maker and seller of perfumes ); ohuna pazan (lime maker ); lunia 
( salt maker ); kamangar or ( bows and arrows maker ) etc. 
All these professional groups or castes inhabited the 
whole of India, thoiigh terminology applied to them differed accord-" 
ing to local dialect. They worked in villages and towns alike. Acco-
rding to the social division of masses in the society, they were kept 
on a lower status. Further sub-divisions were found in this lower 
strata also, like smiths and carpenters were known to be of high 
XV^lll. 
status and tanners and sweepers of low status. Kevertheless^ they 
contributed a lot for making socid>-eoonomic structure of the society. 
REVIEW OF THE SOURCES 
Lastly, a review of the sources utilised for 
the present discussion is necessary. The literary sources which cont-
ributed to this work are divided into two groups — 
(1) Primary Sources - including the accounts of foreign travellers 
and merchants}' English and other European factories* records and some 
Persian works etc. 
(2) Secondary Sources - include different printed books compiled by 
modern writers. 
In the first category, special mention can be made to 
the following European travellers and merchants who visited India 
during seventeenth century or in the last of sixteenth centtiry. 
RALPH FITCH t 
He was the pioneer of English travellers in India, 
He visited the whole of northern India, Burhanpvir, Cambay, Diu and 
Goa from 1583-91» and gives the detailed account of the Qaperors 
court, the dresses and costumes of common people on the eve of seve-
nteenth century. The work is incorporated by William Foster in Early 
Travels in India and by Azhar Aiisari in European Travellers Under 
the Mughals. 
XIX, 
JOm? MILIIEITHALL ( 1599-1605 ) : 
Ttie English f a c t o r a l s o v i s i t e d 
India in I6 I4 "but died soon. His works i s included in Purchas His 
Pi lgr i ines , and L e t t e r s Received by East Indian Company. 
WILLIi. : HAWKIMS ( I6O8-I3 ) t 
He was the r e s i d e n t Ambassador a t 
Mughal Court and descr ibes the l i f e i n the cour t and of the n o b l e s . 
But he g ives a l i t t l e desc r ip t ion of the common masses. Tliough h i s 
» » » 
work i s r e p r i n t e d in Early Travels in India f and Etiropean T rave l l -
« I I 
ers Under the Kughals f but also separately in Hawkins' Voyages 
edited by C.B.Markhan. 
WILLIAM FDICH ( I6O8-II ) t 
He visited Surat to Agra via 
Burhanpur. He wrote about the trade routes of India and court life 
in a detailed manner. A few descriptions are found of common masses 
or of the servants mider the king and nobles. 
J OHM JOURDAH? ( 1608-17 ) I 
He v i s i t e d from Surat to Agra. 
For tunate ly he wrote about the l i f e of common people alongwith the 
l i f e in the cour t and of the n o b l e s . 
NICHOLAS POWUTOM ( I608-I5 ) 4 HICHOLAS WOIITHDTGTON { 1612-16 ) 
They descr ibed thoroughly the mode of 
l i v i n g of Hindus and Muslims, custom of s a t i , customs of death and 
XX. 
marriage and also alaout the condition of widows. Iheir account 
proved to be very helpful for knowing about the condition of 
common masses during seventeenth century. 
THOMAS ROE ( I6I5-I6I9 ) » 
He was the English ajnbassador 
at the court of Jahangir. He had observed keenly the coiirt life 
but his account does not give any separate information about the 
life of common or poor people. Anyway, his descripijkions help us 
in knowing about the servants in the court or in the houses of 
the nobles. 
EDWARD TERRY ( I6l6-l6iy ) : 
A chaplain to Tliomas Roe, pro-
vides his account for knowing about the laviK of the imperial coiirt, 
dvuties of the officials, life of the nobles and about the royal 
army. Above all, his work is helpful in presenting a picture of 
the life of the mastjes in a very detailed manner. 
Apart from the accounts of these English travellers, 
the records of the English Factories and letters of the East India 
Company which were received in iJngland, are in no way of less 
importance. Hundreds of references can be traced to these records 
which provided material for this dissertation. 
xxi. 
Almost all the contemporary sovo'ces of the seven-
teenth century have been utilised by modern vfriters for drafting 
the picture of Indian society during the period xmder discussion. 
But English Factory Records have been used very little for extra-
cting references about the different professional classes. Taese 
records have onlyleen exploited as a mine of information about 
the trade operations of the East India Company. Fortunately I 
come 
have/across hundreds of references which helped me a lot in draf-
ting a sketch of the working of important professional groups,e.g, 
of weavers, washers, dyers and painters of cloth- how did they work, 
what .ere the conditions to hire their services and how they were 
exploited by their masters. Alongwith the wages of weavers, dyers 
painters, peons, guards, pattamars ( letter carriers ), palki bear-
ers, craftsmen, camelmen and othex* kinds of carriages are widely 
mentioned in the Factory Hecords. Rates of different commodities 
axe also derived from the same records and put to purpose to obtain 
the knowledge of purchasing power of the artisans and workers. 
Other important Exiropean merchamts and travellers who 
visited India during the epoch of our study and provide valuable 
material for different aspects are as follows : 
E 
FRANCISCO PELSAfll ( 1620-162? ) : 
His work i s t r a n s l a t e d 
from Dutch to English by W.H. Moreland. I t inc ludes a d e t a i l e d a c c -
ount of s o c i a l and admin i s t r a t i ve environment in which commerce was 
XXll, 
to develop. Some worthy paragraphs on the life of different 
artisans and their wagets and also i-eligious believes have been 
selected from his accovtnt. 
l^AlJRlQUE ( 1629-1643 ) s 
lianrique was a French traveller. 
His text furnishes significant information on the condition of 
poors and labourers during the seventeenth century. Bia accouiit . 
proves very helpful in dealing with the state of working of weuv-
ers and other professionals. 
HICC0L;10 MiUiUCCI k 1653-1708 ) : 
He lived for a long time 
in India, and thus saw the reign of Aurangzeb and also the last 
years of Shahjahan. No aspect of society and social life escaped 
from his naked eyes. Life in the court, life in the houses of the 
nobles is not only thing dealt with by him. He went thoroughly' in 
each aspect of life and discussed the state of living of all classes 
of society in a quiie critical manner. 
TAVEHIvIER ( I64I-I667 ) : 
Tavernier was a French traveller who 
made seven voyages in the East. He was a jewel merchant, but occassio-
nally took the notice of the manner of living of lower strata also. 
XXI I I . 
DELLA VALLE ( 10th February 1623- l 6 th Kovember 1624 ) « 
I>3lla Valle wao an I t a l i a n vmnderer . 
Various re fe rences worthy of no t i ce have been incorpora ted in t h i s 
work. He wrote about the c i t i e s , towns, the dresses of d i f f e r e n t 
people , r e l i g i o n s , b e l i e v e s , s u p e r s t i t i o n s and d i f f e r e n t customs. 
mff i lM ( I656-I668 ) t 
I b i s French doc tor , i s one of the most 
i n t e r e s t i n g and c r i t i c a l p e r s o n a l i t i e s of the seventeenth century as 
he i n i t i a t e d a new economic theory in the h i s t o r y of th6> pe r iod . He 
v i s i t e d the whole of the n t r t h e r n India and supp l i e s us with d i s t i n c t 
information about the peasants and l a b o u r e r s . 
JEAH de THEVEKOT ( 1666 ) : 
A French man made a shor t t r i p to Ind ia , 
but valuable informations about the d i f f e r e n t p ro fe s s iona l groups and 
l i f e of common people can be t raced to him. 
GEIJELLI CAREHI ( 1693-16^9 ) t 
The I t l a i a n v i s i t o r in India Ccime t h r o -
ugh Pers ia and v i s i t e d viestern coas t ci" Ind ia . He sepa ra t e ly takes the 
customs and profess ions of d i f f e r en t cas t e s e x i s t i n g in t h a t pe r iod . 
X Z I V . 
KODEIU'I WORKS 
Modern works a re hundreds 
in number and i t would be r a t h e r d i f f i c u l t to d iscuss a l l of them. 
» 
Special mention) however» can be made to ¥.H. Moreland's India a t 
the Death of Akbarj Azhar A n s a r i ' s European Trave l l e r s Under the Kugh-
f t I 
als ; Hoy Chaudhari and Irfan Habib's Cambridge Economic History; 
I I I I 
W,Foster 's Early Travels in Ind ia ; H. i i i s l e y ' s People of Ind ia ; 
I • 
Shafaat Ahmad Khan's East India Trade in the Seventeenth Century; 
I I 
and Lolika Varda Rajan's India in the Seventeenth Century. 
A dark picture of the condition of conunon masses -
workers and artisans, has been presented by the European travellers 
who visited India during medieval centuries, especially in the sev^ e-
nteenth century. Present study discard the views of these foreigners 
and I have tried to highlight various facts which are contrary to 
the description made by Europeans aToout the necessities of life, and 
wages and earnings of lower strata. Details are made in the forthco-
ming chapters. VI.H. Moreland seems impressed "by the views of European 
I I 
travellers and wrote in India at the Death of Akbar in the similar 
words about the plight of labourers and artisans. Biough Irfan Habib 
2 
and Satish Chandra disapprove various biased views made by the fore-
ign travellers about the workers and artisans during the seventeenth 
century, but they did not take it in a detailed manner. I have attem-
pted to go into the details of the standard of living of lower strata, 
1. Cambridge Economic History, Vol.1,pp. 261-307. 
2. Cambridge Economic History, Vol.1, pp. 458-71, 
X V . 
t h e i r wages and commodities which they could "buy for t h e i r da i ly 
u s e . 
FEllSIAH WORKS 
I have drawn les^; inform-
a t i on from contemporary Pers ian ch ron i c l e s , because most of them 
depic t the p o l i t i c a l emd economic p o l i c i e s of the emperors, adminis-
t r a t i o n , wars and conquests of a p a r t i c u l a r p e r i o d . However, r e f e r -
ences which I have taken from Pers ian sources a re as follows » — 
Ain-i-Akbari : 
I h i s work of g r ea t worth, compiled by Abul Pazl 
i n 1595 A.D., forms the concluding p a r t pf Akbar Kama. Ko d o u b t , i t 
i s a r i c h souriie of a l l kinds of information for the r e i g n of Akbar, 
but as i t was compiled on the eve of ee /en teen th century , I have t r a -
ced out some references to supplement the d iscuss ion about the d i f f e -
r e n t p ro fe s s iona l s i n s ide the cour t , wages of a r t i s a n s and l a b o u r e r s , 
soc i a l customs of both Hindus and Kuslims e t c . This chronic le inc ludes 
three volumes. F i r s t volume i s t r a n s l a t e d by H.Blochman and second 
and t h i r d by H .S . J a r r e t and J .K.Sarkar conbindly. I t has been p u b l i s h -
ed in India by A s i a t i c Society of Bengal for the f i r s t t ime, and a f t e r 
t ha t by Orient R e p r i n t e r s . 
"Eashrih-ul-Aqwam t 
Though the work was compiled by Col .J .Skinner 
in esirly n ine teen th century , i . e . , in 18 ?5> t>ut i t g r e a t l y supports 
ZXVl, 
the evidences of our period of atudy. It helps us by providing 
Persian, Sanskrit and Hindustani nomenclature to different profe-
ssional classes being mentioned in foreign travellers's accounts. 
The author drew his material chiefly from Sanskrit sources and 
the work is divided into three books, first book relates to the 
chronology of Timurid Emperors - from Timxar to Akbar Shah. Book 
second is divided into two parts, first part consists of the des-
cription of four major divisions of the Indian society, whereas 
pari second provides a detailed description of different profess-
ional groups. Ihird book contains the accotint of various Mohamma-
dan families of the period. I have utilised the second book which 
relates to the works done by the artisans and labourers.This part 
also throws light, tu some extent, on food and social conditions 
of these classes. 
C H A P T E R - I 
CATiiJUURIES OF LO;-J F A I D 3EriVAJ\rT3.LAB0UItBitS AND OTHER PRQFESoIOIIALS 
1. 
C H A P T E R I 
CATJJiOORIE^  OF LOU' PAID SEHV/iMTS, LABOURERS M P OIHER 
PR0PES3I0KALS : 
This section deals with the composition and 
nature of work of different categories of low paid sei^rants, 
labourers and artisans at the royal court and other parts of the 
country. These servants were inferior in terras of status and 
wages compared with officers of the state who formed a distinct 
group of imperial services. A detailed analysis of their position 
and functions is necessary to understand the economic condition 
of the lower income groups of the Indian society during the seven-
teenth century. The corpus of the contemporary literature is full 
of details about the servants, slaves, artisans and labourers who 
attracted the attention of all the writers of the period under 
review. Ttiey figure prominently in the writings of European 
travellers also. 
SLAVES AIJD 3ERVAI1T3 11^  Tliij liiPEHLiL COURT : 
The discussion starts with the working of 
various slaves and servants in the royal palaces, lie §hall take 
them briefly because very few of them were low paid. Anyway, their 
study will enable us to know the position of other servants,artisans 
and workers outside the palaces* 
BUIJUGHS : 
Chief imperial household was Zanana which consisted 
ladies in thousands.These ladies were guarded by eunuchs and also 
had the"r own establishments with personal female servants.Eunuchs 
served kings,, princes and ladies royal alike. There were principal 
eunuchs who looked after the different departments of the imper-
ial household.A chief eunuch was the sole incharge of treasury, 
2 
wardrobe, expenditure, jewellery and other things of importance. 
II _ II 
The chief and his subordinate eunuchs were called Ilazir (guardian 
or superintendaiit).Each servant and slave inside the palace w^ .s 
bound to inform the nazir what they did.Each member of ro;^  al house-
hold had his or her own nazir to look after their property. Other 
subordinate eunuchs carried mesaages, guarded the doors etc. Any 
man or woman visiting the palace was vigilated eunuchs.'Iliey also 
conducted the construction works inside the palace and kept the 
registers in which names and descriptions of specific marks on the 
faces of artisano were mentioned to avoid any misfortiine.l'hGy also 
served the ro;.al personnel in the dinning room and brought sealed 
dishes from the kitchen.Some of them were to clear the way with 
wsinds in their hands for the princes, guests and nobles. The chief 
l.Storia do Ko^or (16^3-1708 )<Hiccolao Iianucci,4 Vols.l'r.Vfilliam 
Irvine, London, 1^0?. Vol.11, p. 50. 
2. Storia do kogor,Vol.II, pp^351-52. 
3. atoria do Kogor,Vol.II, pp .351-52. 
4. Travels of Fray Sebast ian Kanrigue (1629-1643),Fray Sebast ian 
Wanrique,Tr. L t .Col . Luard,2Vols. ,IIakluyt Society , 1927. Vol .11, 
P -195. 
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eimuoh was also charged with the education of princes, and to take 
care of ladies royal and princesses. Evmuchs were also appointed 
as king's bodyguards and also carried sealed letters and brought 
answers back. 
SLAVES : 
Though the institution of slavery was not approved 
by Islam, yet the slaves formed an important institution through-
out the medieval period. They worked under the direct supervision 
of the king and were employed in the inner departments of the 
palace.They worked as guards, spies, scribes, news reporters and 
servants for petty jobs. Male slaves did welcome the guests of the 
4 
emperor, while female slaves acconipanied royal ladies everywhere. 
Trained in,iS:t of fighting, female slaves were 
posted to guard the king while sleeping. They were given vrages reg-
5 
ularly; Captives of war and prisoners were made slaves,and also were 
brought form Central Asia, 'ibey also guarded doors and carried pal-
anquins of royjal ladies. 
There vfere royal concubines having female slaves 
and seiMrants to serve them. Some of female Slaves also had servants 
l.Eorris Embassy to Aurangaeb(16SS-17Q2), Harihar Das,Ed. S.C.Sarkar, 
Calcutta,lS'5i^ * P.264. 
2. Storia do Mogor,Vol.II, p.331. 
3« Storia do liOgoriVoLIi, p. 35Q* 
4» Tavernier's IVavels in India(l641-68), Jean Baptiste Tavernier, 
2 Vols., Ed. V. Ball and -Jillian Crooke,relhi,lS'77. Vol. I, p. 312. 
5« Storia do Llogor^Vol. II, pp. 336-38. 
6. Storia do llogor.VoT .II, p,42. 
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vmder them.Only eunuchs were allovred to enter in their apartments. 
Some selected ladies discharged important duties like receiving; 
reports from distance and replied on behalf of the king.Tliej' also 
served kings, princes and royal ladies wliile dinning. 
SARAFCHJ : 
'lliose who served food to the roi-al household were 
known as sarafchi. 
LlUSlCIiUI^  AIID SIMGlilRS : 
They were to shower the songs of praise 
s 
on the occasion of festivals, feasts and birthdays. Tlae members of 
royal family had their own sets of singers and musicians also. 
PAHKIil BEARERS x 
Pankha bearers or fly drivers were to drive 
away flies from the body of the emperor and performed their duties 
2 
outside the palace very diligently. 
GURLBARDARS : 
'itiey were mace-bcarers.'i'his is a Persian term, 
ftxirz means mace and bardar meaning bearer.Inside the palace,they 
carried messages from the emperor to the nobles etc. Ibey also 
1 .J%angir'8 India,Pelsaert,'hr. ,1.1 [.Koreland,Delhi,IS^ -2[;,p,68. 
2.Purchas His Pilgrimes,Samuel Purchas,20 Vols., Hakluyt Society, 
1^ ,05. i/illiam Finch, Vol. IV, p.74. 
3. Storia do Kogor,Vo1.I, pp,80-8^. 
c leared avray for the k ing, nobles and g u e s t s . 
UI.BRKLLA BK^hEKS : 
Their duty i/as to p r o t e c t t h e i r master from 
I t I I 
heat and rain, i-itisal or q^uiteasal term is also used for umbre-
lla bearers. 
Havfkins cited thirtysix thousand servants emp-
2 
loyed by the emperor which included T/atermen also. Some of them i/ere 
employed to carz'y vfater from Ganges for the king for drinking purpose. 
Others were to shov/er water on the roads while the king marched out 
of the palace. 
ROYAL ILiRKAILiS : 
Ibis Persian terra means one who goes on errands. 
He made announcement of the royal orders to the public and brought 
reports to the court of what happened in different places. His office 
was of different nature than waqi'B. nawis who was appointed to give 
written reports, while harkarah was to report orally. 
POKTEKS : 
They formed an important corps . Ibough l i t e r a l l y the 
I.European "Trc'vellevs Under the MuKhals(l380-l627 )>3iid. Azhar Ansari , 
Delhi , 1^75. Tlioraas Roe, p . 7 1 . 
2. Hawkin' s Voyages,Ed. C.R.l-larkhiam, London, I878, p . 420, 
3 . Purchas Jlis P i lg r imes , Roe , / o l . rv,p.37Q; S to r i ^ do Mogol,Vol.II , 
P.7O; European Trave l l e r s bnder the Uughals,Terry> p 78 . 
4» India in the 17th Century,Ed. J.P.G^iha,Delhi, lS^74.0vington,p.l01. 
6. 
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term means a door-keeper j but in the royal palace some of them 
were posted at the doors and other female porters were posted as 
sentry at night . 
CMiP FOLLOUEHS : 
I 
There was a miscellaneous following of a r t i -
I 
sans, dealers and common people, who followed the king on marches 
for erecting tents, taking carriages and to serve in other matters. 
p 
In the processions of the emperor drums, trumeta and other instr-
uments of music, canopies, flags, standards and other imperial 
iiiaignia were also carried before the king and his companions.Hund-
2 
reds of such kind of attendants accompanied the princes also. 
1/hen the emperor was out of his palace,labou-
rers, superintended by an officer, levelled the way, cut the jungles 
and removed other hurdles. 
I-IASHALCHIS OR TORCH BEARERS : 
Tbe torch was made of rags, wra-
pped round a rod and vras fed at intervals with oil. Uashalchis were 
also knovm as deoti derived from Sanskrit word dipa. Inside the 
palace lamp posts were lighted by these mashalchis and on out doors 
they carried lighted lamps in the night. 
PALKI GARRIEIiS t 
Palki, or palanquin carriers were employed 
1. Storia do I10Kor,Vol. II, p ,42. 
2. English Factories in India ( 1618-1669 )> Ed.William Foster,13 Vols., 
London,1906,7ol.II, p.314. 
3. European l^uvellers Under the Ilughals,v rTi^ r'rrate,]).8. 
4« Hobson Jobson Olosaary of Anglo Indian Words, ^  contd. ) 
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permanently in the imperial house.Palkis vrere used when kin^; or a 
member of imperial household K©it out of pju.ace.Royal ladies were 
carried by female palki carriers inside the boundaries of the pal-
1 
ace. 
KEEPERS OF BK^STB : 
Eunuchs and maid servants were kept to 
rear and tame the royal pigeons.Foxor to five thousand elephants 
were maintained daily for the imperial household alongwith other 
2 
mules, camels and beasts of burden. 
Each elephant was looked after by ten persons 
-two to ride on, two to fix on chains,two men with spears,two for 
the fire works and others to remove dung and give vrater to the ele-
phant.At least, three servants were required to look after an elep-
hantiBrutes belonging to the empez'or were looked after by two serv-
ants. Tliere u.-ii a. 'captain of elephants' enjoying the status equal 
5 
to a minister. 
( con td . ) 
Ed.H.lule & A.C.Burnell , London, 1^03. •).307. 
l .S toTia doMogor ,Vo l . I l . p , 4 2 . 
2 . India in the 17th Century, Ovington, p . 8 4 . 
3 . S tor ia do Ilogor, Vol. Il ,pp.363-64. 
4. J a h a n g i r ' s India , p . 5 1 . 
5» l^avels of kanr ique . V o l . I I , p . 2 7 0 . 
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'Ibe word karkhana has wrongly 
been translated by the European travellers of the seventeenth cen-
I I 
tury, and several modern writers also, as workshop . But this 
does not comiey the real meaning of thetferm. In .modern times the 
production of a workshop is supplied for commercial purpose and 
workers are paid regularly on the basis of uniform curi-ent rates. 
But xinder the Great kughalsi the production of 
royal karkhanas inside the walls of the palace meant for the use 
of the emperor and royal family. Kost of the workers were provided 
abode inside the walls of the king's residence. Abul Fazl supplies 
details of the techniques and organisation of several productions 
manufactured in these karkhanas at several places in Ain-i-Akbari. 
The karkhanas were set up in big halls and separate works of arts 
and crafts were performed in separate rooms. I-iain jobs were done 
by the painters, jewellers, ailk vfeavers, tailors, shoe makers 
and smiths and all those which could satisfy, the needs of imperial 
household. In these large halls a large ntimber of embroiders, gold-
smiths, weavers, tailors, joiners, turners, varnishers and textile 
manufacturers worked under the supersivion of a separate master. 
The emperor himself paid much attention towards the production of 
various stuffs and Irani, European and I.ongolian articles of wear 
1.Travels in Mogul Empire, (I656-68 ),Francois Bernier,'rr.A. Constable, 
London, 1931. pp. 258-59. 
produced in abundance. 'Lte imperial karkhanas and toi-ms like 
Lahore, Agra, Delhi,Patehpur and Ahmadabad turned out many 
masterpieces of workmanship. Imperial karkhanas produced all 
those stuffs which were produced in other covintries. 
LOH PAID aEI^ ViU^ TS Al^ D MBOURERS UIIDJiiK TIIE I'iOBLES 
Following the grand life-stj'le of 
the emperor and splendour of imperial household, nobles and mone-
yed men of the period maintained their establishments on similar 
pattern. They kept servants both permanently and temporarily on 
monthly or"daily wages. The servants and slaves were employed 
f 
in huge number, who were ...well trained in their work whether 
• 2 
indoor or out-of-door. 
EUKUCIIS ;vUD SLAVES : 
Eunuchs were made the sole incharge of 
the entire household where the ladies were generally dependent on 
them for their needs. 'Ihe chief eunuch was attended by female ser-
vants. 
Polygamy was in vogue among 1W5 most of the 
nobles and rich persons. To look after each lady there might be 
13 
'...10, or 20,or 100,according to her fortione. The duty of the 
1. Glimpses of Iledieval Indian Culture, lusuf liusain,Bombay,1957• 
p. 142. 
2. Empire of the Great lio^ ol) Joannes De Laet,Tr.J.3.Hoyland,Leyden, 
1931. pp. 89-00. 
3. Jahangir's India,p.65; Empire of the Great I:ogol,p.83. 
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eunuchs was to look after the actiona and conduct of these ladies. 
The ladies generally remained at iiome attended by eunuchs and 
younge Girles. Eunuchs were not the low paid servants but their 
description is necessary to know the hierarchy of the servants un-
der nobles and emperor. Hhile going; out these ladies were attended 
by guards, tent pitchers and suppliers, etc. 
The nobles and affluent persons emploj'ed some 
servants to rub their body with sandalvrood or rose water... and 
• 2 
coding oil. Others were kept to sing, dance or play music. 
Ito take care of the horses there were seluida-
rs ( or silahdar - man at arms ). Eillewani or be1wan was the 
incharge of carts in which the nobles or rich persons travelled. 
FilKKASli : 
The vford i s d e r i v e d from P e r s i a n f a r s h meaning 
I I .He 
to s p r e a d c a r p e t . ' w a s a menia l s e r v a n t whose p r o p e r b u s i n e s s was 
to p i t c h t e n t s , s p r e a d carpe t i j a t tbe i -es idence of the m a s t e r and 
during journeys. 
SERRlUAxlI OR oiJUI'iAIJ : 
lie was t h e camel k e e p e r unde r a nobleman. 
KAMVAT : 
He was t h e d r i v e r and t e n d e r of the e l e p h a n t . 
1 .A QeiOt'^raphical Account of T i^e C o u n t r i e s Hound The Ba;;, of Bengal , 
(166S'-7S^)» lliomas 13owrey,Ed. R.C. Temple, 11aLuj'-t 3ociet;> , l i ^ 0 5 . p . 20?, 
2 . J a hanj-;ir' s In di a , p . 65 ; Empire of the Grea t l - ogo l , p . 8 3 . 
11. 
A^IlTgLU OK RIJI^IIEIIS 
Rtmners were kept to carrj mesBages who could cover twenty or 
thirty cos a day. 
Portuguese settlers of Goa did spend a luxurious 
life keeping in their service a big number of servants. Out of the 
walls of their residence, the Portuguese were followed by the 
2 
ujnb±ella bearers, cushion bearers, sword carriers and slaves. 
I'lale and female slaves were kept by the Port-
uguese to earn money. Male slaves were sent in the market to do 
labour and fe'male slaves did embroidery work at home. I'he income 
was utilised by the masters. Some slaves vrere sent to fetch water 
and sell it in the streets. Female slaves made all sort of confe-
ctures and preserved fruits. Young girls were sent to the markets 
to do differer^t |obs and the money brought by them was taken by their 
masters. They also kept fly drivers to serve at the time of meals 
and sleeping. 
Slaves carried Portuguese musters and their 
ladies to outside in the palanquins. Children of the slaves did 
belong to master alone. Thevenot and Careri also observed same 
1. Empire of the Great t-ogol, pp.89-^0j Jahangir's India, pp. 61-62; 
Hobson Jobson, p.536j A General Description of India(l638), Jolm 
Van Twist, Tr. If.Ii.Moreland, J. 1.11.XVI, 11^37. p. 86. 
2. Pietro' s Pilf-rima^ re, Sd. .Vilfrid Blunt, London, 1935* P .262}Purchas-
iiis Pilt'-^ rimes, Linschoten, Vol. X, p.2345 Pyrard de Lavel, p. 262. 
3. Purchas His Pilgriraes, Linschoten,Vol. X, p,231. 
4» I-iandelslo's Travels in ;Jeatern India(l63Q-3S')» ^d» 1 .y.Comn issa-
riat , Oxford, IS 31* P»7ii« 
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sittiation in Goa though the power of Portufn^ese vras declining day 
by day. 
Different soiirces to obtain slaves have been 
discussed by the seventeenth century writers. Ralph Fitch wrote 
that during the time of famines in Gujarat the poor people sold 
their children as slaves. Prisoners, war captives and captives 
during hunting excursion were kept by the king as slaves. A 
trade of slaves between England and South Bast Asian colonies 
2 
also existed. Terry^  wrote tb.at sometimes debtors were imprisoned 
in case of non-payments, and their wives and children were sold as 
slaves, 
Musicians, drummers, palki carriers and limbrella 
bearers and armed men followed the Dutch, Portuguese and English 
factors wh.en they went out. 
While ladies of noble families moved out tlieir 
mahals, they were followed by guards, maids and slaves. Some of 
them went ahead to make way. Water carriers sprinkled water on the 
roads while the nobles or princes passed into the streets. 
Gurzbardars ( mace bearerJ ) and harkaras 
were also kept by the nobles. Even some of them were kept to carry 
1. European Travellers Under the riu^hals, p. 17J En^ -^lish Factories, 
Vol. XIII, p.311. 
2. English Factories, Vol. II, pp. IO5-6, 12?5 Vol. XIII, pp.l2S^, 137. 
3. European Travellers Under the liughals, p. 11. 
4. Storia do Mogor, Vol. II, p. 72. 
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perfumes with these regal personalities. During the marches and 
also at homes water suppliers carried water in pots full of water 
•2 in hanging canes. The cortege of a governor of L*asulipatam even 
included two or three hundred peons. Peons acted as foot runners, 
fly drivers and armed soldiers. They also carried baggages of 
great persons. In the English I^ctory Records peons are said to 
5 he hired servants carrying the goods of different persons. 
Bivrbers were called to grip the arms and 
shoulders of the rich persons. Dancers and singers were emplo^'ed 
by the nobles arfybich ones to entertain them and their guests! To 
serve the chief eunuchs under the nobles, there were little boys 
and girls to do necessary work. 
Ilashalchis ( torch bearers and lamp lighters ) 
also formed a part of tiiis ostentatious body of servants* They 
1. Storia do Mogor, Vol. I, p. 212. 
2. Travels in India, Jean de Thevenot,L'd. S.IT.Sen, national Archives, 
1945. pp.143-44. 
3. Travels in India,Ihevenot, p.144* 
4. Pxarchaa Ilis Pilgrimes, Roe, Vol, IV, p. 367. 
5. Letters Received by East India Company, (1602-17 ), Intro. Vf.Foster, 
6 Vols. London, 1897. PP.219. 229. 
6. European Travellers Under the Kughala, Terry, p.86. 
7. norris Embassy to Aurangzeb,( 169S'-1702 ), Harihar Das,rearrangedj 
S.C.Sarkar, Calcutta, 1959. Pfll5. 
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lighted lamps inside the houses and accompanied their masters on 
out doors. 
Bar'ban or door keepers were posted at the 
entrances not allowing a man to enter inside the residence of 
the nobles without permission. They checked carefully each person 
getting in. 
WRKERS AND ARTISAITS IN KARKHAIJAg : 
Karkhanas were maintained by the nobles on 
the pattern of royal karkhanas. The luxury of the nobles could 
scarcely be described. ITiey needed fine clothes, jewellery, 
decorations of velvet, carpets, bed-stead, mirrors, gold and 
silver seirvice, perfumes, equipment for horses and elephants, 
decorated palanquins and weapons etc. They employed the artisans, 
unfortunately by force, to work for them. They wanted each article 
on a cheap rate. VHaenever the nobles required the services of an 
artisans, they sent their men to them to bring them. The artisans 
did work for the nobles and were remiinerated according to the will 
of their masters. If he protested he was treated with a cudgel. 
A number of masoniy workers also rendered their services to these 
1. European Travellers Under the Mughals, Pelsaert, pp.129-30. 
2. Travels of Kanrique, Vol. II, p. 210. 
3. Cambrid/^ ;e Economic History,Vol. I, pp. 266-67. 
4. Travels in the Mogul Empire1 pp.255-56. 
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nobley.They were house Ijuilders, stone cutters, glaziers,masons, 
rooters and tile makers etc. Like others, they were also oppress-
ed hy the grandees of the empire. Anyway, artists who arrived at 
eminence were employed "by the king and the nobles of status,and 
they, worked exclusively for their patron. 
WEAVERS : 
Ihe major incentives provided by the Mughals 
for enhanced production in every sphere of the imperial economy 
coupled with the steady, increasing demand of the European compa-
nies - Dutch and English, ultimately led to unprecendented growth 
of textile industry in India. The textile industry in India duri-
ng the seventeenth century can be classified into two categories 
- silk and cotton. 'Hie main centres of weaving industi^- were in 
Bengal - I'iurshidabad, Dacca and i^asimbazar; in Gujarat - Surat, 
Baroda and Broachj in Sind - Thatta and Sehwanj in northern India 
- Lahore, Delhi, Mill tan, Agra, Patna and Eanaras; in the south -
Burhanpxir,and other cities on Coromandal coast were famous for 
their silk and cotton textile productions. 
Silk cloths were in great demand in all Euro-
pean covintries and also in the houses of nobles and high strata. 
Kings had their own manufacturers and craftsmen to produce silk 
and cotton textiles in the imperial karkhanas. In early English 
l.jahangir's India, pp,60-6l. 
2. Travels in the Mogul Q]ipire,p. 256. 
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Factory Records, about hundred and fifty varieties of cloths are 
inentic ed. Dacca was famous for the finest quality of muslin 
produced there and almOat all kinds of silk stuffs were manufac-
tured in Bengal, Gujarat and Coromandal coast.Gujarat was famous 
for a certain kind of calico - bafta» Banaras and Ahmadabad were 
known for embroidered silken stuffs. 
Yarn was made by peasants and artisans in 
their own homes xmder the medieval system of technique and thej 
2 
sold it in the market. Large ntunber of families were involved in 
the production of yarn as well as cloth in villages, towns and 
cities of India.Yarn was mainly prepared in Qasimbazar, Balasore 
and Broach and was taken to England by the Company from Bengal, 
Burhanpur and Gujarat.Raw silk was also exported to Europe throu-
ghout the seventeenth century and the early eighteenth centviry. 
Finished products of silk, cotton and velvets and carpets were 
the main objects of trade for European companies. Lakhawar near 
Agra is reported producing daily 1,000 pieces of cloths, which 
indicates the maximum numfir of the population busy in textile 
production. Nasarpur near Thatta inhabited near about 3,000 farei-
. 4 
lies of weavers in 1535• Another notable centre of cotton manufa-
l.Cambridf?e Economic History of India, (1200-1750),Ed. Ohpan Roych-
audtwriand Irfan Habib,Cambridge University Press,1^82.Vol. I,p.26^ . 
2. Cambridge Economic History,Vol.I, p.271. 
3. English Factories,Vol.11, p.1^'8. 
4. English Factories,Vol.V, p.128. 
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otiiring was tiehwan near Thatta where about 1,000 houaehalds of weav-
ers were busy in making a fine qviality of bafta. In Thatta itself, 
about 3»000 families of weavers dwelt there and their products were 
2 
largely sent to Persia and Turkey, Most of inhabitants of Sakkhar 
were weavers and dyers. Idanrique informs about Thatta inhabiting 
A 
more than 2,000 looms; Only for making cotton textiles, there were 
5 
about seven thousand looms at Banaras^ The excellent baftss of 
Gujarat were made at Baroach where the majority of population was 
of weavers. The adjacent areas of Masulipatam were thickly popula-
ted with weavers and chintz makers. A number of places in Gujarat, 
Bengal, Beccan and Coromandal Coast were well inhabited by the 
families of weavers, cloth painters and washers of cloths, 
Badni, or money given in advance, to the weavers 
was a common feature of seventeenth centixry economj'. Tlie weavers 
req.uired a certain amount of money to have raw mateiials for making 
cloths and supply it to the different European companies and other 
1. English Factories,Vol.V, p. 125. 
2. English Factories, Vol. V, p. 130, 
3» Purchas His Pilgrimes, Hawkins, Vol.Ill, p. 85. 
4. Travels of tlanriqucVol. II, pp. 238-35. 
5. Travels of Manrique,Vol. II, p. I46-47. 
6. A Geographical Account of The Countries Roiind The Bay of Bengal, 
pp. 71-72. 
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native traders. The word is derived from Persian verb dadan>mean-
ing to give. It helped the customer to have the cloths of desired 
length and "breadth at cheap rates. Particularly when there was a 
slump in the market, the weavers were always ready to accept adv-
ances. English merchants could not always get cloths of required 
2 length and breadth and in that case they had to pay extra charges. 
Prices were fixed by the community of the weaversj if one of them 
sold his goods at low prices, he was ...rebuked and money lent 
13 
him for his present necessity. 
Generally the weavers were employed for a fixed 
period by the European merchants because temporary appointment could 
induce an artisans to shift from one place to another to earn higher 
wages in the prevailing condition of competition. To keep the weav-
ers bound to them, the English factors were required to make pre-
payments to the weavers eight to ten months before starting the work 
which iB only thing that tyes them to us (' i.e. English merchants)? 
The Dutch factors were also forced to invest their sums in this race 
of pre-payments to the weavers. 
1. English Factories,Vol.I, p. 1$7; Vol. X, p.70. 
2. English Factories,Vol. VIII,pp. l89-$0. 
3. English Factories,Vol.VII, p. T?, . . 
4. English Factories,Vol.VI,;pp. I7I-72. 
5. English Factories,Vol. VIII, p. 159| Vol. XII,p. 27. 
6. English Factoiies,Vol. XII, p. 12. 
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Contrary to this, the weavers were most of the 
times in need of money to furnish themselves with raw materials. 
More than often the weavers demanded the wages of previous year 
from English factors. The weavers were frequently in debt of Engl-
ish factors who forced them to repay the money. 
tflien dadni or money in advance was given tothe 
weavers the English factors were directed to deduct a certain amou-
nt of money out of the total sum. The reason attributed to this was 
the interest vrhich the Honourable Company was to pay for the money 
2 
borrower to carry on its investments. In a consultation held at 
Qasimbazar to regulate Company's affairs, the merchants were asked 
that ... upon all peet [ pethj (or Current Mony)Rs., which shall be 
out to the silke merchants or to the weavers, either upon Dadnee 
[dadni, by way of advances] or afterward in full Accompts, shall be 
deducted Rs. 1-4 annas out of every hundred Rupees at the time of 
the said payment; upon sicca IsikkaL newly coined Rupees shall be 
deducted two Rupees per cent and as much more as the Bhatta bhatta-
differences in exchange shall hereafter rise above one per centjand 
upon gold Koors mohars shall be charged two annas and a halfe a 
peece more then tlie Bazar rate. 
For the European and Indian merchants it was an 
onerous job to contact the weavers directly, and naturally they had 
1.Diaries of Streynsham liaster ( 1675-1680 ),ii;d. Sir K.C.1'eiiiple,2Vols. 
London,1^11. Vol.I,p. 380. 
2. Diaries of Streynsham Master,Vol.II,pp. 317-18. 
3. DiaAies of Streynsham kaBter,Vol.II, pp. 317-18. 
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to engage brokers and agents to deal with them. For the retail 
dealers the term paikar ( a distortation of Persian word pae-kar ) 
occupies in seveniteenth century soiirces. They were responsible for 
I 
maintaining smooth relations between merchants and weavers. But ... 
the breakers being Generally poor and Litigious, and if the Picars 
of weavers faile, seldome pay their remaynes, but never without 
contest, trouble and charge. Under this system the weavers suffer-
ed most. But the English merchants often complained that the weavers 
often went to work under the Dutch and their changing of sides was 
due to the non-payment of money and ill treatment by the Indian 
agents. 
It is interesting to note that the English factors 
kept records of the qrxality, colour and siae of the cloth manufactu-
red by the weavers who entered into contract with them. Ihe copies 
of these record bocks were also sent annually to the Court of Direc-
tors. 
Ihe workmanship of the weavers wis another impor-
tant feature of the period, which made them renewed all over Asian 
and European countries. Sometimes the English factors tried to dye 
cloths themselves but failed and then contacted native weavers who 
also performed the work of d;yers. The weavers were often admired 
for their well done vfork. These weavers posses^ied the skill to pro-
1.Diaries of Streynsham Master,Vol. II,p.l5. 
2. Diaries of Streyasham kaster^Vol. II,p. 250. 
3. Letters Received by East India Company,Vol.III, pp. 281-82. 
4« English FaotorieSiVol.I, p. 230. 
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cure cloths of all kinds for all. 
Thatta was famoug for silic stuffs. Lahore was 
known for its fine white cloth, coloured pieces of silk technically 
I t . • 
known as elettachas or alachah and also ... much work is embroi-
dery, carpets, plain and flowered,...tents,.., coarse woolen stuffs, 
... At Ajmer there were produced a variety of fine white cloth, 
while Ahmadabad was renowned for a prodigious qxiantity of gold and 
silver cloth and flowered silks. Malwa and Patna supplied fine white 
cloth abvmdantly, Multan weavers manufactured much printed cloth. 
Bhakkar was known for white and coloured cloths produced there,and 
Kashmir for fine linen and woolen products.Aurangabad, Burhanpur, 
Baglanah, Kander — all these cities provided fine and coarse white 
cloth in big quantity. Dacca was known for its fine white cloth and 
silken stuffs and shiploads were annually transported to Europe.One 
of the best white and coloured cloths were manufactured in Rajraahal 
and Gk>lconda. 
During medieval centuries professions were foll-
owed on hereditary basis. Boys of eight to twelve years were trained 
in the hereditary profesaions which attributed to attainment of per-
fection in the textile industry'. Owing to the perfectness, the Engli-
sh ever tried to bring the different artisans, especially weavers, 
to get settled them in their factories and work for them. The prod-
ucts were meant to be sent to Europe not for local markets. Their 
1.Travels of I-:anrique,Vol.lI, pp. 238-3^ .'. 
2» S tor ia do Kogor, Vol .11 , p . 424-
3 . Diar ies of Streynsham M s t e r , V o l . l l , p . I 7 I , 
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main motive was to get their demands fulfilled within the given time 
and unc r their ovin supervision. 
But the weavers were ill treated "by the factors. 
There is ample evidence in the Factory Records to show how weavers 
and their families, entered to work within the precinct of the fac-
2 
tory, were treated badly. In the Factory Records there are numerous 
references about the abject poverty of the weavers, 'ihe weavers could 
not save enough money to procure raw material and had to depend on 
advances ( dadni ) by the merchants or their agents, 
Merchants used to buy ploths on cheap rates and 
transported to other cities where they coxild ...make a far greater 
3 
gaynQ Mo doubt these merchants had to meet all expenses of transport, 
yet the weavers often remained poor. Though exccellent cloths were 
manufactured bjj them, they never rose form the position of hand to 
mouth living, lliey were badly treated and sometimes were so much 
suppressed that they used to fly away? The custom of dadni itself 
caused much distress for the poor weavers, because most of the wea-
vers were bound to work according to the will of the brokers and they 
could not offend them. The records contain a reference about the 
weavers of Broach that Tliey ( the brokers because of the intrigues 
l.EnKlish Factories. Vol.XIII,p. 73. 
2.English Factories, Vol. IV, p. S*?' 
3. English Factories, Vol.1, p. 204. 
A* English Factories, Vol.1, p,21j. , .1 
5* English Factories,Vol. II, pp. l6S>-70. 
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among them ) prevent the vieavers bringing their cloth direct to the 
iiinglish ... at present ( because there is no English factor^') the 
•1 
weavers dare not offend them. 
These brokers deducted a certain kind of coi^miss-
ion out of the money which was given to them by the merchants to pay 
2 to the weavers, 'ibus the brokeis gained from two sources - first 
intei-est on advance or dadni> and secondly the charges of the brok-
erage from the merchants. Advances were mude to the weavers to ligh-
ten their burden, while it was increased by extracting interest out 
of it by the, brokers. 
Brokers were itself cheated by the Juiglish merch-
ants, lliey were not paid the full wages. A broker at :ifisimbazar was 
to be given a certaine stypond of wages of ten or fifteen rupees a 
• 3 
month, whereas he used to have but four or five rupees per month. 
So while a person was getting l/3 out of his said 
wages, he tried to compensate from other sources. For this poor weav-
ers were the victims, 'lliis was not the end of the fraudulent system. 
English factors also utilized a certain amoiint out of the money which 
4 
was given by the Company to pay to the merchants and weavers, Poddar 
1. English Factories,Vol. V, p. 287, 
2. A certain agent somji is referred doing such Job in 1662.English 
Fac-t-ories, Vol.XI,pp. 112-13. 
3. Eiaries of Streynsham ]'laster,Vol.I, p. 356. 
4» Tlie factors deducted two rupees and thirteen annas per cent out of 
the money to be paid to the merchants and w;eavers. Diaries of iJtre-
ynsham Laster, Vol. I, pp. 3ii4-85. 
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or cash keepers also kept dustoor or commission out of the money above 
written. It was formerly two annas upon 100 rupees, later on one cowry 
upon a rupee. About the money given to the merchants and weavers it 
was found ... in some of the said accompts, wherein sicca Rupees were 
Charged, there was Batta fpremiumJ Charged at about 1^ ^ per cent for 
the most part, and there was no Pus tore found Charged in anj' of the 
•2 
accounts of the bookes. 
Inspite of all these complications, the Indian 
weavers were a challenge to the European, especially to the Engl^ish 
weavers. The textile products of India were ruining the English weav-
ers. Various complaints were made to the Directors of Company in Lond-
on. This was the plem of the Directors that to get the req.uired vari-
eties of cloth, they will send some English ^reavers, dyers and desig-
ners to India, because Indian weavers were always interested to procure 
cloths demanded in local markets. Formerly sail oloth was imported in 
England from Prance. In 1662 the Directors sent hemp dressers, spinners 
and weavers to weave sail cloth. 
To direct the Indian weavers in 1668 workmen were 
4 
sent from England7 But this was resented by English weavers because 
fluvirishing textile industrj' was ruining there, for best workmen and 
1. Diaries of Streynsham Master^Vol.I, pp. 392-93. 
2. Here the sicca rupee meant a newly coined, in favour of which was 
a batta or premium of 4»5 and 6 per cent as against rupee already-
in circulation.. Diaries of Streynsham ]>iaster,Vol.I, pp. 392-3. 
3. East India Trade in The Seventeenth Centuyy, PP.153-54» 
4. East India Trade in The Seventeenth Century, pp. 153-54. 
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patterns were "being sent to India. In I667 Directors sent dyers, a 
throwster and throwsting Kill for better dyeing of taffetaes. The 
reason was that in India both labour and raw material was quite cheap 
in India. After 1680 the competition of Indian commodities was serio-
usly felt in England. Some of the workmen fled to Holland and others 
to Ireland. English weavers went in debt selling their goods from 
• 2 
30 to 40 p.c. less, and their families perished. But the export of 
bullion to East India, was defended by the Directors in the terms 
that it will bring more merchandise in return which could be sold at 
high prices in other coiintriesf Lastly, the English accepted the 
'exquisite workmanship of Indian weavers 7 Only the woollen commodi-
ties of England were left in demand. 
DYERS M P PADITERS OF CLQ'm J 
The job of dyers and painters of 
cloth was of no less importance in cloth manufacturing. Sometimes 
5 
the work was done by the weavers themselves. But there were separate 
specialists who dyed the cloth after it was woven, and if the cloth 
was to be made in a single colour, the thread was dyed before weaving. 
1. East India Trade in The Seventeenth Centu3y,pp. I54. 
2. East India Trade in The Seventeenth Century«pp. I70, 233, 27^. 
3. East India Trade in The Seventeenth Century,pp. 301-2. 
4. East India Trade in The Seventeenth Cent\U'y, p. 278, 
5. English Factories,Vol. I, p. 1^8} Diaries of Streynsham I.aster, 
Vol.11, p.11. 
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Vfe o"bserve a division of labour in the cloth printing trade. 
The job of preparation of cloth for printing, the drawing of the 
master, the transfer of the pattern to the cloth, the painting of the 
cloth, etc., splitted up into the interlihked lahotir of several dif f-
2 
erent artisans and the raeinhers of their families. Pali was the famous 
caste of printers of cloth. 
For the purpose of making designs the fabrics 
were painted by different methods. European travellers had greatly 
admired the workmanship of dyers and painters of India dixring the 
seventeenth century. Children generally helped in the work of paint-
ing of cloth. Long sheds served for living and workshops? 
I.Indian Textile Trade in The Seventeenth Century, J.Irwine, J5PF. 
I316O.V0I. I, i't.2,p. 30. 
2. In somethings the artists of India out-do all the ingenuity of 
iJurope, viz in the painting of chites or callicoes,which in Europe 
can not be paar a Helled, either in the brightness as life of colo-
urs, or in their continuance upon the cloth. TTie gold stripes like-
wisje in their sooseys, and the gold flower in their atlasses, are 
imitated with us, but not to perfection, and the cornelian rings 
with double chains of gold about them, meeting at several distances, 
where small sparks of diamonds, rubies or saphires are inlaid to 
beatify the ring, siirpass the skill of any other nation to arrive to. 
India in The Seventeenth Century,Ovington ( l68S'-y6 ),p.l25. 
3..Travels of Abbe Carre' in India and Ttie Kear Bast ( 1672-74 ), 
3 Vols. London, I948. Vol. II, p. 595. 
4« A Hew Accoimt of Tbe East India & Persia, Fryer, 3 Vols. London, 
1515. Vol. I, p. 90. 
5» India Economic Development,p. 71* 
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The word painted chintz appears in all the liJurpean 
sources of the period. It is actually a version of a native term -
I I t I I I 
c h h i t , chhint or c h i t - used fo r a pa in t ed or spo t t ed cot ton c lo th . 
I I I 
The word was originated from a Sanskrit word chitra meaning varie-
'1 ' ' 
gatet" speckled j etc. I'he term in Portuguese was chita ; in French 
I I I I 2 
chite } and in Hindi chint which was used in Ain-i-Akbari also. 
Masulipatam produced best of the chint in the seventeenth century. 
- - 4 The chint makers were called chhipi or chhapakar; The work was done 
"by two methods-r-
(1) by the pencil or qalam j and 
(2) by the nut, the same they chop or mark their calicuts 
(calicoes) black with instead of ink*. 
Bahar-i-Ajam, a mid eighteenth century dictionary 
I I I 
defines the word eUop as the wood-block ( qalib) with which they 
• 7 
impress figures on cloth, etc., it being a Hindi word Chhapa. Another 
I f 
method to apply colour was tye and dye method, technically known as 
I 1 1 I 
bandhanon or Qulbadan during the Mvighal p e r i o d . The t h i r d method 
common among the Indian dyers , was by applying r e s i s t s to confine 
l.Hobson Jobson,pp. 201-2. 
2 . Ain- i -AKbari ,Vol . I , p . 9 5 . 
3 . Indian I 'ext i le Industry" in The Seventeenth Centuryt I r fan Habib,p.8. 
4« Tashrih-ul-Agwam, pp . 202-3. 
5 . Indian Text i l e Industry in The Seventeenth Century. I r fan llabil},p.^. 
6. Indian Text i le Industry in Ttie Seventeenth Century, I r fan Habib,pp.8-
7 . Indian Text i le Industry' in The Seventeenth Centiu-s^-,Irfan Eab ib ,p . ^ . 
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colours in accordance with the designed patterns. The cloths viere 
painted, not printed, durin^j the seventeenth century. Itie designs 
were also m^ -de by alread;^  dyed threads, technically using them vjarp 
and weft. 
The process of employing the painters of cloth 
and dyers, or rangrez, was almost the same as the weavers were emp-
loyed, 'ibeir books were kept by the merchants and factors who empl-
oyed them, and the colours which were to be applied to their cloths 
by the dyers or painters, weiie indicated in these account books.'Ibe 
dj'ers or painters of cloths were to be employed months before expo-
rting the textiles, specially by the Jsuropean merchants. Othervfise 
these artisans could not complete the work on an urgent deraand.As 
in case of weavers, so was a keen contest among the Europeans to 
employ the d^ 'ers and painters to get the work done by thera. lierch-
ants of each factory did their utmost to get the cloth painted as 
early as possible vrith a view of exi>orting the cloth which was in 
greatest demand in Jiitirope. 
Nevertheless, the vroi^ k vfas delayed and rejiea-
tedly the artisans were pres.jed by the employers to finish their 
work. The reason behind this delay was not mere laziness. Often 
famines caused a great distress to all artisans and in one pasi;age 
1.Tashrih-ul-Agwam,p. 205. • . 
2. Sometimes the works of vfeaving, dyeing and painting were perf-
ormed in the same family, 'llie services of vjeavers, painters and 
dyers were required simultaneously, otherwise the goods could 
not be brought to the market in time. Enfslish Factories, Vol.VIIlj 
pp. 160-61. 
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of English Factories we are told thcat onlj J/3 o.f the population 
remained after the famine of I647 in south India. Wars also 
created scarcity of weavers and painters and consequently causing 
2 
decline in the textile industry in the countiyside. 
For granting advances and receiving finished 
goods from the dyers and painters, native "brokers were kept in 
service who usually cheated these workers. They & their peons 
oppressed the painters, dyers or watchman if the latter made any 
kind of complaint against them to the factors. They took a certain 
percentage as profit from the painters and other workers and exac-
ted targo ( brokerage) when the painters brought their goods direc-
tly to the factory. 
llie dyers and the painters, like the weavers, 
were also invited to come and settle in the premises of Euronean 
factories to work exclusively for them. There are references of 
competition between the English and the Dutch factors. It is inter-
esting to note that once the weavers, dyers and painters had been 
invited to settle in Bombay Factory, they are referred as merchants. 
Perhaps these were craftsmen, who had by nature of specialisation 
in their profession, earned not only good repute but same money. 
Their skill and condition distinguished them from ordinary artisans 
5 
by calling them merchants and tradesmen. 
I.English Factories, Vol.VIII,p. I63. 
2.English Factories, Vol.VIII, p. 215. 
3.English Factories, Vol.IX, pp. 236-44, 
4.English j'actoiies. Vol. XIII, p. 93. 
5.Countries Round the Bay of Ben^^l, pp. 71-72. 
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To liring the Indian textiles to the level of the 
English in quality, both in colour and texture, the best iiiglish 
<2raftsmen were invited to Bombay and other places to train and 
supervise the Indian artisans employed in their factories. But this 
policy did not bear fruits. The English craftsmen could not apply 
their skill and energy to the improving of Indian textile production 
according to their standards. They were, therefore, sent back to 
England, because the Snglish considered it a costly enterprise. Deep 
resentment was shown by English textile manufacturers, because the 
cheap and best Indian textile in the European markets overshadowed 
2 
the local products of England. 
WASJiEm:£K : 
The final process in textile manufacturing was wash-
ing.All cotton cloths were washed after weaving and dyeing. The washe-
rmen were called gazur^vastra sodhak or diiobi. They were mostly pre-
employed to get the work finished at time; or to say, before the arr-
ival of the ships from Europe to dispatch the finished goods. If the 
contact was not made at a proper time, they could be entertained by 
4 
other merchants. 
Often these washermen were given temporary emplo-
yment. But they returned the finished goods when they would receive 
1. Coxaitries Round the Bay of Bengal«pp. 214-15* English Factories, 
Vol. VIII, p. 277J Diaries of Streynsham Master.Vol.I, pp.3^7-98. 
2. East India Trade in The Seventeenth Century,pp. 154,155,155^-60. 
4. English Factories,Vol. VI, pp. I7I-72. 
3. Tashrih-ul-AqwamtPp. 226-27. 
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their wages. Often they were given certain facilities like - provided 
with lime and pots to use from their employers. We read of torture 
inflicted upon the iiashermen by the brokers or other agents who were 
employed to collect the washed goods. Tliere were reasons which effe-
cted the work of the washers. Sometimes in the hot season they could 
not finish the work at the fixed time, because wells and tanks are 
•2 ' 
most drye... Or, excessive rain did not prove ... seasonable for 
whiting of cloth. Thus, brokers were to recover goods from them 
with chawbuck ( horse whip ). Similar treatment was given if the wash-
ermen lost the goods related to the merchants, especially the English 
merchants. 
But their economic contribution in the textile 
manufacturing industry was enormous. Without washing and bleaching, 
calicoes could not be exported to the foreign covintries and native 
markets. Owing to this fact the washers were c411ed upon from different 
places to come emd work, ifhen Bombay island was transiered from 
Portuguese to the English, alongwith the weavers and painters also 
invited to settle there with their families, because washing was a 
family .ased profession. The washermen washed the clothes ilif the 
country people and those living in towns alike. 
TAILOHS : 
The European merchants, especially the Jinglish, wanted 
I.English Factories, Vol.VIII, p. I5I. 
2.English Factories, Vol.II,p. 8^ ;. 
3.English Factories, Vol.VII, p. 87. 
4.English Factories, Vol.XIII, p. 246. 
• '1 
the cloths imported ... read^made and Jiyed.., , here the importance 
of tailors was recognised alongwith the work of other artisans of the 
textile manufactviring industry. Tailors were there to sew clothes 
after European fashion. Pillow covers, quilts , petticoats and shirts 
were the items prepared by them. Surat tailorw often avoided the 
2 
demands of English and other foreign merchants, but the tailors at 
Swally marine are said working' according to the European fashion, 'ihis 
means there were selected ones who could do the job according to the 
will of European merchants. But the virban demand of tailored clothes 
in India was substantial. I'hey made qabas and other kinds of clothes 
for Indians, llie tailors had their own established profession and 
were known as khayyat, vastrsinwak or darzi in ftit^xajii Persian, 
5 
Sanskrit and Hindustani respectively; 
PACKERS t 
Finally, the goods were packed and packers were emp-
loyed separately for packing, otherwise the clothes could expire in 
the ships dua to heat and rain. They, often, were paid in advance. 
These packers were invited from different places to come and pack the 
finished commodities whiiah were e3q)orted to the Asian and European 
countries. 
1. Easl India Trade in llie Seventeenth Century, pp. 15ii-60, 
2. English Factoriest Vol.1, p. 108. 
3» En/;lish Factories, Vol.VII, p. 57. 
4» Cambridge Eoonomio History. Vol.1, p. 263. 
5» TashTih-ul-Agtwam, p. 204. 
6, English Factories,Vol.IV, p. 235. 
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Other established professions during the medieval 
period were as follows t — 
CA11PEU1!ERS AMD SHl'fliS : 
The carpenters were known as sutars (or 
sootar) or barhai. In a village, carpenter was one of the important 
craftsman who was maintained "by the community and received remuner-
ation in kind. He was one of the twelve functionaries or officers 
2 • ' 
of the village. The duties of a carpenter were to frame the rude 
instruments of husbandry and the ruder dwelling of the farmer. A 
ca3?penter was called sutar in Maharashtra and Gfujarat 5 barhai in 
Hindustanj badige in Karnatakaj vardbaki in Telinganaj and tarhan 
in Punjab. Majjar was the termq)plied to them in Persian. He held 
a centrifugal position among village community artisans alongwith 
the blacksmith. They both made implements for peasants,i.e., plough-
shares, sickles, horse-shoes, nails, locks and wooden parts for 
5 
farming implements. Carpenters performed similar jobs in the towns 
and cities. Skilled ones were also employed in imperial karkhanas. 
l.A Voyage Roxmd the Worldi Francis Gemelli Careri,T'r. S.M.Sen in 
Travels in India, Pt.III, National Archives, lS'4^.p. 252; Peoples 
of India, H.Risley, Delhi, 196^ .^ pp. 135, 316. 
2. India - Economic Development in The l6th - l8th Centuries, p.23. 
3. India - Economic Development in The l6th - l8th Centuries, p.24. 
4. Tashrih-ul-Aqwam , pp. 220-21. 
5. India - Economic Development in ghe l6th - l8th Centuries,p.24, 
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They contributed in making furniture and wood work in the construction 
of the houses. Kashmir and Gujarat were famous for their wood work 
and the workmanship of the carpenters was well accepted. Lahore was 
known for her harness and saddlery. Carpenters were also required for 
making ships and repair them. They served the foreigners and natives 
alike. Indian carpenters often helped the English factors in making 
2 
t h e i r s h i p s . iSometimes the ca rpen te rs were provided abodes ins ide 
the premises of English faxBtories, so t h a t they could come there to 
work and s e t t l e . There were hundreds of exper t s h i p - b u i l d e r s a t 
Gingalee who made sh ips for English Company. The English a l so had 
t h e i r own carpente rs a t s h i p s . Kative ca rpen te r s were a l so c a l l e d 
upon by the European merchants to r e p a i r t h e i r s h i p s . 
SHIP-BUILDIUG t 
Ships were made during Mughal pe r iod which 
boats 
weighed from 1,0U0 to 1,500 t o n s . In Bengal 40,000 to 50,000/f loa-
ded in water . Hvindreds of sh ips dai ly t r a v e l l e d on Gujarat and 
Inalabar cods t . Best ships were made a t Stirat . Ships were made in 
Konkan and Coromandal coaat!.; for coas t a l as well as the Indian 
ocean t r a d e ; Other cen t res where boats were made,were Lahore, 
1 . Cambridge Economic His tory , V o l . 1 , p . 276. 
2. English F a c t o r i e s , Vol.V, p . 136. 
3 . English F a c t o r i e s , Vol .XII I , pp . 77-7i;-. 
4* Coxmtries Hound The Bay of Een^al, pp . 102-3 . 
5 . English F a c t o r i e s , Vol. VI I I , p . 196; Vol.VI, p . l . 
6. English F a c t o r i e s , Vol .XII I , p . 74 
7» Cambridge Economic His tory , V o l . 1 , p . 276. 
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Srin-^ar, Agra, Broach, Goa, Diu, IJosari, Ilasulipatam, Kasarpur, 
Dacca, Chittotjong and Allahatad. On Coromandal coast repairing 
work was also done. Indian ships were not only cheaper but also 
q.uite durable. 
MMBOO WORKIiaiS ; 
I'lats, baskets, siin shades, huts and roofs were 
made by them. In yind, palanquins were made abundantly. In Kash-
mir beautiful works were done by bamboo workers. It was a rural 
and urban industry and widely spreaded all over India, The makers 
of mats, fans, thatches and stools-raondhas, usiiig the reeds and 
2 bamboo, were called bor;yabaf or katkar. Those who mude cages 
and GUI tains of bamboo strips - chig, were loiown as chiqsaz. 
I'iuslims and Hindus all were engaged in this profession. 
ELilCKSLlIlliS : 
The contribution of blacksmiths to the vill-
age economy was chiefly connected with the productive needs of the 
4 
peasant households7 He was one of the twelve officers of the 
village community. Alongwith the carpenter, a blacksmith was a 
balute-dar of highest category. They were paid in kind, and often 
1. Socialt Cultural and Economic Histor:^  of India, P.K.Chopra, J 
Vols. J)elhi, lS/74. Vol.11, p. 103. 
2. Tashrih-ul-A(iwam, pp. 251-52. 
3. Tashrih~ul-Aq.wam, pp. 253-54« 
4. History, /mticiuities. Topography & statistics of Eastern Itidia, 
Vol.11, p. 28. 
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were granted tax-free land holdings. In villages, he worked with 
the carpenter and made tools and implements for farmers. In the 
towns he did the same work, and provided tools and implements for 
the citizens. He was known as ahangar, lohkar, lohpatrakar or 
loha_ etc., and the profession was common among liuslims and Hind-
4 
us alike. 
Indians were fullj' aware of the art of purifjin^-
the iron, which was rather a complicated process. The topic has 
5 
been dealt by P.C.Ray in his book's Bes;^ steel was used for mak-
ing swords. Swords nakers were known as saqilgar if they were 
I-iuslims, and a_sldhavak if they were Hindus. 
Dutch exported Indian iron products to E^tavia. 
About the iron workers at IJasarpur, Bowrey wrote in the l670's -
any sort of iron work is here ingeniously performed by natives, 
17 
as spikes, bolts, anchors, etc... In the last of 17th century 
coast anchors for ships in moulds were made in Balasore (Orissa). 
1.India - Economic Development during the l6th -l8th Centuries,pp.23-2£ 
2. Urban Centres and Industries in Upper India, Hameeda Khatoon 
Kaqyi, Asia Publishing House, 1928. p. 230 
3. Urban Centres and Industries in Upper India,p.230. 
4. !JashrIh-ul-Aitwam, pp. lOj^ -SfO. 
5. History of Hindu Chemistry, Calcutta,I956. 
6. Tashrih-ul-Aq.wam, pp. 255-56. 
7. Covmtries Round the Bay of Bengal, p. 102. 
8. A Mew Account of the East Indies, A. Hamilton, 2 Vols. Edinburgh, 
1727. Vol. I, p. 393. 
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Blacksmiths were also hired on daily wages. Iron was obtained 
frcm Kirmal and Shisha hills out of hornblende slate or schist. 
Other famous iron mines were at Dimdurti on the Godavri, Kalinjar, 
Gowalior, Kumaon and cites in Ajmer. During medieval period swords 
were made in Lahore, Agra, Sialkot, Multan and in the provinces of 
Gujarat and Golconda. Best matchlocks were made at Sialkot and 
Mewar* For the use of common people weapons wore also made locally 
2 
in th towns and villages. Some of the smiths adopted the profess-
ion of making utensils of copper and brass, and were called kanskar 
or thathera. 
SUGAR tlAKUFACTUHERS : 
Sugar manufacturing occupied a very 
significant position in the industries isxoiAtSBBiiaiiataiisDaia^ of India. 
It was prepared by the agriculturists at a place near the sugarcane 
fields and was neant not only for local consvunption but also for 
export to other areas in the country and outside it. Sugar-cane and 
sugar-palm was used for making jaggery and pow<dered3ugar both. In 
Ain-i-Akbari, we find the description of sugar manufacturing. 
Writing on the economy of early years of the eighteenth century,S. 
Bhattacharya^ writed - The manufacture of gur ( molasses), sugar 
1. Social, Cxxltxu-al & Economic History of India, P.N. Choprci,3 Vols. 
Delhi, 1574. Vol.11, pp. 100-101. 
2. Urban Centres and Industries, p. 232; Storia do I'logor,Vol.II,p.432. 
3. lUshrlh-ul-Aq^wam, p. 188. 
4. Vlo. I, p. 67. 
5. ITie East India Company and the Economy of Bengal from I70I-I74Q, 
Ca lcu t ta , 1^6^. pp . I 9 I - 9 2 . 
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and various kinds of sweets gave occupation to large numbers of 
people both in rural and urban areas. In the second half of the 
eighteenth century, J.Stavorinus viewed upon the technique of sugar 
manufacturing. He wrote that sugar canee were passed and passed 
through two wooden rollers - two and half feet long and six inches 
in diameter, lying horizontally in two rests having a space of 
quarter of an inch between them. 'S!he rollers were driven in 
opposite direction by spokes at the end of the rollers. Canes were 
passed through and juice was collected in earthen pots. 'Ihe dried 
canes were used as fuel while making £pT^ or pow,ferec! sugar. Ihere 
were also large mills, powered by a team of bullocks for grinding 
the cane. 
Bengal was the chief centre of best and cheapest 
sugar. Here sugar was produced in all its three forms, the coarse 
jaggery, the fine-grained white powder sugar, and the expensive 
large crystals or candy. Other centres producing sugar were Orissa, 
Multan, Patna, Ajmer, Delhi, Biana, Malwa, Agra and its neighbovir-
hood. The Dutch and English exported it to Persia amounted to tons 
in qxiantity. Ahmadabad and Surat in Gujarat, manufactured a fine 
quality of sugar. Balasor and Aurangabad in south and Samana and 
Lahore in Punjab were the other places where sugar manufacturing 
was among chief professions. Ihe sugar of ordinary quality was 
sold for Rs. four to five per maund, and the prices of finest 
1. Voya/re in Itte East Indies, 2 Vols. London, 1776. Vol.1, p. I40. 
2. India - Economic Development in the l6th - 18th CenttAries,p.5Q. 
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quality exceeded upto eleven to twelve rupees per maund. Prices 
of sugar are dealt in the chapter related to the food habits of 
the common masses in the forthcoming pages. 
SALT PRODUCERS t 
Producing salt from sea water was an impor-
tant profession in which thousands of people were en^raged in the 
coastal areas of the country. Salt was also obtained from Sambhar 
lake in Rajasthan and Punjab hills, and also from adjacent areas 
of Lahore. Salt earth was extracted, placed in clay reservoirs 
washed with water to obtain brine or salted water in a concentra-
ted form. It was left in sxin to get evaporated and salt remained 
on the surface. The salt produced by solar evaporation was called 
kurkutch, and that by boiling process was called pungah. 
In Bengal and Mysore salt production continued to 
be a family profession upto the end of eighteenth century. Bie 
salt producers were known by different names, like - roangalis or 
molungis in Bengal. These mangalis were divided into two groups 
— the ajoorah and the thika. The ajoorah group had their houses 
and lands adjacent to salt areas, known as kbalaris. Thikas were 
those who contracted to work the deposits of owners on the basis 
4 
of weekly wages. Other names which appear in the seventeenth cen-
tviry sources for salt manufacturers are : bangaealis. bharsalis 
1.Kuntakhab-ut-'Da.warIkh, Abdul i^dir Badaoni, 3 Vols. ,Tr.George 
Ranking, Calcutta, 18^8. Vol.11, p. 46; Storia do l-logor,Vol.II, 
p. 425. 
2.Economy of Bengal, K.K. Sinha, 2 Vols. Calcutta,I963. Vol.1, pp. 
217-18. 
3. Antiquities, History and Topography & Statistics of Eastern India, 
4. Economy of Een^^l,Vol.I,pp. 217-lb« P«552 
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or vegaS) who were closely connected with the lohanas and lavanas, 
who later on became laboiirers and cultivators rather than salt 
merchants. Besides these termsi Ionia» namaksaz, mishtnoonadkar,etc. 
2 
were the names given to salt makers and makers of saltpetre. Salt 
was one of the chief commodities of internal tradei It was generally 
- - 4 
carried by banjaras. Salt carriers were also knoim as charnas>which 
5 • 
was a subdivision of lamani or vanjari caste. Salt was exported to 
the south East Asia from Itedras and l-jasulipatara by the English and 
the IXitch. Bengal and coastal region adjacent to Bombay and I'rombay 
7 
produced salt in abundance* 
In 15^5» "the prices of salt were sixteen dams 
per maund, in 1781, Lahori salt at Banaras was sold at a price of 
Q 
thirteen a maund, and Sambhar salt as four rupees a maund. 
OIL MOUFACTUREI^S t 
In the medieval period oil traders and manuf-
1. Tribes and Qastes of Bombay, Enthoven R.E., reprint Delhi, 1^11> 
p. llj. 
2. iJashrlh-ul-Aciwan, pp. 267-68. 
3. Akbar llama,Vol.Ill, p. 586. 
4. Journal of John J o u r d a i n , p . 162. 
5 . A Voyage Round the World, p . 257* 
6. Enfslish F a c t o r i e s , Vol. I l l , p . 25; Vol.XI, p . 35. 
7 . English j i ^c to r i e s . Vol.XI, p . 402; Vol. IV, p . 108. 
8 . Urban Centres and I n d u s t r i e s in Upper Ind ia , p . 242. 
4]. 
acturers were known as vani^ars in south India ; teli in northern 
2 - - - 3 
India; and telkar in Sanskrit and roghangar in Persian, 'ihey were 
important not only for village economy but also for urban economy. 
Oil making was an important agro-manufacture, Gingelly, the impor-
tant coast of Orissa, derives its name from the oil seed, found in 
that area . The name was given to the coast by the Portuguese to the 
plant which the Indians called ellu> from which they extracted a 
kind of oil.^ Midnapore vias famous for its odoriferous oils from 
flowers and other scented substances, which were even exported. 
5 
Qwalior was famous for the chameli oil produced there. Leakers of 
perfumed oils - itr» were called itrsaZj itrfarosh, gandhi, sU)f,^ n-
dhkar or sugandhtellcar« etc. 
Vegetable oils were produced in a big cLuantit;> 
during the seventeenth century. The main centres of oil production 
7 
were in Sind, Gujarat, Bengal, Urissa and Golconda, etc; Oil makers 
used an oil press made of stone, and sometimes the presses were so 
1. India - Economio Development in the l6th - 18th Centuries,p.36. 
2. Peoples of India,H.Risley, Delhi, 1^69, p. 135, 
3. Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, pp. 228-2Si. 
4« Ilobson SSSi Jobson, p. 375» 
5«. Cambrid/^e Economic History,pp. 274-75» 
6. Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, pp. 257-58. 
7» Travels of Manrigue, Vol. II, p. 56; Coiuitries Round the I3ay of 
Bengal, pp. 59, 128, 132. 
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big that a team of bullocks was required to draw them. Oil was sold 
to the merchants and in the market by the oil makers themselves. 
Most of the time the oil manufacturers used to sell the oil outside 
2 of the 
their houses on the plinths. Oil was one /chief items of domestic 
and foreign trade. Prices of oil in 1639 were T^ sers per rupee 
- 4 
and in 1659 five sers per rupee. 
TODDY ]3RAHERS AMD DISTILLERS : 
Uumeroua terms were used for the 
class engaged in the profession of distilling apd drawing toddy from 
palm trees. Toddy ( or tari in Hindi ) was a palm-wine, and its draw-
ers were called bhandari or bandaree. They made wine from palm,date, 
and coco trees. The bhandari ( bandarses ) or ioddy drawers were 
I 
divided into many castes - Rantis, Ghodris, Shiadas, Kitas, Charadag, 
'5 - -
and other sortsi Generally they were called maifrosh or mudirakar. 
The toddy drawers climbed the tree and hxang pots 
under soft branches bj? making a hole in the branch. It was left over 
night. Then they removed it before svin rising. This was a business of 
importance and people engaged in this profession did gain their liveli-
1. India - Economic Development in the l6th - l8th Centuries,pp.75-76. 
2. Peoples of India,p. 135. 
3 . Travels of I'lanrique« Vol. I I , p .56 j Countries Round the Bay of .• 
Bengal, pp . 55>, 128, 132. 
4. English Factories. Vol. X, p.292} Vol.Vi, p. 136, 
5. A Voyage Round the ./orld, pp. 256-57. 
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hood "by this only means. 
The toddy drawers paid a kind of tax called coito 
tlarathi- koyti; knife or sickle— that is, for the knife where with 
II 
they prume their trees. This tax was paid to chief tenant, and only 
2 
for Bombay island the tax amounted to 700 to 800 £, 
SHOE MKERS AED TAKHEliS : 
In medieval Indian society the shoe makers 
were placed in the fifth class of the society. They were treated as 
"being of even a lower status than sudra class which was regarded as a 
fourth class of the society. They were called chandalon (chandalam) 
or blacks • In Tamilnadu the shoe makers were called chucklers or 
5 
shakkili. In northern India they rere generally called chamars.The 
periaves and curriers were two sections of the shoe-makers or tanners 
in the south. The periavens were employed in taking off and carrying 
away the skins of beasts, and curriers were leather workers. 
Other terms which appear in the contemporary sources 
were - farasis and recolets, who made sandals. But their tribe reputed 
very base and they were not allowed to enter the houses of other gentles 
7 
or touch theml ITie leather workers and shoe-makers were also recognised 
1. English Factories, Vol.XII, p.4b. 
2. English Factories, Vol.XII, p. 4i^ « 
3. Storia do Uogor, Vol.Ill, p.35* 
($. Stoi a do l.jogor, Vol.11, pp. 67-68. 
5. Hobson Jobson, p . 217. 
6. Indian Travels , p . 8S?. 
7 . S tor ia do Mogor,Vol . I II , pp . 67-68. 
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as alparq.uerors« Thej could not eat or live with other three castes, 
even the^ - were jTorced to live outside the city walls, Iheir shadow 
was impure, and when they entered the city, they were to make a kiiid 
of voice - po,po, to give notice that a cobbler was passing. If a 
person of a high caste happened to be touched by a low caste, he 
2 
was to perforin a kind of bath to make himself J)ure. 
They could not enter the temples and they could not 
help a high caste man if he was dying because of any reason. In the 
villages of south India, the shoe-makers were one of the twelve fun-
ctionaries who were known as ayangars» 'Ihe office of a shoe-maker, 
alongwith other functionaries, was hereditary. He had to repair the 
shoes of the villagers and made leather bags for drawing water, lea-
ther thongs for whips, and also acted as a village mushal or guide. 
In I^aharashtra, the village community was divided into three groups 
according to the amount of wages they received, llanner or chamar 
was the balutedarC officer ) of the first rank. The shoe-makers 
5 
were known as chamhar. in Maharashtra, and chamar in Hindustan. 
6 
Khalapa and raochi were the names given to them.in Gujarat . Their 
1. S to r i a do Mogor, V o l . I l l , pp . 35-36. 
2. Rela t ions of Golconda in Early Seventeenth Centui'y, l/.H.Moreland, 
London, 1^31,p. li^. 
3 . Ind ia - Economic Development in the l 6 th - l 8 t h Centur ies , p . 3 0 . 
4» Ind ia - Economic Development in the l6 th - l 8 t h Centur ies , p . 3 1 . 
5 . Tashrlh-ul-Aqwam, pp . 148-49* 
6. In the common d i a l e c t a l s o he was termed a s mochi . Tash r ih -u l -
AjQjam, pp . 151-52. 
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caste signature was awl. In llaharaahtra villages, the shoe-makers 
were obliged to make certain pairs for the feudal lords, free of 
cost. In Punjab a tanner performed different duties. He worked as 
sweeper, wood supplier to the commvinity members, watchman of the 
village and porter, etc. He was also required to repair the houses 
2 
of the peasants and to work in their fields. 
There was a general demand for different types of 
leather goods in India and outside. Tanners and workers in leather 
made saddles and bridles for horses, scabbards for swords, jars, 
shoes, etci Bengal, Sind, Gujarat and Delhi were quite famous for 
le^ ather manufactures. In Bengal, sugar was exported in leather bags, 
shoes and jars or water containers were made in Delhi, and mats were 
manufactured in Gujarat. Leather goods were also exported to Arabian 
countries. The tanners and leather workers also ticcompanied on ship 
4 boards to stich the skins carried with the merchants. 
fOTa^ ERs AI:D TOI IUKEHS t 
A potter was one of the twelve function-
aries of the village commvmity. He fabricated the only utensils for 
1. History^ Antiquities, Topography and Statistics of Eastern India, 
pp. 41-42. 
2. Punjab_C]a3tes, D.Ibbeston, Lahore, 1^06.pp. 230, 23-, 2!?3-94> 2S;7-300. 
3. A Social, Cultural & Economic History of lndia,p.l05. 
4. "fa-avels in India, Vol. I, p. 205. 
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villagers. A potter was knovm as koomar in tiaharahstra and kumhar in 
the no^tb. He was called zaroofsaa and kunbhl<i.r or inritpatrakar in 
2 
Persian and Sanskrit respectively. In Maharashtra community the pott-
er was a balutedar of second grade. Besides his ovm hereditary profe-
ssion, sometimes his services were hired by the cultivators to get 
them worked in their fields. Though the potters were remunerated in 
kind from each house as they made utensils for country people, but 
they were also in practice of selling their pots in the markets. In 
Karnataka the potter had to pay a tax, if he sold his utensils in the 
market. In Bengal the earthern utensils of the potters were purchased 
5 
by petty traders to sell in the markets for read^ - moiiey. Bihar was 
famous for perfumed pottery, Burhanpur for glazed pottery, and earth-
en pots and tojs with decorative designs were manufactured in Assam. 
Beautiful pottery was manufactured in Jaipur, Gwalior, Ayodhya,i^na-
ras, Lucknow, iCashmir and Lelhi. The toy makers were called khilon-
asag or muratkar, they made beautiful floral designs and pictures of 
7 
living things on the toys; Another well kno^ -m professional group 
1. Historical Sketches of South 9t India,M.UiIks, 3 Vols. I>iysore,li/30, 
Vol. I, p. 118. 
2. Tashrih-ul-Aq.wam, pp. 1^6-^T, 
3 . India -Economic Iievelopment in the l 6 th - l 8 t h Centtiri9s,p.31« 
4 . Rela t ions of Golconda,in ELarly Seventeenth Century, p.l^^. 
5* His tory , A n t i q u i t i e s , Topography and S t a t i s t i c s of Eastern India , 
V o l . I l l , p . 125. 
6. Soc ia l , Cul tural & Economic History of Ind ia , Vol .11 , p . I 05 . 
7 . 'Hashrlh-ul-Aq.wam, p . li/b» 
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affiliated to the potters and toys makers, was of burnt brick 
makers. I'hey were called khashtpaz or ashtkakar. 
GARDNEliS : 
Gardening was a separate occupation than culti-
- - 2 
vation. The gardners were called mali or baghban, and made a 
distinct caste. They were also known as the sellers of flowers, 
garlands and vegetables. Those who adopted the profession of^vega-
tables were called kunjras. Sometimes they were hired to look after 
5 
the gardens of greatmen. 
PAPER I.i.'aJUFACTURERS : 
Paper manufacturers were called as liagha-
zsiiiZ. During the seventeenth century, best paper was produced in 
Kashmir, P,atne, Delhi, Rajgir, Avadh, Ahraadabad, Gaya and Shahzadpur 
were chief centres of paper making. Paper was manufactured in imper-
- - 7 
ial karkhanas of Agra and Lahore produced paper for imperial use. 
•paper 
Tliis industry was basic?'-lly an urban industry. High quality/was 
required for maintaining records, writing accounts, letter writing 
and for imperial farmans.Ordinary paper was used for small paper bags 
1. Tashrih--ul-Aq.wam< p. l^Q, 
2. Tashrih--ul-Aqwam< p. 185-86. 
3. A Voyage Round the World, p. 256. 
4» Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, p. I87. 
5« English Travellers Under the Mughals, Nicholas Worthington, p.56. 
6. Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, pp. 235-36. 
7. Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. I, pp. IO2-I5. 
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1 2 
or wraps. Paper was also d^ed in colours » it was used for artistic 
purposes. Binding of books was also done in the imperial karkhanas 
and outside. Profession of bookbinders was distinct from paper manu-
facturers. 
GLASS IMPUSTRY : 
The manufacturers of glass articles were famous 
for their workmanship.. During the Miighal period, outware bottlee,huk-
ka bowls, dishes, dish covers, spitoons, flower pots, mirrors and 
spectacles were made at different places. Kolhapur, Satara, Sholapur, 
Bid, Ahmadnagar, Gujaru,t, Bihar,Agra and Qorakhpur were famous centres 
of glass manufactviring. A lot of people seem engaged in this profess-
ion during Mughal period. Mirrors used by the kings and nobles,were 
generally imported from European countries. 
PISIIBRMEN t 
In the second half of the sixteenth century, Van 
Linschoten described the Indian society at a length. About the fish-
ermen he wrote that in the Malabar coast they were ;;alled polyas.Theiy 
led a miserable life and could not touch or be conversant with high 
caste people. They even could not look at the high caste people. In 
1. Ain-i-Alcbari,Vol.I, p.61. 
2. Ain-i-Akbari,Val.I. p.320. 
3. Social, Cultural and Economic Ilistor.;, Vol.11, p. 102. 
4. Purchas His Pilfcrimes, Vol.X, p. 272. 
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Tamil language the fishermen were called lauevas or miikkuuar and 
they rendered their services to foreign mariners if they required 
planks and boats to hire. The fishermen were also called coolies. 
They had to pay a certain kind of tax known as colouria or coita, 
meaning a knife tax. Thia tax was to be paid in respect of the 
2 
knives used by them in gutting fish. 
Different tribes of the fishermen are described 
by Gareri. He has written that fishermen were divided into many 
I 
t r ibes or races - Call 'd Coles, tovis, Pui-ubias, Vait is and .Bir-
• 3 
massis. Sonkatiwere synonym to Kolis and Vaitis were synonym to 
4 
Gabits or Ivharuis - who were a degraded section of Sont'ia.lis. 'lliey 
were called Boyi in Telgu langniage. Another nomenclature appears 
for them was - maj^ l who also did wrestling. 
On the Coromandal coast the fishermen were cond-
ucted by a hereditary headman and hereditary laws of the simplest 
type. If a fishermjui committed any kind of mistake, he was charged 
7 
a kind of fine - in the form of fish to the headman.The occupation 
1. English J^ctories, Vol. XII, p.212. 
2. English Factories, Vol. XIII, p.217. 
3. A Voyage Round the Horld, p.257» 
4. A Voyage Round the Vi'orld, p. 257. 
5. Countries Round the lay of Pent:ialiP» ^ 7. 
6. Tashrih-ul-Aqwarn, pp. 164-66. 
7. European Travellers in India,Fryer, p. 52. 
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of fishing ranked rather low. Fishing was the chief profession 
of numerous people inhabitincj the coastal areas. They also fished 
in the different rivers and ponds of the country. Ilariners were 
supplied with fish by these fishermen in coastal regions and fish 
was the main diet of the people in caastal areas. Those who owned 
the boats and carried them in the rivers or sea, were knovfn as 
2 
navik, karndhar, jalprikshak,inastuli or nakhuda. 
PEARL FISHERS : 
On the coastal regions certain people were eng-
aged in the profession of pearl fishing. But most of them spent a 
miserable life, and it was the proverb used for them that they could 
have left the job if they would have found other job. They earned 
only as much as they could save their life. They even sometimes did 
not have money to purchase food. For that reason,in the season of 
fishing pearls, they were forced to borrow money paying a certain 
monthly interest., from 3 to 4 P©^ cent. Instead of that, if they 
did not yield pearls upto a required value out of a specific number 
of oysters, they did not carry tlieir work that year - ...if, at the 
worst, 1,000 oysters do not yield 5 fanos worth of pearls, they do 
•4 
not fish that year. This was a kind of trial, otherwise tliey were 
1. Peoples of India, p. I36. 
2. ^shrIh-ul-Aq.wam, pp. I43-44, 
3 . Travels in India , Vo l .11 , pp . 92-i>'3» 
4 . 'Uravels in India , Vol .11 , p.S'3« 
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to choose another place for fishing. 
Earning a small amovint in the profession of pearl 
fishing, these fishermen had to paj a tax to the Portuguese and Dutch, 
as they were the master of most of the coastal regions. The reason,as 
said the Portuguese and lutch, was that they wanted to j^ rotect these 
fishermen from their enemies,i.e., - the kalabars. Hindus and Kuslims, 
hoth were engaged in pearl fishing and they had to pay extra taxes on 
a specific day. Pearls were in great demand in the houses of nobles, 
affluent persons, and overall in the royal palace. Pearls were also 
carried by Europeans merchants to their covintries. 
BAKBEllS : 
Barber's searvices were mea.nt for all the rich and the 
peor people in every time in the cities and villages of India. Mainly 
they did trimming of the beard and shaved off the face, and cut the 
hair of the head. For this purpose they carried instruments for shav-
ing, along with the small inatrvunents to clean nails and pare them. 
They did not have a fixed place to sit but walked here and there off-
ering their services. They carried with them a roiind mirror made of 
I 
steel and exceedingly clean and they often presented it unto men and 
when thej' found them sitting still, a sort of sign ofl'ering their ser-
'2 
vices. The rich persons called them to their ovm residences and alon-
gwith shaving off the head and beard, they tenderly gripe and smite 
1. 1'ravels in India, Vol.11, p.93« 
2. European Travellers Under the liughals , Terry, p. ^},. 
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•1 
their Armes and bodies, instead tlio exercise, to stirra the bloud. 
This kind of services were rendered specially in sumner season, and 
was a coDiLion practice amoni^ affluent persons. The barbers were exce-
• 2 
llent in their work. 
Barbers' services ueve also required for English 
factors and other foreign merchants. T"he Indian barbers were even 
sent to other European colonies, ife have tho reference about the 
orders of London Company to the factors at Ladras to piirchase two 
barbers and send them to St. Helena islands and to let them rema,in 
there in the 'service of English factors. 
In the village communities, a barber was Voiown 
with different names. In Llaharashtra he vras called as nhawi; in 
Hindustan and Punjab as na.i; in Gujarat - nawi; in Bengal as najcm; 
in Itelingana- mangali; in Tamilnadu as ambattan } etc. Commonly 
he was called ha.1.1 am. 
The barber alongwith his traditional duties, perf-
ormed different additional works in a village. He acted as a matern-
ity surgeon and healer, and also played a role of musician during 
marriage ocassions and festivities. He vras also called upon to 
1. Purchas His Pilgrimes, Terx'y, Vol.IX,pp.34-35. 
2. Purohas His P i lg r imcs , Terry, Vol.IX, pp.34-35 
3 . liinglish j ^ c t o r i e s , Vol.XI, p . 276. 
A* India-Economic Development in the l 6 t h - l 8 t h Centur ies ,p .37 
5» Tashrlh-ul-Aciwam, pp . 16^.-73. 
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carry news from one village to another. He did not receive a 
plot of land in remuneration} but vas paid in kind. Soznetimea 
the barber was hired for avixillaiy work in the peasants' 
fields. He worked as a marriage broker. 
WATER CARRIERS » 
Pakhali is a Hindi word meaning as a 
'water carrier.' The water carriers used a skin bag pakhal to 
carry water, which is a derivation of Sanskrit words - pyas-
I I I I 
water , khalla - sld.n. In the contemporary works of the seven-
teenth century the word appears in different manners, like -
puccalls, puokaul, paccalt packaly, puckauly, pickallers or 
2 
mussuok I for both water carriers ajid water bag of skin. Ihe 
general term applied to them was kahar. Those people who had 
higher sources of income, had their own water carriers to fill 
up the water in the casks inside the house and to make showers 
on road when their masters moved outside. Ttxey also supplied 
water daily to those who required it from them by paying some 
amount. English factors used to take water from them on sea-
shores to fill \xp the pots of ships and for daily use in their 
4 
factories; 
1. Peoples of India, p. 133* 
2. Hobson Jobson, pp. 734-35» 
3. Tashrih-ul-A(iwam, pp. I6I-63. 
4. English Factories, Vol.11, p. I08. 
L^'4. 
A watenaan was the member of a group of functiona-
ries in a village community. His job was hereditary like other 
artisans in the village. In I'jysore water carriers were known as 
neer guntee, who distributed water of the streams and reserviors 
2 
to the several fields in just proportion* He was the officer 
of third category in a village communilgr. Water carriers also 
supplied water to visiting merchants and travellers. Alongwith 
this he sometimes acted as a porter^ fisherman} bird hunter and 
also worked in the fields of the peasants. Ilie water carriers. 
5 
also carried the palanquins< 
lAHCERS M D SIKGERS : 
Dancing and singing was the profess-
ion of particular classes known with different names. These dan-
cers and singers who played on musical instriunents alsoy were 
(J 
called particularly at the ocassion of marriage to entertain the 
guests. Some of the dancing girls accompanied the wedding profe-
7 
ssions to the bride's houseI The dancing girls and their male 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
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4. Relations of Golconda.p.l9; Historical Sketches of South Indiat 
Vol.1, p.118J Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies,J.A.Dubois, 
Oxford, 1906. p.63. 
5.lashrIh-ul-Aqwam, p.161-63. 
6. Jahan^ir's India, p.81. 
7. Norris Jitabassy to Aurangtieb, p.l6l. 
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fellows also entertained the rich persons and high officials in 
their houses very often. IHiey were supervised and directed by 
a master and they went place to place to display their art. Ihey 
accepted whatever given by the audience. 14anucci found the female 
dancer going in the temples of South who danced there, for that 
2 
they were given some allowances. Some ox the dancers were rope-
dancers. Men and women with their children ruimingand dancing on 
the rope suxpised the people. Ihey also climbed on erected bamb-
oos and showed different actions. They were quite perfect in 
their art. 
Ihose who played on musical instruments were called 
- 4 bhojkit bandi^ jan and kalavant. They also sang songs at the time 
of playing on their instruments. Singers' and dancers' profession 
was somewhat alike to the above mentioned groups. They were known 
- 5 
as kapri, bhat, kanohan, bisya> dom and mirasi. Some of the female 
singers sang Persian songs and others Hindustani. They were famous 
• • » , • 6 
as lolonis and domnis respectively. 
1. Pietro's Pilgrimage, pp. 240, 275, 
2. Storia do Kogor, Vol.Ill, p.l45. 
3. Morris Bnbassy to Aurangzeb, pp.166-67. 
4« Tashrih-ul-Aq.wam, pp.101, II6-I7. 
5. Tashrlh~ul-Aqwam. pp.102, 113-15» 118-21, 123. 
6. Jahangir's India, p.81. 
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ATTBUmNTS IK CARAVAIJ SARAIS t 
Caravans sarais, or places 
of lodging during joxirneys were meant as halting stations for 
men and cattle* Tbe travellers and their cattle were served in 
these Baraia hy the attendants permemently living: there.Saraj 
was a kind of huildin;? having room^ on fovir sides, a mosque or a 
place for prayer, and a courtyard for catties. Ihose who lived 
there to serve the travellers were called hhatiyaras. They 
cooked the food for the travellers and piovided fodder for their 
catties. Ihe travellers were supposed to carry with them their 
beddings vihich were not provided to them by the dealers of the 
sarais. Commodities required for the daily use were sold in 
stirai , like - flour, rice, butter and vegetables by the men or 
women of the sarais. Ihey also made ...their business to prepare 
' 2 
bread and oook r i c e fo r the t r a v e l l e r s * ^ e s e male and female 
• 13 
a t t e n d a n t s were a l s o c a l l e d Metres and Mpteranis."^ Giheir duty 
was to keep the rooms c lean , provide c o t s , supply hot water for 
the t r a v e l l e r s and prepsure meal for them. I f the t r a v e l l e r s had 
horse with them,jDung or gram with jaggery was a l s o prepared by 
these a t t endan t s* MBnrique(in the same passage) confused t h e i r 
1 . Travels in Ind ia , V o l . 1 , p*45» 
2 . Travels in Ind ia , V o l . 1 , p*45» 
3* The terms formerly meant p r i nc e and p r i n c e s s , l a t e r on app-
l i e d to the sweeper cas te of Hindus* Travels of Manriftue*Vol. 
I I , pp.100-101* 
actual position and wrote that metres and meteranis did belong 
to the lowest caste of sweepers. Actually they were Mxihajnmadans 
or did belong to the oahar or bh5i castes of Hindus. Metrannes 
or JBetearees are certain woemen all Saraos that looke to the 
little roomes there and dresse the servantes meate !I!ieir 
husbands most commonly are Cahares. It may be inferred from 
the extract that both bhatiari ( or who cooks ) and cahar( who 
brings water ) were separately in attendance on travellers. 
But in some sarais the situation was 
rather different where the passengers were supposed to cook 
their meal themselves, or get it cooked by their personal ser-
2 
vant. Over all, Indian sarais were far more better than other 
countries' of Asia» Thoiigh Bernier found the sarais hot and 
Siiffocating and travellers mingled with their horses mules and 
camels inside the enclosure, but Hievenot found them in a quite 
better condition. The better sort of sarais could accomodate 
800 to. 1,000 travellers with mules, horses and camels and even 
larger saraiswere also there. These ^ saxaiscontained hundreds 
of rooms with halls and warehouses alongwith the quarters for 
1. The Travels of Peter Mundy (1628-34)»2 Vols.Ed. R.C.Temple, 
Ha^'ut Society, i5i4.V0l.lI, p.121 
2. Purchas His Pilgrimes«Terry« Vol.IX, p.33. 
3. A .New Account of East India & Persia (1672-81). John Fryer, 
Ed. W.Crooke, 3 Vols. Hakyut Society,1909,1912 and I915. Vol. 
II, p.178. 
4. Travels in the Kughal Qnpire, p.233. 
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for the inn keepers who served the travellers. Itavellers could 
live there for a long hy paying monthly rent, and they were not 
cheated by the attendants of the Sarahs.Obey were charged only 
2 
one or two paisa for food cooked by the inn keepers. 
PEOUS : 
Peons were employed by the travellers during jou-
rney to keep a watch at the lugt,age and to protect the employer 
from thieves and beasts. Informations are enormous about both 
peons and guards in contemporary sources, but both the terms 
have been used in different manners at different places. 
Peons served for different purposes. Some-
times they worked as letter carriers and messengers, at others 
they were utilised as footmen in the company of a certain person. 
!Ihey also accompanied their masters in the markets, and English 
factors employed them to indulge in combats with their enemies 
or to take revenge. The peons also carried the goods of the tra-
vellers and merchants from one place to another. The personal ser-
vants of a rich man served as peons and carried letters not only 
of their masters but of others also-r- I received your Horshi-p's 
• 3 
letter... by Hoghee Hasaune's peon... 
1. CarobridAe Economic History, Vol, I, p.355. 
2. Travels of Manrigue, Vol.11, pp.lOO-lOl. 
3. Letters Received by East India Company. Vol.1, p.23, 40,277, 
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I I • • 
Bie word peon i s a Portiiguese word peao from pe> 
I • • I I « . _ ' 
which means f o o t - and thus a foo-taan. The Pers ian word piyada 
I I 
is a synonym to it meaning the same as footman. Formerly the 
term was used for foot soldiers euid later on for messenger also* 
This is indicated in a passage of a letter written in 1613 that 
... interpreter Jadow, and also of his peons who were his foot-
* 2 
man to attend him... They acted as armed soldiers and used to go 
in the markets or other places to make way for their masters -
I 
with their spears and other weapons running before the coach or 
13 
horse, crying Poyee Poyee, give way there. They had arms with 
them to meet any danger from the opponents of their masters and 
to protect them. They were found in an enormous number and could 
I 15 
be employed by soldiers, the merchants and the official,-'^  prop-
ortionate to their resources and needs. They could be hired or 
kept permanently in the service. Tney could also be hired from 
another person's services by paying daily or monthly wages. Ttiey 
1. Hobson Jobson, p.696. 
2. Letters Received by EasJb India Company, Vol.1, p.304. .. 
3. Ihe Voyage of Nicholas Downton(l6l4-15)«Ed. W.Poster, Hakluyt 
Society, London, 1931. PP.151-52. 
4. Some of the peons acted as the chief and vent on horseback 
leading the train of other peons and servants. They were called 
jilaudar, .iaillpidar or gillopdares. English Factories,Vol.II, 
p.75. The jila^jar also carried the arms of the king or nobles. 
Harris Embassy to Aurangzeb, pp. 206-7, Jilaudgr was termed as 
•captain of peons' also. India in the 17th Century,Ovington 
p.178. 
5. European Travellers Under the Kughals^Pelsaert. p.131. 
6. English Factories, Vol.11, p.211. 
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were made incharge of the goods of the travellers and even money 
was also left in their custody. But they met with severe punis-
hment if they committed any mistake. Some of the peons exacted 
2 
certain charges on behalf of their masters from the merchants, 
Ibe peons were also engaged in auch petty works as to watch the 
gardensI serve the food and water to their masters and protect 
the goods of merchants inside the factoriesf etc* 
GUARDS J 
Another term which often appears in contempor-
ary sovirces i s . of the guards , who formed a d i f f e r e n t category 
than peons . The guards leofl&ef^ QifliXtojypar were employed sometimes on 
da i ly wages to accompany the merchants and t r a v e l l e r s dvtring 
i e s joumejFy from one p lace to another for the s p e c i f i c purpose of 
maintai i . ing watch on goods and defending the l i v e s of t h e i r mast-
e r s . Mostly they were Beluchis , Pathans or Es^jputs and were s t o u t 
daring men. A man could t r a v e l i n t h e i r company with treasvires of 
gold and j e w e l s . Obey accompanied t h e i r employers with swords and 
b u c k l e r s , or bows and arrows fox* t h e i r defence. One could h i r e 
them in a bi& number because they needed meagre wages? 
1 . English j ^ c t o r i e s . V o l . I l l , p . 1 8 3 . 
2 . !Ihe peons of c e r t a i n f a c t o r s a t Fort S t . George a r e sa id exac-
t i n g '20 per cent from the merchants t h a t suppl ied c lo th for 
the company." English Factor ies« Vol.IX, p . 3 0 5 . 
3 . Dai r ies of Streynsham Master , Vol .11 , p.170} India in the 17th 
Century, p . l 7 6 j English Fac to r i e s , Vo l .11 , p . l 8 9 . 
4 . Hawkins' Voyages, p.397J Voyage of Nicholas Downton, p .139 . , 
5 . Purchas His Pilgrimes^Oterry, Vol,IX, p .35 j Mandelslo 's 'Travels 
i n Western India(1638-39)« Ed.M.S.Commissariat » London , i g 3 i , p . 4 1 , 
61. 
These guards were generally employed throiigh some 
influential chief of the clan or town to which they belonged. 
The chief vouchsafed for their good conduct during the period 
of their service. In return, for providing employment to these 
men he received a monthly commission of two rupees from each of 
them. Ihese guards were in fact soldiers by profession , and in 
their dealings with their employers showed exemplary loyalty, 
honesty and coiirage. 
CAHEU'lEg t 
Camelmen were mostly h i r e d to carry the lug^jage 
and pa id on the b a s i s of the number of camels and a d e f i n i t e 
weight of Iviggage which they undertook to bea r . This was a common 
means of t r a n s p o r t in the medieval period* Camels could be h i r ed 
i n hundreds as they were e a s i l y a v a i l a b l e a t any place.Camelmen 
. - - 2 
were known as ahatttrbani ash turpa lak t bhakar or oontwal e tc .These 
camelmen were conducted by a muqaddam* or a headmeui a s the peons 
wer' con t ro l l ed by a chief . The camelmen were t r e a t e d harshly i f 
tiiey committed any mistake or cheated the merchants and were imp-
risoned, i f they did not r e t u r n the cheated goods or money to the 
owner. 
Though the camels could be h i r e d e a s i l y , 
1 . L e t t e r s Received by East India Company»Vol.VI> p.238< 
2 , T!ashrih-ul-Aqwam, p p . 261-62. 
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but i t was much expensive in comparison with o ther modes of 
t r a v e l and t r a n s p o r t and i t was cons idered ar. i n f e r i o r mode 
of t ra i i spor t and t r a v e l . 
• - • • - ' 
Road dues termed as .iaf^pat or j a k a t , 
were pa id not by the t r a v e l l e r s and merchants but by the camel-
men Ms^ theme-elves out of the wages they r ece ived . 
CARIERS : 
Carters formed a distinct class from that of 
the oamelmen. Carts were hired by all to carry the goods by pay-
ing separately for each cart. Kagea were paid to them on the bq.sis 
of load taken on the carts. Carters were paid a certain minimum 
in adVeince before starting on a journey. 
Carts were provided, like the eamelmen, by 
a mutiaddam or headman. Bates of hiring carts were lower and to 
2 
take luggage by carts was more easy than other means. Carts were 
to be changed at different destination in the course of Journey. 
Guards and peons accompanied the carters and road dues or toll-tax, 
like the camelmen, were paid by the carters themselves. 
OXEIJ IJRIVERS : 
IXtring medieval times the oxen drivers were 
1. English Factories, Vol.11, p.90. 
2. 'Ecavels of Manrigue, Vol.11, p.145. 
3. English Factories. Vol.X,pp.63-6?j Vol.Vi,pp. 13-14. 
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considered as inferior sort of people. In fact, oxen were impor-
tant mode of travel and transport, generally used by the banjar£a 
who carried goods from one place to the other in large niunber 
and on a wide scale. Ean.iaras carried their own goods and were 
hired hy other merchants and travellers too. They moved with tho-
2 
usands of oxen ly farming a caravan. They were paid for the whole 
of journey. 
Ihe important caste of the banjaras was 
of the Panaris whose principal profession was the transportation 
of mercaandise. They travelled with their families and had hund-
reds of oxen xinder their possession. These manaris were divided 
into four tribes and each tribe comprised hundred thousand people. 
One tribe carried only oornj second rice; third pulses and fourth 
3 I 
tribe carried salt. They were controlled by their own chief who 
assumed as much state as Raja.. On the way oxen and waggons 
were guarded by the soldiers independently hired for this purpose. 
Ihe oxen were also used to fetch water in journeys. 
1. Oxen drivers were also known as belwan. Efaglish Factories» 
Vol.1, p. 179' 
2. English Factories, Vol.Ill, pp.235-36. 
3» European l^avellers in India, Tavernier, pp. 39-40. 
4» European Travellers in India, Tavernier, pp. 39-40. 
5« Miglish Factories, Vol.VI, p.252. 
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PALKI CARRIERS'*" : 
Tlie affluent persons kept their private 
palkis and servants to carry them. Generally, the palkl carriers 
formed a distinct professional class of their own. Conuaon sort 
of people hired them and palkis could be obtained in almost all 
localities of a town. A palki was carried by four persons and 
2 
they could travel thirteen or fourteen leagues a day. During 
long joxxrneys eight persons were engaged to carry a palkl - four 
at one time and another four to replace them after a fixed time. 
The palkl carriers were called p;aulas and 
formed a caste of their oim. Paulas also worked as cow keeper, 
wine carriers an/Tiessengers. ITie piilki carriers were also called 
kahar or cahar. In Iteimil lang\iage they were known as kaval. 
KQL13 I 
The k o l i s tat^ es belonged to a nomadic t r i b e , as 
1 . Pa lk l was a Idind of bed or l i t t r e , s i x or seven f e e t long and 
three f ee t wide, hanging in a cane and covered with c lo th on . 
a l l four s i de s and roof, and having a small en t r ance . 
2 . A leage i s equal to tliree m i l e s . 
3« European Trave l l e r s in Ind ia , I&vernier , p . 37. 
4 . English Factor ie3( Fawcett ) , 29th Kay, I678J 17th Itec.l687j 
1673« ISnglish F a c t o r i e s , V o l . I , pp.283-84; L e t t e r s Received by 
East India Company, Vol.VI, p . 2 2 3 . 
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they roamed from p lace to p l a c e , doing odd jobs on payment of 
wages by who ever h i red t h e i r s e r v i c e s . I'hey c a r r i e d b i l l s of 
exchange on behalf of merchants . At the o.ther t imes , they a l s o 
2 
ac ted as cot ton d res se r s and p a l k i b e a r e r s . 
PATTAIvlAE OR LETTEiR CiUtRIfiHii : 
The word pattaniar i s d e r i -
ved from Kontani word path-mar, meaning a c o u r i e r . The word 
occurs very often in the contemporary sovirces of seventeenth 
century . Hiey c a r r i e d l e t t e r s f a s t e r than horsemen. On each 
rou te a t a d is tance of s ix miles a hut was made, and when a 
pat tamar reached t h e r e , he threw the l e t t e r s on ground. Ih i s 
vfas picked up by another pat tamar pos ted there} he c a r r i e d i t 
to the next p o s t . The highways were marked by the t r e e s on both 
s ides or a heap of s tones a t a d is tance of f ive hundred paces , 
^ e s e foot messengers could be sen t to the remotest p a r t s of 
the Mxoghal Snp i re . The l e t t e r c a r r i e r s were a l s o kept p r i v a t e l y , 
or t h e i r s e rv ices could be h i r ed by paying them bha t t a or subs-
i s t ence money and tashereef f t a s h r e f ] or a p r e s e n t . They r e c e -
ived wages alongwith bhatta. and t a s h r i f . 
SUIBIAS & MLECIJAS - ( MBiaAL CAS'IES MiH SCAVEI?GEft3) t 
Trie Indian soc ie ty was divided i n to four 
1 . Enj?li3h Fao to ies , Vol.IX, p . 1 1 3 . 
2. Indian Travels , p . 8 y . 
3 . European Trave l l e r s in Ind ia , Tavernier , p . 39. 
4 . India in 'ilie Seventeenth Century, p . 1 1 1 . 
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well known classes - Brahinanas, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras. 
Sudxas were regarded as the lowest of all human beings - impure 
and outcaste. The shadow of these people was impvire and they 
could not touch the people of the other three classes of upper 
castes. Even lower to them was a fifth class of liB.l'j jchas« Ilala-
Ikhor was the term applied to this fifth class of society -mean-
ing thereby the eater of laBful food or one to whom all foods 
are lawful. Ihey were mainly the sweepers and seavenc^ers who 
cleaned the houses of all and disposed off the refuse. They were 
paid monthly, and they accepted every eatable given by Hindus 
and Kuslims alike. Tliey used asses to carry the refuse and swee-
pings from the houses to the fields. Sudras were mainly the shoe 
makers or did the most degraded jobs, Ilalalkor or scavengers were 
2 
also knoifn as Chandalam or blacks or Der. This fifth class was 
further divided into four - Achivantar ( vethiyar ? ), Palis 
( Pallic ), Farias ( Paria ) and Alpargueros ( shoe makers ). 
1. Indian Travels, p.89. 
2. Storia do I-iogor, Vol.Ill, pp.35-6j Indian Travels, p.89. 
3. Pallis and Parihas were common in Tamilnadu. Parihars were 
divided into Pullar or Pulyar and Shakkihiyal. Shakkiliyar 
is a synonym to Alpargueros. Toti and Achivantar were same 
as Vettiar and Pariah. Vamii.Yar was an attentive of Palli 
caste, titoria do Mogor, Vol.111, pp.34-37• 
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They were most infamous and this was regarded an 
irremediable contamination if a higher caste man was fovmd gviilty 
of eating or talking with them, or touching or eating at or 
entering their houses. Bie upper caste people preferred to die 
unh«. .ded than to be touched by the sudras or ohandalas* Even some 
of them were outcasted if they committed such a mistake. 
They lived outside the walls of a city or 
town occupied by the people of the three upper castes. Accidently 
if the pots of the pvire castes were touched by these impures,the 
pots were thrown or given to these menials itself. These people 
did not have the right to enter the temples or take from the wells 
belonging to other high castes. 
Sudras were known as curni or kumiT.In 
lialabar region they served as foot soldiers also. Poleas ( or 
Polyas ) was another term used for sudra class. If an aristocrat 
or high caste man felt the breath or shadow of a man of this class, 
he thoxight himself polluted and was even obliged to kill the poor 
man and make himself pure by certain ceremonies. These poor people 
were to move in the streets by making a loud voice of po,po so 
that other people could take care of that a menial passes. 
1. Travels in India, Vol.11, pp.144-45? Indian Travels.p.88 . 
2. Polias or pulayans were synonym to dieruman caste. A Voyage 
Round the Vorld, pp.257-58. 
3. European Travellers in India, Thevenot, pp.45-46. 
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MSOMSY WORKERS : 
During the seventeenth century the bxiil-
ding activities were at their peak and the professions of house-
bviilderS) canal-diggers, stone-cutters, hrick makers, masons, 
timher-sawers, wood-carvers, mantifacturers of bamboo articles, 
varnishers, glaziers, roofers, lime-makers, well-diggers and 
cleaners etc. were quite well established kind of professions. 
They were kept contii^ously busy in the imperial service. Nobles 
often employed them, and they also carried their profession ind-
ependently. Unfortunately they were oppressed by the officials 
of the government, like - bakhshls, diwans, kotwals or governors. 
Most of the times they were seised in their houses or streets 
and were forced to work for these officials. They were beaten 
with cudgles if they refused to work, "nxe workmanship of mascPry 
workers, however, is depicted in the massive buildings of the 
seventeenth century. 
Stone polishing, stone-cutting, bottle mak-
ing and window-cutting, were mainly done in ICashmir. Trays, lamps, 
dishes and other fancy articles of rock salt were made near the 
salt mxnes. 
Other professions which appear in the semi-
1. Jahangir's Indiai pp. 6-61. 
2. Social, Cultural and Economic History of India, Vol.11, p.l06. 
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contemporary aources, were - kiirsTjan ( who showed a bear's play); 
maimoonbaz ( who showed a inonkoy's play )? dhanak ( who looked 
after the horses of zamindars etc. ); kuohband ( a broom maker ), 
kanjar ( a string seller )j bawri or sa.Tyad ( bird catcher or 
fowler )j bari ( makers of plates of leaves )| panfarosh ( betal 
seller )j agri ( who searched out grains seiring the rubbish in 
grain markets ); niyarya ( who extracted precious metals from the 
refuse of a (jold smith's shop )j kupasaz ( maker of big water jars); 
bahrupia or bhan.d ( a mimic or buffoon )j nat> nritak or badi 
tumbler, acrobat, funeunbulist or rope dancers )j bazigar or sap era 
( juggler or magician )j and kamangari dhanuskar or tirgar ( bows 
and arrows makers ) etc. Bie evidences regarding these professions 
I have fovmd little which have been elaborated during the course 
of discussion. 
1. a:^shrih-ul-Aqwam, pp. 110-270. 
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C H A P T E H I I 
FOOD, CLOl'rlllJG AITD HUUSHJG OF lliE LO'.ffiR GLASSES 
FOOD HABITS : 
Food habits of the people vary according to 
different factors t social customs, economic means and climatic 
conditions. All three factors may be defined in the following 
manner in relation to medieval times, specially to seventeenth 
century. 
Socially, following the customs of their own comm-
vinity, the people ate whatever was allowed by their religion.This 
was a common phenomenon among Hindu society. People were non-ve;get-
arian if the meat was allowed or not allowed to them. Generally,the 
Hindus refrained from meat, and l-iuslims were permitted to take it 
freely. 
Tlie food habits link with climatic conditions, part-
icularly when we speak in terms of medieval centuries. Geographical 
conditions differ in various regions from time immemorial. Because 
of the lack of frequent means of communications, moat of the people 
depended upon the products of their oim regions, witli little excep-
tions. 'jRiose who lived in coastal regions, fish and rice was a common 
dish for them. Hindus and Muslims ate fish alike. Eatables, apart 
from food grains, could hardly be taken from one part of the country 
to the otnei'. Only kinjiS or rich persons could have fruits and other 
thintjs of other regions at their own cost, otherwise it was not poss-
ible for poor persons. 
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But the dominating factor was economic status of a 
person which greatly effected his food habits. Obviously, one whd> 
did not have sufficient means of income, how could he take costly 
foods. Every person could afford food for him and his family accor-
ding to his means. If a common man had satisfacory financial 
resources, he could have enougn, if not costly, food for him and 
his fcunily. It becomes necessary to have a look upon the capabilit-
ies of the poors and labourers - how and what they ate during the 
seventeenth century. The prices of important food grains, in relat-
ion to the wages of the people of lower classes, will be discussed 
in this chapter for this purpose, and that how much food grains the 
labourers were able to afford. 
A genaral view about the food available to the 
common people diiring the seventeenth century, aecroding to the 
observation of foreign travellers, is that they were not able to 
eat proper and sufficient food. Generally the artisans and laboiorers 
lived on khichri - a mixtvire of rice and gram cooked in water. In 
1662, a report of the President of Surat shows that the weavers 
.2 
were supplied with worme eaten decayed come, in turn of the ^ ^^ oods 
they prodvped. Sometimes the labourers were not able to continue 
their work because of the want of food. 'J^ e common diet of the 
1. Empire of the Great Hogol, pp. 88-89. 
2. English Factdries, Vol.XI, pp. 112-13. 
3. English Factories, Vol.XIII, p. 94. 
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persona living in coastal areas was fish and rice, but this was 
also not frequently available to thorn. Certain labourers starved 
2 
at the junks. Some of the poor fellows engaged in pearl-fishing, 
had to borrow money by paying a certain rate of interest to provide 
themselves with foodi On the ships hired labourers cooked their 
t 
rood themselve":; which -.ras Bice sodden in water with salt Fish 
.4 
among it, making it obvious that even rice or any other food grain 
was haidly available to them. 
Under the nobles, the condition of food available 
to their servants was also not so satisfaotojry. The labourers were 
employed by force to work in their houses. After the whole day's 
hard labour vrhat they received was enough just to keep them alive. 
In the royal sercicc some of the atteiidcntB veie ii; practice of 
stealing the food which was to be given to the royal eleiO : "T. 
\i)L',rt from this, is the description of Pelsaert about the food of 
important professionals. He found the condition of workecen equal 
to that of slaves. Thej* were peons, servants, carpenter:;, cloth 
paint'" "s, embroiderers, carpet makers, v/eavers, bl&cksroiths, 
1. English Factories, Vol.XIII, p. 94» 
2. .haiglish F a c t o r i e s , Vol.V, p . 232. 
3 . ' f evern ier ' s Travels in Ind ia , Vol .11 , pp . 92-93. 
4» Furohas His F i lg r imes , Linschoten, Vol.X, pp . 264-65• 
5 . Travels in The Kogul Empire, pp . 228-29. 
6. S tor la do Mogori pp . 363-64. 
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tailors, masons, builders and other hundreds of craftsmen. Thej 
worked from morning to night and cheated by their employers and 
were not paid according to their labour. Thus,their food was 
a little khichri made of green pulse, mixed with rice, which 
is cooked with water... and eaten hot with butter... which suffi-
ces their lean stomach. He adds that they were not aware of the 
taste of the meat. In Goa, the poor slaves in the service of the 
Purtuguese were supplied only a dish of rice at noon and at night 
2 
and nothing else. On the basis of these descriptions Koreland 
I 
reached on a conclusion that we see the mass of tlie population 
livin;']; on t'lO margin not oomfoi't but of bare subsistence, viith no 
incentive to energy and no possibility of escape except by emigra-
tion in one of the two forms which were then within reach - either 
flight to some region where for the moment conditions seemed to 
be more favourable, or sui'render of personal freedom in return for 
a promise fo subsistence in some foreign covuitrv. Such was the 
13 
position in years of normal production. He has made the accoimt of 
Pelsaert, Bernier and Tavernier chiefly the basis of his assumptions. 
On the basis of information drawn from the accounts of these trave-
llers, he found that artisans, workmen and peasants were generally 
suppressed. They were given wages which were not sufficient for 
1. JQ'hangir's India, pp. 60-6I. 
2. A Voyage Round the Vforld, p. 186. 
3. From Akbar to Aurangzeb, W.H.Moreland, London, 1923. Reprint , 
Delhi, 1972. p. 2-3. 
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then to have enough food aiid clotbirij^'. But t h i s i a a n e i ' t i o n of 
f a c t s ) and h i s informations are overdrawn. 
The o ther s ide of the p i c t u r e which con. l radicts the 
general assumptions of Morelandf i s depicted in a numher of r e f e r e -
nces of o ther t r a v e l l e r s ' accounts who v i s i t e d India in the same 
per iod or same century . 
Linschoten, during h i s v i s i t s in Goa, descr ibed a 
p len ty of the reg ion , and a l so the whole of India , . tha t the sheep ,. 
t^'oats, oxen and cows were found TK«B tiood and cheap, and in g r ea t 
abundance. E i l k of buffa los and tioais vas s c ld frequently, in the 
s t r e e t s . Siere was an abundance of b u t t e r and cheese . Memy icinds 
of b i r d s were a l s o so ld a t cheap r a t e s . Linschoten a l s o admired 
the f e r t i l i 1 ;y of Bengal and abundance of food g r a i n s . Mandelslo 
found in Gujarat t h a t there was no p lace i n the world where a 
2 
man might l i v e more d e l i c i o u s l y thsm Ahmadabad. A IXitch v i s i t e d 
India under Admiral Steven van der Uagen i n 1603. I^lasulipatam was 
r e f e r r e d a s having a g r e a t abundance/ca t t le and b u t t e r , much cheap-
3 • 
e r than Holland. Terry saw the monarchy of Great Mughals very 
r i c h and f e r t i l e ; so much abounding i n a l l n e c e s s a r i e s fo r the 
use of m£Ln as t h a t i t i s able to s u b s i s t and f l o u r i s h of i t s e l f , 
1 . Purchas His P i lg r imes , Linschoten, Vol.X, pp . 277-7Q* 
2. Man_3lslo 's Travels in Western Ind ia , p . I 5 . 
3 . Indian Economic Li fe , Past and P resen t , Br i j Karain, Lahore, 
192^). Kepr in t , Delhi , I984. p . 5 . 
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without the l e a s t holpe from auiy neighbour. ^Iliomas Cor;yat sjicnt a 
I 
l i t t l e money, during h i s journey of Agra, on meate, drinke and 
I 2 
clothes. In most of the parts of liUiihal Empire during the early 
years of the seventeenth century, even labourers could have herbs, 
mi2k, butter, cheese and sweet-meats. In Gujarat, Delia Valle saw 
the infinite plenty of rice which accotmted for the cheapness of 
living. Peter kundy who travelled from t3urat to Agra (^  then to 
Patna, fotmd the Kalwa country full of green fields of corn, gard-
ines aboundinge fruites and hearbes and supllied grain to many 
other provinces of India in time of scarcite. He noticed the 
regions adjacent to Burhanpur, Mughal Sarai, Shahadra and Hasanpur 
5 
were very well c u l t i v a t e d . 
Kiere a r e some other s i m i l a r d e s c r i p t i o n s which 
show the b e t t e r condi t ion of food ava i l ab l e to the common people 
during seventeenth century . Tiie commnii man's food in Bengal, accor -
ding to Manrique, was r i c e with s a l t , sometimes with milk a l s o , 
b u t t e r , f i s h and some o ther milk food* E e r n i e r ' s d e s c r i p t i o n of 
1. Early Travels in I nd i a , pp . 296-97. 
2. Early Travels in Ind ia , pp. 248y 267. 
3 . Purchaa His F i lg r imes , Terry, Vol.IX, p . 45« 
4 . Travels of P i e t r o Delia Valle in India ( 1623-24 ) t2 Vols . Ed. 
Edward Grey, Hakluyt Socie ty , London, 1892. V o l . 1 , p . 42. 
5 . Indian Economic L i fe , Past and P r e s e n t , p . 8 . 
6. North Indian Social Life IXiring Mughal Period,P.K.O.iha, i ;e lhi , 
1975. p . 13 . 
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Bengal also makes the point clear that food was available in abund-
ance. He wrote that alongwith the sufficient quantity of wheat,three 
or four sorts of vegetables, rice and butter were included in the 
food of common masses. Fowls, geese and ducks were cheap. Goats and 
sheep were also found frequently. Different kinds of fish were sold 
abundantly, and very cheap. Poor Hindus also could enjoy meat and 
2 
fish dishes, though of inferior qiiality. In Delhi, Hindus did abst-
ain from meat, but the Muhammadans even of lower class could have 
meat for them. Bven the food of a poor fowler, which also reflects 
the diet of other poor classes in the medeival period, consisted of 
coconut-water, stale rice water, pulse - masur, potatoes, vegetables, 
boiled rice and little curd7 Bernier himself found the Indian mark-
els amply supplied with fowls, good and cheap, so also the partrid-
5 
ges, ducks and hares. Fryer noticed the cheap prices of beef,mutton 
and good large fowls. 
1. Travels in The Mogul Empire, p. 438. 
2. Storia do Mogor, Vol.Ill, pp. 41-43. 
3. Travels in Ohe Hogul Bnpire, pp. 248-49. 
4» Korth Indian Social Life During the Mughal Period, p. 13. 
5» Travels in Ihe Mogul Empire* p. 252. 
6. A Rew Account of The East Indies and Persia Being Hine Years* 
Travels,( 1672-81 ). 3 Vols. Ed. William Crooke, Hakluyt Society, 
1909-15. Vol. I, p. 95. 
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Moreland had been critioised by the later historiems. 
Polio- ing the publication of his work, Brij Karain studied the Indian 
economic life and after observing the two sides of the picture, he 
has formed the following formulations t -
(1) Ibe abiindance of food grains and cheapness of all kinds of eat-
ables, suggests that a man even of low income could spend a eatisf-
actory life and provide sufficient food for him and his family. 
(2) Otherwise the descriptions of Pelsaert, l^vernier and Eernier 
should be interpreted very conciously, who observed the flight of 
peasants due to the oppressions of zamindars. ^ en a comparison of 
the statements of other European travellers may be made for under-
standing the real situation prevailing at that time* Later on, 
2 
Satish Chandra reviewed Moreland's assumptions, and proved that 
apart from a few commodities, most of the food grains and eatbles 
were available to the lower strata. To prove this thesis he has re-
produced a table of purchasing power of the lowest Wages at Agra 
in 1595 and in the years 1886-951 which has been given by Shireen 
Moosvi in her article. 
llius, the condition of the artisans and labourers 
in terms of their purchasing capacily for the available food was 
not so bad as has been depicted by some contemporary travellers of 
1» IndiaA" Soonbmio'Life« Past,and Present, Chapters I - V, 
2. Indian Economic Life, Past and Present, pp. 8-9. 
3. Cambridge Economic History of India, Vol.1, pP;*"^ .#3^ ^^ !S^ '-'v'''?><5^ ^ 
M 
v^-^/ 
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the seventeenth century . For the piirpose the p r i c e s of food g ra ins 
and other commodities have been analysed here and compared with 
the wages of the lower s t r a t a to ge t an idea of the r e a l s i t i i a t i o n . 
The p r i c e s given in Ain-i-Akbari and the information of p r i c e s 
s c a t t e r e d over the severa l volumes' the Factory Records and other 
t r a v e l l e r s ' accounts have been put together i n the form of append-
i c e s a t t ached to t h i s chapter . This data c l e a r l y shows t h a t the 
p r i c e s of food s tu f f eva i l ab l e in those days t h a t l aboure r s could 
f ind no d i f f i c u l l y in purchasing them with t h e i r e a rn ings , which 
were though seemingly meagre. 
P e l s a e r t observed t h a t craftsmen and people of 
o ther low income groups usua l ly a t e khiohr i mainly a t the lunch 
time) t h a t was prepared by mixing r i c e with one p u l s e , and eaten 
with ghee or b u t t e r . Ttila food was cheap, e a s i l y a v a i l a b l e and 
quickly cooked but a t the same time nour i sh ing and very s u i t a b l e 
i n region of hot c l ima te . Even Emperor Akbar was fond of t h i s 
kind of d i sh , thovigh prepared with dry f r u i t s Eind l o t of b u t t e r . 
2 Hindus i n nor th Ind ia , r i c h or poor , aviodsd taking meat, but 
compensated i t by taking more quan t i ty of milk, ghee and f resh 
seasonal f r u i t s . However, in the south even the Hindus a t e meat, 
i t was a common d i e t among low cas te Hindus t h e r e . 
1 . J a h a n g i r ' s Ind ia , p . 6 1 . 
2 . 'liravels in Ihe Mogul Empire, pp . 248-49« 
3 . S tor ia do Mogor, V o l . I l l , pp . 41-43 . 
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Meat was quite cheap in those days^ as according 
to Linschoteny the price of a COK or ox was about l/3 of a rupee 
between 1583-^0. In 1610} 23 hens could be bought for one rupee 
and a goat's price was about four annas at Nasarpur and Masulipa-
2 
tan* Terry noticed that eight hens were sold for one shilling and 
a hare for one penny only. During 1672-81, Fryer foiind mutton bei-
ng sold for 3^ pence per pound* In the early records of English 
Factories ( 1621 ) 8,9 or 10 goats could be obtained for one 
pagoda at Masulipatam. 
Khichri could not have been the monotonous daily 
food of any class of the labourers in northern India. Prices given 
in Ain-i-Akbari,of wheat and rice show that rice was dearer or more 
» 
ejcpensive than wheat. While wheat could be obtained a man for twelve 
- - 5 
dams» the prices of rice varied from 20 dams to 100 dams a man. 
The lowest wages referred in Ain-i-Akbari are two dams per day. So 
for a man of wheat the wages of only six days were required. Other 
food grains, like millet, black gram and barley were more cheap than 
7 
wheatl In the e a r l y years of the seventeenth centrxry, wheat was sold 
1 . Indifm Economic lite, pp . 2-3» 
2. Indian Economic L i fe , p . 5 . 
3 . Early Travels i n India« pp . 296-97• 
4» A Mew Account of East Ind ies and P e r s i a , V o l . 1 , p . 95* 
5« Ain- i -Akbar i , V o l . 1 , p . 65 . 
6. Ain- i -Akbari , V o l . 1 , pp . 235-36. 
7» Ain- i -Akbar i , V o l . 1 , pp . 65-66. 
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at Hasarpiir and Masulipatam 323 lbs. for one rupee, while rice was 
sold jax 116-174 lbs. for one rupee. In 1630, the price of wheat at 
Surat were six mahmudis per mani and even after the severe famine; 
of 1630-31, in 1632 rose only up to 6i - 6^ mahmudis per manvmd. 
At £aroach| between 1623-29, one could buy 144^1^3 lbs. maize for 
one rupeej After the famine, in 1636, the price of wheat at Surat 
1 - - 4 
fell down upto 2s mahmudis per mavind7 i.e., one rupee per maund.In 
16^9) rice was available, at Maqsudabad in Bengal, one mauud for 
5 
one rupee. Lowest sages during the reign of Shah Jahan varied from 
3-4 rupees, or even more* 
% U 8 , it becomes clear that a labourer or artisan 
earning three, four or five rvipees per month could support his 
family with enovigh food, thoiigh very simple. In the last years of 
seventeenth century the prices of food grains remained about the 
samel Ghee and butter were other commodities sold at exceedingly 
cheap rates. At Baroach, it was sold for f^ — 7^ mahmudis per 
maund in 1632, of which prices rose in the second half of the seven-
teenth century. Over all, more ghee and milk was available to a low 
1. Indian Economic Life, Fast and Presenti p. 5« 
2. See the appendix 'C attached to this chapter. 
3. Indian Economic Life, Past and Presenti p. 7» 
4. See the appendix 'C attached to this chapter. 
5» See the appendix 'C attached to this chapter. 
6. Indian Economic Life, Past and Present, pp. 12-lJ. 
7. Aurangzeb and Ilj s 'rinc.-i, Zahiiuddin Paruqi, Delhi, 1935* P» 490. 
8. See the appendix 'C attached to this chapter. 
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wage earner during the epoch of study than now, and this fact has 
also been admitted by Koreland. Sugar and salt wereruther expensive 
in those days than present time and the poors and labourers night 
have contended themselves with jaggery or gui' . 
Hindus were generally bound to eat what was permitted 
fey their law, but the lower caste people, engajfed in different profe-
ssions could eat all things with some exceptions. Carpenters consisted 
of two classes - gujaratis and konlani« gujaratis only ate fish while 
konkanJB could eat all kinds of flesh except beef. Gardeners had the 
liberty to eat all kipds of meat but abstain from beef. Coppersmiths, 
divided into konkanis and gujaratis could not eat beef, but all other 
kinds of flesh were taken by them. Kurmis did not eat beef and pork, 
though all other varieties of meat were not forbidden for them. An 
agriculturist class of Kaharashira - bhatelas, was purely vegetarian 
and lived an herbs. Milkmen, who wei^ also herdsmen did not abstain 
from me^ . t but avoided the beef and the animals which they tamed. Toddy 
drawers could enjoy all kinds of flesh but not of beef. The different 
castes of toddy drawers had the freedom to eat in each other family. 
ifasbermen and fishermen avoided beef and pork. Salt merchants did 
2 
not take meat of crawfish, shell-fish, teuned animals and beef. 
1. India at the Death of Akbar« p. 271} Cambridge Economic History of 
India, Vol.1, p. 465. 
2. A Voyage Hound the World, pp. 256-57. 
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Scavengex'S, texmed as halalkhors, were kjiown aa 
the eater of lawful food or a l l foods were lavfful to them, lliey 
had to remove the refuse from each houae, in return they got the 
remains what others l e f t a f ter eat ing. The scavengers took food 
from each house without any d is t inc t ion . I t did not make any scruple 
about eating indifferently of a l l things. Bie liAlalkhors-menials or 
scravengers, also used to eat pork. 'Hhey could eat a l l sor ts of meat 
I 2 
prohibited or not prohibited. 
1. llavernier's Travels in India, Vol. I I , pp. 14^-46. 
2. Indian l^avels, p . 89* 
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GLOTliHia : 
Like the food habits of people, 
clothing is also effected by the climatic conditions, economic means 
and social customs. Cotton and woollen clothes were used according 
to the climate of a certain region, and also to the measure of income 
of the family.. As we are chiefly concerned with the pattern of cloth-
ing of the lower strata of society, the subject may be studied under 
the following sections : -
1. Servants and laboujers in the service of kings and noblesj 
2. Workers, labourers, artisans and other people; and 
3. Rich but poorly dressed persons. 
Ihe maid and damsels appointed on lower posts than 
maids,attired in costly silken garments. Principal women servants at 
2 
the court were found clad in valuable garments. Itius, though they 
were inferior servants, they had no problem in procuring rich and 
abundant clothes to wear. Even the damsels kept clothes in a huge 
number. Eunuchs in the houses of the nobles could have as fine clothes 
as their masters had. Thomas Roe saw the attendants in the train of 
5 
an ambassador wearing costly and rich clothes. 
1. Travels of Manrique, Vol. II, pp. 215-19. 
2. Stox'ia do Mogor, Vol. II, pp. 336-3B. 
3. Purchas His Pilgrimes, 'Iterry, Vol. IV, p. 53. 
4. European Tb:'avellers Under the Ilughals, Pelsaert, p. 12^. 
5. Piirchas His Pilgricies. Vol. IV, p. 26?. 
04. 
in a l l 
But the p o s i t i o n was not s i m i l a r ca ses . Some of the 
noMes did not provide new clothes^ or b e t t e r one, to t h e i r household 
• 1 
s e r v a n t s . They pa id them a g a i n s t t h e i r s e rv i ce s in .wom out c l o t h e s . 
Slaves were kept by the Portuguese i n Goa to serve them in s ide and 
outs ide of the houses. Contradictory d e s c r i p t i o n s a re given by the 
contemporary w r i t e r s about t h e i r d r e s s e s . Wil f r id Blunt copies a 
passage from IJavernier 's account r e f e r r i n g to maid s e rvan t s in the 
I 
serv ice of Portuguese who were seen wearing b r i g h t l y coloured s i l k 
2 blouses and s k i r t s . Linschoten had w r i t t e n t h a t because of excessive 
heat the masters ( i . e . , Portuguese ) and t h e i r male and female a t t e n -
dants used l i nen dresses which they covild change every day. Contrary 
• 4 
to t h i s Delia Valle saw the se rvan t s and s laves a t Goa very i l l cladT 
Careri made no d i f f e r e n t desc r ip t i on about the c lo th ing of s l aves and 
5 • se rvan t s imder the Portuguese of Goa. 
Slaves a t Surat used c lo thes of white l i n e n which 
though f ine i s bought very cheap. Though most of the household s e rv -
a n t s got rupees three in a month as t h e i r remiinerat ions, but they could 
1. J a h a n g i r ' s Ind ia , pp . 62-63. 
2. P i e t r d ' s Pi lgr image, p . 260, 
3 . Purchas His Pilf^riciea , Vol, X, p . 233. 
4 . Travels of Pe i t r o Delia Va l le , Vol. I , p . 157. 
5 . A Voyage Round the Vforld, p . 188. 
6. Travels of P i e t r o Delia Val le , Vol. I , p . 42. 
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vjear white l inen and had s u f f i c i e n t quan t i ty of food, liere we may 
i n f e r t h a t most of the times s l aves and se rvan t s in the se rv ice of 
r i c h persons could have c lo thes in a s a t i s f a c t o r y manner and excep-
t ions mifjht have been t h e r e , noted "by P e l s a e r t . 
Ilie l abou re r s , workmen and o the r common people form 
the main p a r t of the d i scuss ion . Conunon people in Malabar went qiii te 
naked, only using a c lo th to cover t h e i r p r i v a t e p a r t s of t h e i r bod^^. 
Even the k i n g ' s c lo th ings were found very b r i e f , lliey could be d i s t i -
2 nguished from the common man by the ornaments of p rec ious me ta l s . 
Kanucci has s e t fo r th in d e t a i l the dresses of labou-
r e r s , s o l d i e r s and o ther ordinary men and women in g e n e r a l . Ibe men's 
c lo th ings were comprised of a c lo th to bind round t h e i r head, a s t r i n g 
round t h e i r middle to which they a t t ached a fragment p iece of c lo th 
about the s i ze of a napkin to cover the middle p a r t of the body l i k e 
a Iangot . Besides, a sheet l i k e c lo th was used to cover the body, 
which served in the n igh t as a bed-shee t . Sometimes, a p i l low was a l so 
in t h e i r u s e . Most of the men, except covei'ing t h e i r p r i v a t e p a r t s , 
remained naked and free to go everywhere. Women used a c lo th of red 
or white cot ton binding on t h e i r g i r d l e l i k e a p e t t i c o a t . Another c lo th 
was pane or pan jam to pu t on head and shovQ-ders and j u s t to bind round 
4 
the wa i s t , was in common use7 
1. European l i ravel lers Under the Kughals, Delia Va l le , p . 108. 
2. 'Tavernier 's Travels in Ind ia . Vol. I , p . 197. 
3 . S to r ia do Kogor, Vol. I l l , pp . 3^-40. 
4« Stor ia do Mogor, Vol. I l l , p . 40. 
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Another reference about the dresses of common people 
is found in the pages of Tlievenot. He wrote that shirts partly open 
or open from top to 'bottoin were in vogue among all men. These shirts 
resembled with Persian gabas or gown like drese. A kind of coat area-
luck ( arq^ aliq. ) was put on. 'iliose who could not afford woollen g arm-
ents, they made jackets stiiffed of cotton. Cfcbas were generally made 
of cotton cloth which was easy to maintain. Moors ( Muslims ) distin-
guished themselves by putting a coif or head attire. Breeches or 
shalwar were also used. Ttioee who were of ordinary means could wear 
clothes of cotton, but those who wanted to give an impression of 
2 
richness wore silks. 'Ihe rich persons rarely used white cotton and 
preferred silk. It makes obvious that white cotton was common among 
poor or common people. During the last years of the sixteenth century, 
Brahamans were found almost naked just using a small cloth bound round 
4 
their waist. Ihe English pioneer Fitch saw in Golconda both men ajid 
5 
women puttin on a little cloth< In Banaras too, the people wore a 
small cloth round their middle keeping other parts of the body naked. 
'Ihey wore quilted caps and quilted gowns in winter. Thoug Bengal produ-
1. India !gravelB« p . 50. 
n 
2 . India Travels , p , 50 . 
3 . IndiefiTravels, pp . 50 -51 . 
4» Purchas His P i lg r imes , Linschoten, Vol. X, p . 256. 
5 . Purchas His Pilgt^jmes, fialph F i t c h , Vol. X, p . 172, 
6, Purchas His P i lg r imes , Vol. X, pp . I78-79, 
a?. 
ced a huge quantity of silk and cotton goods, but the inhabitants had 
no interest in using more clothes than necessary; that was a small 
piece rovmd their waist. Even rich people lived in the same manner. 
In the early years of seventeenth century nothing did change in respect 
of clothing of poor masses. The inhabitants of Sind could keep horses, 
camels and weapoms, but were not interested in having clothes in 
2 
abundance. Kashmiris could not afford cotton clothes which were quite 
dear in Kashmir. But their clothing consisted of woollen go^ms and 
clouts, though poverty prevented them to change garments frequently! 
Rich and poors at Calicut went around naked, only 
wearing silk eind cottnn cloth in the middle. This indicates the capab-
ility of rich persons to use the silken garments, but due to the clim-
atic conditions they might have avoided them. In south India, even 
kings and princes did not wear much clothes or preferred cotton clothes 
5 6 
than silks'^, which was due to the excessive heat in the region* 
In Gujarat also cotton , coarse and fine, was used 
depending on the income of a man. A long drawer and a head dress -
7 
white and clean, was in popular usage in both comraunitiesl Poor Oriya 
1. Purchas His Pilgrimes, Vol. X, pp. 188, .84-5* 
2. I'urchas His Pilgrimes, Nicholas Vfor thing ton. Vol. IX, pp. 171-72. 
3. Jahangir'B India, pp. 34-35• 
4. Travels of Piebro Delia Valle, Vol. II, p. 360. 
5. Pietro'3 Pilf;riD:t'.r;o, p. 28l. 
6. Travels of P i e t ro Delia Va l le , Vol. 13, pp . 379-80. 
7 . European Trave l le r s Under the Lughal3« Delia Va l le , p . 105. 
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l a d i e s contended themselves with a Ixxngee, or a white c lo th made 
f a s t about t h e i r wa i s t . The banjaras women wore white or pa in t ed ' 
2 p iece of ca l i co from t h e i r wais t down-wards. 
•Hie diamond miners of Oolconda were forced to wear 
a l i t t l e c lo th only to conceal t h e i r p r i v a t e p a r t s when they digged 
out diamonds, so tha t they could not s t e a l the prec ious s tonesf At 
Iviasulipatam, though the boatmen used gold r i n g s in t h e i r e a r s , but 
t l ie i r d resses were confined to nothing but a c lou t g i r t about the 
middl- with a sash7 
Ihere was a c l a s s of a f f l uen t persons but they did 
pose themselves to be very poor . Iliere were some r i c h merchants on 
the coast of Gingalee who concealed t h e i r wealth because they feared 
the plunder of t h e i r wealth by the invaders and conf i sca t ion of lusii 
5 
proper ty and goods by the governor. I-lerchants and shopkeepers of 
Surat l i ved in huts and small houses as they did not want to d isplay 
t h e i r r i c h e s for f ea r of t h e f t or exact ion by the government o f f i c e r s . 
Hindus of Golconda a l s o Concealed t h e i r wealth for fear of i t s being 
7 
heavi ly taxed by the l o c a l a u t h o r i t i e s ! 
1. Countries Round the Bay of Bengali p . 208. 
2. European l l -ave l le rs in Ind ia , 'llavernier, p . 40. 
3 . I b v e r n i e r ' a 'J^avels in Ind ia , Vol. I I , p . 46. 
4 . European Trave l le r s in Ind ia , Fryer , p . 47• 
5 . Countries Round the Bay of l i e n ^ l , p . 127. 
6. European Trai te l lers in Ind ia , Fryer , p . 58. 
7» Morris litobassy to Aurangzeb, pp . I 4 5 , 157-58. 
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Hindus and Lluslims wore dresses alike during the 
epoch of this study with a little differences. Moat of them lived 
naked. Bie same sitviation is not only told by the seventeenth 
century travellers but also in Ain~i-Akbari that men and women in 
Bengal lived contended vfith a small quantity of clothes, llie common 
dress of the Hindu was dhoti and a loin cloth. The Muslims usually 
appeared to have worn payjama ( ijar ), an ordinary shirt and a cap. 
Stockings were rarely used but the turban was common among all comm-
2 imities. Hindu ladies could be distinguished from Muslim ladies by 
wearing g^aghra, lahnga and choli with IXipatta. Muslim ladies liked 
breeches ( shalwars ) and shirts. Sari and blouse was generally worn 
by Indi n ladies. In Bengal ladies could wnly wear coarse loin cloth 
- » 5 
and sari> but in Orissa even coarse cloth was not available to them. 
A short jacket and blouse was also in vogue among poor and rich ladies 
alike. 
Stockings and glooves were avoided because of severe 
7 
hea t ; Ifhile the r i c h ones could wear shoes , poors did move without 
them. Ornaments were worn by men and women. Rich persons had ornaments 
1 . Ain~i-Akbari, Vol. I , p . 126j Vol. I I , p . 122. 
2. Social Life in Morthem Ind ia , pp . 26-27. 
3 . Social Life in nor thern Ind ia , pp . 27-31. 
4 . Ain- i -Akbar i , Vol. I I , pp . 134« 138; Indian Travels , p . 53 . 
5 . Ain- i -Akbar i , Vol. I I , pp . 134» 138. 
6 . Indian Travels , p . 53 . 
7 . S tor ia do Mogor. Vol. I I , p . 341} V o l . I l l , p . 40; Indian Travels , 
p . 52} A Voyage Round the World, pp . 247-48} Travels in the lEQguI 
Empire, p . 240. 
8 . S tor ia do Mogor, Vol. 1, p . 193; Indian Trave ls , p . 52. 
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of gold and diamondJj while the poors could afford the ornaments 
made of copper, silver and other metals of less importance. 
India, as obvious from the contemporary sources, 
was an unrivalled country in the magnitude ^f production of cotton 
«JD4 textiles. Cotton textiles of India were the chief cominftdity ^ 
seeded in European markets. It was made here fine and coarse both. 
Prices differed according to its quality, but generally cotton 
cloths were cheap. Bengal, Gujarat and Golconda were the provinces 
where cotton and silk textile industries employed a quite big num-
ber of population. Cities like Agra, Patna, Eanaras and Lalioro could 
only provide thousands of bales of all kinds of cloths for foreign 
markets and also for royal and general use. 
Geographically, India being a tropical country, the 
season of winter lasts only for three or four months except in 
Kashmir and other hilly areas. In this way the common people could 
spend the months of spring and summer with few cotton clothes. In 
winter they used quilted jackets, if not the woollen garments. 
Cotton was most suitable for Indian weather as it could be used 
throvighout the year. Moreover, cotton was cheaper and easily avail-
able every where in the country. For this reason it was generally 
preferred by all classes of the society. Hven thekings in south India 
like other common people, were fovuid barely dressed. Only the value 
1. Ilravels in the Mogul Empire, p. 224} Indian ai'avels, p. 53; 
Storia do Linger, Vol. Ill, p. 40j A Voyage Round the i<orld, p. 248} 
Early Travels in India, Terry, p. 323, 
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and variety distinguished them from common man. Fitch saw in 
Golconda and then in Allahabad and Banaras the people wearing 
concise clothes. Naturally neither all in Golconda nor in Allah-
abad and Banaras were poor. But the explicit reason was the extreme 
degree of heat both in south and northern plains that forced the 
people of all sections to wear only light clothes. 0therwiue,quil-
ted waistcoats, gowns, caps and other kinds of clothes were generally 
2 
used diiring winters, is obvious from a contemporary evidence. 
Some foreign travellers of the seventeenth century 
described the simplicity and scantiness of Indian dwellings and 
dresses without taking into account the climatic factor and social 
thinking which conditioned the manner of living of the poor classes 
of society. In a tropical country like India, neither hot climatic 
nor meagre earnings allowed them to have more clothes. Thus the 
manner of clothing of common masses was alike not only in Mughal 
Empire but also in the regions out of its boundaries. 
( continued ) 
1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I t 1 1 
1. PvirohaB His P i lg r imes , Vol. X, pp . 172, I 7 6 . 
2 . Purchas His P i lg r imes . F i t c h , Vol. X, pp . 178-?^. 
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Tlie similar description of the houses 
of the poor in India dxiring the seventeenth centiiry, as given in 
the accoimts of foreign travellers, brings out similar features 
of their structure, shape and design, 'iliese houses were made of 
mud with low thatched roofs, walled up from all sides, with one 
single door, without iDrick flooring or any furniture. Tlriey were 
of same design and shape, and in appearance very cheerless and 
in rainy season most incomfortable. But these accounts are super-
flous, lacking in deep knowledge of climatic conditions and social 
conditions. 
Fitch writes that the houses in Patna were built 
of earth and covered with straw. Houses in Sonargaon were almost 
2 
same as in other parts of India. Linschoten found the lodging of 
poor persons very small and low with the toppings of straw. Though 
the country of Masulipatam was good and fruitful, all houses were 
made of thatched roofs. Houses of common masses at Agra were also 
of similar inferior structure, made of straw and mud. But at 'iliatta, 
1. Puijhas Hia Pilgrimes, Vol. X, p, 180. 
2. Purcbas His Pilgrimes, Pitch, Vol. X, pp. I84-85. 
3. Purcbas His Pilgrimes, Vol. X, pp. 247-48. 
4. Purcbas His Pilgrimes, Fitch, Vol. X, pp. 172-73. 
5. Purcbas His Pilgrimes, Pinch, Vol.IV, p. 75. 
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however, differed from othe parts of the country. Here the common 
people could use mortar also in place of mud. The houses in the 
villages adjacent to Burhanpur were in no way better than other 
places. At Ajmer alongwith the mud houses, there were tent houses 
2 
too in which the royal camp followers used to live. Even the lodg-
ing of rich persons at Surat, had huts of canes and mats on the top 
of terraces, to be used in svumners. The servants' qviarters nearby 
the houses of the nobles, were made of mud and straw. At Agra, houses 
of the poors were in no better condition, and were same as in other 
parts of the covintry. Terry saw the houses of the poors made of 
5 
straw, thatch and mud< Peter Mundy, who visited the western coast of 
India ( 1608-6? )> came across the houses of the common masses being 
very small thatched and on floors having a wash of cow dung. Pelsaert 
ascertained the condition of the dwellings of common people in the 
same condition. But in Kashmir he observed the houses of the poors 
made of pine wood the interstices filled with clay, which gave an 
7 
elegant look and were well ventilated; Though the bazars of Calicut 
were full of all necessities of life, the houses were all made of 
mud and thatches of palm* 
1. Purchas His Pilgriraes, Nicholas Withington, Vol, IV, p. 16^, 
2. Purchas Hie' Pilgrimes, Roe, Vol. IV, p. 443, 
3. Purchas His Pilgrimes, Edward Hynes, Vol. IV, p. 551 
4» European Travellers Under the Muphals, John Jourdain, p. 49. 
5« European Travellers Under the Mugfaals, p. 90. 
6. Travels of Peter Mundy, Vol, III, Pt. I, p. 98. 
7. Jahangir*s India, p. 34, 
8. 'Ihe lYavels of Pietro Delia Valle, Vol. II, p. 30. 
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These houses of the poors remained in the same 
condi t ion without changes made by the succeding g e n e r a t i o n s . 
l^Bemier could see no change in the dwell ings of the poor L't;i7ata. 
These were small ones, b u i l t of mud) thatched with s t r aw. But 
the th ing which amazed him waa t ha t the r i c h persons a l s o cons t r -
« • 1 
ucted huts to be used in summers made of kas-kanyas or khas . 
About the houses of the persons of low means, Thevenot has a l s o 
given a s i m i l a r de sc r ip t i ons as contained in the accoiants of otheii 
t r a v e l l e r s who v i s i t e d the country during the seventeenth century . 
Kanucci found the p o v e r t y - s t r i c k e n , hvunble people l i v i n g in the 
huts having no f u r n i t u r e and f loo r s used for both s i t t i n g and s l e e p -
i n g . I h e i r huts were cons t ruc ted of ea r th and p i e c e s of wood bovmd 
together with ropes , without much regard to appearance. These wooden 
p o s t s serve as support ing p i l l a r s , and the roof i s of t ha t ch . Oving-
ton cbserved nothing new as f a r as the hu ts eind dwellings of meaner 
s o r t s were concerned, bamboo and reeds being the chief bu i ld ing 
3 4 
ma te r i a l s of the poor, Streynsham Master could not see anything 
d i f f e ren t ctiid almost same s i t u a t i o n p reva i l ed in Bengal and Masuli-
patam when he v i s i t e d these r e g i o n s . What Hamilton and Careri a s c e r -
1 . 'l!ravels in the Logul a n p i r e , pp . 227, 246-47. 
2. "Storia do liogor, Vol. I l l , pp . 40-41 . 
3 . India in the lieventeenth Century, p . 95* 
y 
4. Diar ies of StrGnsfaam f a s t e r . Vol, I I , pp . 92-93, 174-75. 
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tained was not a novel thing. All these travellers saw the dwellin^jo 
of the poors made of bamboo, straw, mud or thatch etc. 
But Norris speake in a rather different way. The 
ambassador writes that though the plains here are very fertile, even 
then the houses and outer walls of the villages are of mud, but 
strong enough to withstand any assault. In the last days of Aurang-
2 
zeb's reign, the soldiers were forced to live in mud houses or huts. 
Tliatta, which was a well popvilated town, where were fish and furni-
ture in abundance, and incredibly cheap, also hens, sheep, sugar 
smd rice were sold at highly cheap rates, even then all the houses 
were made of mud and supported by timberl Most of the wa±e houses of 
Jilnglish factors were found made of thatch and mud. 
So far as the furniture inside houses of the poor 
strata in concerned, the general notion found in the contemporary 
accounts is that their houses contained a little furniture or some-
times none. Just a few earthen wares to hold water and to cook in, 
were kept by the i)oor persons. Most of these houses contained only 
4 
two beds 7~ one for man and another for his wife. Otherwise the floor 
was used for sitting both. Manucci had described in detail the condi-
tion of the houses of common people. About the houses of common 
1. Ilorris li^ mbassy to Aurangzeb, pp. 114, 231), 242-43, 2t>l. 
2. Korris Embassy to Auran^-aeb, p, 255. 
3 . English Factories« Vol. V, p . 124. 
4« J a h a n g i r ' s Ind ia , p . 6 1 . 
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Hindus he wrote t h a t they had no f u r n i t u r e and used to l i v e on the 
f l o o r s of pounded e a r t h , p l a s t e r e d with a wash of cow-dung. Bed-
2 
s teads were very common among a l l c l a s s e s - r i c h and poor a l i k e . 
Ihese t ' d s t e a d s were made of bamboo and cords . Por tab le beds made 
of canes, but qu i te s t r ong , were a l s o in vogue. Pans were used by 
the poor persons made of leaves of palm and coconut t ree< 
Important bu i ld ing m a t e r i a l s used by the common 
people were of mud, branches and leaves of the t r e e s , bamboo, canes, 
and grasses of d i f f e r en t types . Reed was mainly used in Orissa to 
bu i ld houses and h u t s . In Bengal, and a t Ajmer a l s o , bamboo served 
7 
as the chief bu i ld ing ma te r i a l I Manucoi and Tavernier obseinred 
o 
houses a t Patna made of pa lm- leaves , t ha t ch , but Abul Fazl wrote 
much e a r l i e r t ha t the houses in Pa tna , fo r the most p a r t , were 
9 
roofed with t i l e s ; In Gujarat mostly the houses were made of bxirnt 
b r i c k s , t i l e s and some of them even having stone foxmdations. 
1 . S tor ia do Mogor, Vol. I l l , pp . 40-41* 
2. J a h a n g i r ' s Ind ia , p . 61 ; A Kew Account of the East I n d i e s , p . 126; 
Mandelslo 's Travels in Ind ia , p . 27; Etapire of the Great Mogol,p.273< 
3 . A Voyage'HoundPthe, ijdrld, j i , l 6 8 . 
4» Travels in the Kogul Empire, p . 353« 
5 . S tor ia do Mogor. Vol. I l l , p . I87 . 
6. Ain- i -Akbar i , Vol. I l l , p . 138. 
7 . Ain- i -Akbar i , Vol. I I , p . 134; Vol. I l l , p . 273. 
8 . I k v e r n i e r ' s 'I'ravels in Ind ia , Vol. I , pp . 86, 100. 
9 . Ain- i -Akbar i . Vol. I I , p . I64 . 
10.Ain-i-Akbari , Vol. I I , p . 246. 
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Kashmiris made their houses of wood, which gave an elequant look. 
Branches of palm-trees and bamboo were utilised by the Ilalabaris to 
cconstruct their dwellings. In south India coconut wood was commonly 
2 
used for making houses which was easily available in coastal regio)^ns. 
Lower classes in Bind made their houses of poles and covered them 
with a mixture of straw and mud. Gentiles, or Hindus, were fond of 
keeping a wash of cow-dvmg on the floors of their houses. Delia Valle 
described in a some what detailed manner the custom of using cow-dung 
for beautifying the floors of the houses. Out of these descriptions 
one may infer that the houses made by the common people were of same 
design and shape during the seventeenth century. 
Building activities in a country depend broadly on 
the following factors : 
i. Geographical conditions; 
ii. Building material available; and 
iii. Economic conditions. 
While studying the conditions of housing of the 
lower strata in different parts of the Mughal Empire, or out of it, 
during the seventeenth century, it seems that all of the above ment-
ioned factors are reflected in their building activities. The poors 
or common people used to make houses according to the climatic cond^ -
1. Indian 1'ravelst p . 100. 
2. apcia l and P o l i t i c a l Life in Vijavanagar Empire ( I346-I646 ) , 
Madras, 1934. Vol. I I , p . 2^5. 
3 . Some Aspects of oocia l Life , p . 102. 
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itions, utilising the material which was easily available to them. 
India heing a tropical covintry, the dwellings were constructed to 
get protection from the excessive heat during most of the months of 
the year. No douht, during rainy season or winters they faced hard-
ships but in south India during winter season too, the days are 
always quite warm, but in extreme north of the country the season 
comes with bitter cold. 'Ihe factors that effected the construction 
of houses the common masses are as follows : -
lliose who lived in coastal areas, had all kinds of 
benefit of palm trees. They made it sueful for making the thatch,for 
roofing their huts and houses, and made out of it wine, oil and cords 
etc. Thus, they could save various expenses. 
2 
Robert Orme was wrong while writing that the houses 
of bamboos covered with palm-tree leaves were to last for about six 
months. But much before him Abul Sazl wrote that these types of ho\iBes 
were quite durable. Ihis factor may account for the thatched houses 
preferred by common ajid poor persons, Delia Valle also corroborated 
the evidences of Abul Fazl that bamboo houses in Bengal lasted for a 
4 
long; 
1. Purohas His P i lgr imes i Vol. X, p . I 7 0 . 
2. H i s t o r i c a l Fragments of Mogul Empire, Ed. J.P.Guha, London, I782. 
Reprint Delhi , I974, p . 42?. 
3 . Ain- i -Akbari , Vol. I I , p . 134. 
4 . ThQ Travels of P i e t r o Delia Va l l e , Vol. I I , pp . 23©-31. 
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Houses having earthen walls, mingled with straw, 
stood very firm. In case of catching fire, these houses could be 
rebuilt quickly. Ihomas Roe also noted that these houses could be 
* 2 
built bery easily and in a short period. 
The houses in Kashmir , made of wood, not only 
gave a nice look but also seemed alike that of the houses of upper 
strata. 
Houses made of reeds and canssetc. were most suit-
able for the hot climate of India. Because of this reason even some 
of the rich persons also constructed apartments of khas to get rela-
4 
xed from severe heat of the summers? Sometimes they also got constr-
ucted houses of canes and mats on the top of their building, which 
could bu kept cool by sprinkling water on them. 
Due to the frequent changes in the covirse of river 
Jhelum, the people living in Multan used to make houses of wood and 
• 6 
grass. Ihus, in case of any calamity they could rebuild them easily. 
Cow-dung,which was spreaded like a wash over the 
floors of the houses, meant not only for elegancy and ornamentation. 
1. European Travellers Under the Hughals. Terry, p. 90. 
2. Purchas His Pilgrimest Vibl. IV, p. 440. 
3. Jahangir's India, p. 34* 
4. Travels in the Mogul Empire, p. 247. 
5. Purchas His Pil/crimes, Edward Heynes. Vol. IV, p. 440. 
6. Purchas His Pilgrimes, Linschoten, Vol. X, pp. 247-48. 
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but i t was a l s o a cheap remedy a g a i n s t p l ague . Spreading cow-dung 
over the f l o o r s did not t rouble the poor pe r sons , i t helped them 
2 i n keeping t h e i r houses nea t and clean on easy terms. 
Ohe huts and dwell ings strawed with cow-dung was 
helpful i n k i l l i n g f l e a s , which a re smal l , wing less , jumping,blood 
sucking i n s e c t s . 
On the sea porta, sometimes, the thatched houses 
were made temporar i ly when the sh ips loaded or vmloaded t h e r e . Other-
wise the hu t s were burnt and the i n h a b i t a n t s r e tu rned to t h e i r own 
4 houses7 
5 
!Ihoiigh the bazars of Svirat and [Ihatta were full of 
all kinds of provisions, which were sold there at cheap rates, even 
then the houses were built of mud and thatches. Ihis makes obvious 
that people having food grains on cheap rates, could save money to 
spend on better housing. 
1. Purchas His Filgrimes, Hoe, Vol. IV, p. 440. 
2. The Travels of Pietro Delia Valle, Vol. II, pp. 230-31. 
3. European Travellers Under the Mughals. Terry, p. 90. 
4» Purchas His Pilgrimes, Caesar Frederick, Vol. X, pp. 113-14. 
5* European Travellers in India, Careri, p. 27. 
6, At Tbatta, fruits, fish, meat of hen and sheep, sugar, rice and 
butter - everything was very cheap. But the mud houses there, were 
properly ventilated. £n/^ lish Factories. Vol. V, p. I24. 
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Norria saw fertile plains between Surat and Burhan-
puT) but houses were built of mud and th&tch as usual. 
liiud walls tfften proved to be very strong to withstand 
2 
any assualt. 
Ihus, the conunon sorts of people did not spend much 
on the construction of their houses, but utilised what was easily 
available to them. Tliese houses could be rebuilt or repaired easily. 
Hence these people could save money to spend on other necessities of 
life. 
1. Korris Embassy to Aurangzeb, pp. 235» 242-43i 251• 
2. Korris Embassy to Aurangzeb, p. 246. 
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C H A P T E R I I I 
WAGKS OF THE LABOURERS, ARTISAKS AMD OTHEiiS 
aERVAMT3 IK THE SERVICE OF KIUGS All J MOBLES; 
For a proper a n a l y s i s of 
the earnings and condi t ions of l i f e of the low income groups of 
s o c i e t y , cons i s t i ng laTooiirers and a r t i s a n s , i t seems necessary to 
give a b r i e f account of the r a t e of wages preyf i i l ing during the re ign 
of Akbar, a s i nd i ca t ed in Ain- i -Akbar i . This accoiint w i l l c o n s t i t u t e 
the ba s i s of an examination of changes and v a r i a b l e s t h a t overtook 
the general p a t t e r n of wages and economic s tandards of wage-earners 
and low-paid servants in the seventeenth cen tury . The r a t e s of wages 
in Ain-i-Akbari a re descr ibed i n terms of daros and j i t a l s . The workers 
and labourers a re divided i n t o three ca tegor i e s and t h e i r wages a re 
mentioned s e p a r a t e l y . At t h a t time s a l a r i e s were pa id e i t h e r monthly, 
d a i l y , o r on the b a s i s of the work done d a i l y . 
The wages pa id to d i f f e r e n t workers and l a b o u r e r s , 
mentioned in Ain-f-i-Akbari , a re a s follows t -
Gilkars ( workers in lime ) , f i r s t c l a s s workmen, 
7 d ( ams ) ; second c l a s s , 6 d.} t h i r d c l a s s , ^ d. 
Sang-tarash ( stone-masons ) . The t r a c e r ge t s 6 d . , 
for each gaz; one who does p l a i n work, ^ d. A labourer employed in 
qua r r i e s ge t s forj .every man he breake . 22 j . 
1 . Ain- i -Akbari , Vol. I , pp . 123, 235-36, 298. 
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l^e f ive ca tegor i e s of ca rpen te rs were pa id 7 d. , 
6 d . , 3 d . , 3 d . , and 2 d . , r e s p e c t i v e l y . Carpenters who did p l a i n 
work were given 1 d. 17 j»» 1 d.6 j , and 1 d. 21 j for one gaz r e s p -
e c t i v e l y . 
P in j r a - s az or l a t t i c e workers, were pa id 24 d . , 22 
d . , 18 d . , 16 d . , and 12 d. according to the p e r f e c t i o n . 
Arrah-kash or sawers, r ece ived for the work done on 
a square gaz - 2^ d . , and 2 d. according to the q u a l i t y of t h e i r j o b . 
Bi ldars or b r i c k l a y e r s , were given 38" or 3 d . d a i l y . 
For making wal l s with ba t t l emen t s , the b r i c k l a y e r s were given 4 d.per 
gaz; for l ay ing foundations - ^ d . j for a l l o ther kinds of wal l s -
2 d. ; for digging - ^ d. per gaz were r a t e s o^ayment . 
Chah-ka,nor well d iggers , got 2 d. or i j- d. for per 
£ a z . 
Ghota-khor who cleaned the w e l l s , were remunerated 
separa te ly i n cold and summer seasons . In winter they were pa id 4 d. 
per diem, i n summer season 3 d. pe r diem. I f they cleaned upto a 
depth of 1 gaz , they were given 2 rupees . 
Khi sh t - t a rash , or t i l e makers, were pa id 8 d . for 
o hiuidred motilds-smo^thened. 
Surkhi-k5b or pounders of o ld b r i c k s were given 1^ 
d. for a heap of 8 mans. Glass c u t t e r s rece ived 100 dams per gaz. 
Bamboo c u t t e r s rece ived 2d. per diem. Thatchers or chappar-band had 
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3 d. per diem or 24 d. for 100 gaz. The rates for a patal-band were 
1 d. for four gaz. 
Lakhira or varnishera got 2 d. per diem. First and 
second class of ab-kash ( water carriers ) was given 3 d. per diem? 
the labourers of third class received 2 d. lliose who helped in build-
ing activities were paid 2 d. per diem. 
'Ite wages of beast keepers varied from Rs, 5 to 30 
jper month. Even the wages of matchlock keepers were not more than the 
beast keepers. Tliey enjoyed remunerations from Rs. 2^ to ^-^ per montB. 
ThxiB wages in Akbar's time were paid both on monthly 
and daily basisw During his period 40 dams were equal to one rupee.One 
dam was equal to two pices. 
'I'he wages of the household servants in the palace 
during seventeenth century are mostly described by foreign travellers 
who had contacts with the court. The female attendants in the service 
of king, his wives, daughters or concubines, received four or five 
hundred rupees a month as their salary. The female attendants had their 
sway over the oth^ matrons. These matrons were given from rupees fifty 
to two hundred per month. Alongwith these matrons, in the royal palace, 
there were superintendants of music and their women players, lliey 
enjoyed wages from rupees fifty to two hundred. Presents and gifts were 
2 
also given to them by the princes and princesses. The female slaves in 
1. Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. I, pp. 123, 23:?-36, 2^8. 
2. Storia do Kogor, Vol. II, pp. 33©-31. 
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the imperial service were given same wages which other servants receiveoi. 
'Ibough the status of the above mentioned slaves and 
servants was of servants, but they were highly paid. Thus, this becomes 
quite impossible to include them in the categories of low-paid servants 
and laboiirers from the point of view of income. 
William Hawkins noticed thirty six thousand servants 
doing their job itsaix^ in the court and camp of Emperor Jaiiangir. Iliey 
were t porters, gunners, watermen, lackeyes, horse keepers, elepahant 
keepers, tentmen, cooks, light bearers, gardners and beast keepers etc. 
llieir wages were paid monthly out of the central treasury. Hawkins 
2 
deacribed t h e i r pay from three to ten rupees . 
Four decades l a t e r Manucci v i s i t e d the imper ia l cour t , 
the elephant keepers were found r ece iv ing f ive rupees per month. Ilie 
r a t e of paj-ment was not much d i f f e ren t than what was paid during the 
4 
time of Akbar in accordance to t ha t of pr ioet j , but the wages paid 
5 during J a h a n g i r ' s r e ign wore r a t h e r higher . - ' 
The nobles and r i c h persons had t h e i r own e s t a b l i s h -
ments organised on the model of kings and p r i n c e s . In the e a r l y seven-
teenth century wages pa id to household s e r v a n t s , under these noble 
1. S tor ia do Kogor, Vol. I I , pp . 336-38. 
2» Kakkins' Voyages, p . 420. 
3 . S tor ia do liogor. Vol. I I , pp . 3^3-64. 
4 . !Ihe Economic History of India { I6OU-I8OO ) , JRadliakamal Ilukerjee, 
Allahabad, 1^67. pp . 26, 49. 
5 . Indian jBconomic L i fe ,Pas t and P re sen t , pp . 16, 19« 
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persons, varied from three to four rupees, among whom the main recei-
vers were silahdar ( one who attended a horse ), farrash ( tent pitcher), 
mashalchl ( torch lighter and bearer ), sarban ( camel driver ),mahawat 
( who attended the elephants ), bilwan ( who cared for the cart ) etc. 
But they faced two difficulties with respect of payment of their salaries. 
First the lords often reckoned 40 days to the monthj secondly the wages 
were left iinpaid for several months. This was the reason, though allowed 
a considerable amount of salary for their maintenance, the servants fell 
in practice of stealing money if they were given to purchase something 
2 
by the master, because they were not paid at a proper time. 
Almost the same categories with identical designations 
of the servants are referred in De Laet 's work, who were engaged in the 
service of affluent ones. The seluidares ( silahdar - a man at arms ), 
billewani ( belwan - for carriage aiid carts ), frassi ( farrash - for. 
tents and cvirtains ), serriwani ( sarban - camel driver ), mahuti ( mah-
awat - elephant driver ), zanteles ( runners ) are mentioned in the 
permanent service of the nobles by him". He has also stated that their 
wages varied from three to four rupees per monthy which were in his view 
very meagre. Artisans were taken by applying force into service of the 
noblemen. They were caught in streets and were forced to work in the 
1. European Travellers Under the i^ lughalst Pelsaert, pp. 129-30. 
2. JahanKir's India» pp. 62-63. 
3. The iihipire of the Great koRol« pp. 89-90. 
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I 
houses of high officials. They were paid not accordinti lo the nature 
• 1 
of labour, but agreeably to his own standard of remuneration. If 
the workmen objected, they were beaten wiht korrah. Among the follow-
ers of a governor of Masulipatam, Thomas Bowrey ( 1669-79 ) noted the 
presence of palanquin carriers, umbrella bearers, pikemen, drums and 
trumpet carriers, and peons etc. They received two rupees every new 
moont Ihe total expenditure on the maintenance of these seivices and 
other establishments which the noblemen and rich persons incurred,was 
enormously high. 
WAGES OF PROFESSIONAL GROUPS 
WEAVERS. PAIETERS OF CLOTH & PACKERS t 
Cloth manufacturing industry 
in India during the seventeenth century was well-established and widely 
spread that provided work to thousands of people. Heavers and artisans 
engaged in the manufacturing of cloth were, however, paid very low 
wages by their employer. According to one estimate they received only 
• • 4 
five or six jkackas or four or five stivers in wagesV working from 
- 5 
morning to night. Moreland assumes a tacka to be tankf equal to a dam. 
1. "travels in the Mogul Empire, pp. 253-56. 
2. Countries Round the Bay of Bengali p. 83. 
3. A Voyage Rovmd the World, p. 243. 
4. Jahangir*s India, pp. 6O-6I. 
5. Jahangir's India, pp. 60-6I, 
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Actually a tanka was a twentieth part of a rupee and thus was the 
double dam, as the fact is corroborated by iliomaa Herbert ( 1627-28). 
Two pice wex-e equal to one taclol. Thus, according to thia calculation 
the wages paid to the weavers amounted from Rs. 34 to 4^ " per month. 
Ibis was eciual to the amount which servants received in the service 
of the nobles. Out of such earnings they could hardly save any amount 
of money to purchase raw material to manufacture fabrics according to 
the standard and specification of European merchants, lack of financial 
resources, therefore, compelled the poor weavers to accept advances 
2 
and work under certain pressure. Sometimes the weavers changed sides 
if offered higher eaoluments and better conditions of work, lliey did 
so because of two main reasons t 
(1) '^ ages of previous years were left in arrears and continuously 
demanded by the weavers, 
(2) Weavers were asked to make better cloths on lower payments by the 
European merchants. Weavers also insisted on a little higher prices 
4 
from the merchants if they wanted desired cloths. 
The merchants needed the help of the brokers or 
agents and podars or cash keepers. They were paid not'more than four 
1, The Economic History of India, p, 27, 
2, English Factories. Vol, I, p, 197,* Vol, VIII, p. 120, 
3, English Factories, Vol, VI, pp, 68-6y, 
4« English Factories, Vol, X, p, 200, 
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or five rupees a month, though most of the times they were promised 
more money. To finish the work within a definite period the weavers 
were given a part of payment known as dadni which was paid through 
to 
the broker. But they did not simply deli^ver it/the weavers. First 
they deducted a certain amount out of it as brokerage. This broker-
age was not taken from the merchants on behalf of whom they worked, 
but from *^® poor weavers who already got very little as remunerat-
ions, Tliey exacted 12^ brokerage from the weavers. Ibis was knowi 
as dustoori or commission. Podar or cash keepers took brokerage 
separately from the weavers. This was one oowri per rupee or from 
one to two annas per hundred rupees? A rupee was eqvial to about 
3200 cowries,' as is clear from the account of Tliomas Bowrey. If 
dustoor or commission was not taken by the broker or cash keeper,a 
certain bhatta ( premium ) was taken at the rate of rupees 1 ^ 
5 
per cent."^  
Not only this, the factors of English Company 
deducted a certain amount of money out of the charges paid to the 
weavers eitner upon dadni or afterwards in full accompt. This was 
1. ])iarifcS of Streynsham Kaster, Vol. I, pp. 384-85• 
2. English Factories, Vol. XI, pp. 112-13. 
3. Dairies of Streynsham Master, Vol. I, pp. 392-93. 
4. Countries Hound the Bay of Bengal, p. 200. 
5. Diaries of Streynsham Master, Vol. I, pp. 392-393. 
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done because the factors were in the interim at the charge of interest 
for money to carry on their investments. Therefore, they resumed one 
to four annas out of every hundred rupees; and two rupees per cent 
upon sicca or newly coined rupees, and as much more as bhatta ( or 
difference in exchange, or premium ) rose above one per cent. 
Also upon gold mohars 2 ^  annas were charged more 
than the bazar rate. Thus a weaver was cheated in three ways. Firstly, 
the factors themselves exacting a sum out of the advances or remuner-
ations to be paid to the weavers. Secondly, those who brought this 
money to the weavers, i.e., agents and brokers. Thirdly, the podar or 
cash keeper usurped a certain percentage calling it a commission.lliis 
factor greatly effected the work of the weavers. In the Butch Factory 
of HughlJ;, the weavers were given 1 ^  to 2 annas per day, of which 
Streynsham Master speaks low wages. 
Painters of cloth were also paid wages from five to 
six tackas daily in the first quarter of seventeenth century! 'Ihey 
were also supplied with advances like the weavers, to finish their 
4 
work properly7 
For transporting of all kinds of goods, especially 
1. Diaries of Streynsham I<iaster, Vol. II, pp. 317-18• 
2. Diaries of Streynsham Meter, Vol. II, p. 41« 
3. Jahangir's Iiidia, pp. 60-61. 
4» English Factories, Vol. IX, pp. 22^-30. 
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c l o t h s , packing was an important s t a g e . Expert packers were requ i red 
to P^kik goods for ejcports. Tlieir wages in the f i r s t qua r t e r of the 
seventeenth centuity appear in Gujarat to "be ^ of a mahmudi for pack-
ing a bundle. In 1630's a t Masulipatam, the packers were p a i d on 
monthly b a s i s . There the r a t e of payment for them was 2 ^ pagodas a 
I _2 
month, without any subsistence money or bhatta. 'ibese packers were 
responsible for any loss caused by ill-packing. Washermen were kept 
in the factories of foreign companies also. In 1637-38» a washerman 
was paid rupees five per month in the Dutch factory at Agra. 
LETJ'EH CAHRIEKS : Generally the letter carriers or 
pattamars were employed by the merchants for commercial piirpose. Vdng 
and nobles had their personal letter carriers. Sometimes they were 
paid on the basis of whole journey covered and sometimes daily wages. 
In 1622, a pattamar is referred being paid for carrying letter from 
' 1 4 Kasulipatam to Surat 3 -g- pagodaeV llie journey from Surat to Golconda 
lasted from 27 to 40 days. From Golconda to liasulipatam the distance 
5 
was a little more than 200 miles, which could be covered within ten 
days. The pay 3 ^  pagodas would come ecjjial to 10 ^  to 13 ^  rupees 
according to the calculations of "Eavernier's time. If the journey 
1. English Factories, Vol. II, p. 39« 
2. English Factories, Vol. IV, p. 235. 
3. Indian- Economic Life » Past and Present, p. 13. 
4» English Factories, Vol. II, p. 176. 
5. An Atlas of Kughal Empire» Irfan Habib, Oxford, I984. I^ P sheet I5 A. 
6. liavernier*s llravels in India, Vol. I, p. 328. 
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from Surat to Masulipatam was of 40 to 50 days, the wages of letter 
carriers would come down from rupees 6 to 6 ^  per month. The letter 
carriers were also given "bhatta or subsistence money which was not 
deducted from their wages, lliey were also given tashrif or presents. 
Strange enoxigh, the fees of a pattamar in the clos-
ing years of the seventeenth century was quite- low than the wages 
paid in the beginning of the century. The rate of payi^ ient to them 
was just one pagoda per month if they were kept permanently. But when 
they were sent on journey they were given some allowances and their 
wages were somewhat raised. 
PEONS AMD GUAHDa : Guards and peons were hired by 
merchants and travellers for sec\irity during the period of their 
journey from one place to another. They were generally Baluchis, 
Pathans and fiajputs, in whom full trust could be reposed. Their duty 
was to protect the goods of their employers even at the risk of their 
lives against the assaults of highways robbers. The guards were paid 
fair wages. They followed their masters on foot, well armed with 
swords, bows and arrows, bucklers etc. Terry found their wages nearly 
five shillings per month," and this payment was made on the very next 
day of the new moons At another place the wages of armed soldiers 
1. Enfi;lish Factories« Vol. VI, p. 51. 
2. Norris Embassy to Aurangaebi p. 147• 
3« Pxirchaa His Pilgrimes« Vol. IX, p. 35. 
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accompanying the travellers are mentioned five rupees per month. 
These rates were common on the route between Surat and Agra. When 
Kandelslo visited Gujarat coast, the armed men were paid about 
sixteen rupees between Cambay and Ahmadabad. He described these 
2 
wages in terms of crowns and one crown came equal to two rupees . 
In 1640's the wages of armed soldiers were mearly four rupees, if 
the journey exceeded more than sixty days, they were given six rupees 
per month. Thus the average payment to the guards or armed men varied 
from four to six rupees. 
Those who carried goods of the merchants and travell-
ers during their journeys, were designated as peons. They also served 
as messengers, but for the most part they carried goods and kept a 
watch on them. At Agra the rates of payment to the peons were four 
rupees a month/the first quarter of the seventeenth century. But few 
years later this amount decreased to seven mahmudls per month. ;^ y 
1630's, it increased by three mahmudis, thus the peons received eight 
to eleven mahmudis in a month. A mahmudi was nearly equal to two-fifth 
of a rupees and their wages in terms of rupees varied roughly from 2 g-
1. English Factories, Vol. II, p. 222. 
2. Kandelslo*s 'iiravels in India, p. 4I. 
3. ^vernier's 'liravels in India, pp. 37-3B. 
4» English Factories, Vol. II, p. 94. 
5. English Factories, Vol. V, p. I5I. 
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rupees to 3 -^  rupees pe r mensem. V/ith increased r a t e s by three 
mahmudis, the wages ranged between foiir to f ive rupees per month, 
llie Dutch account books a t Agra in 1637 show the wages of peons 
rupees 3 k o^ four per month. Ovington described the wages of peons 
2 foiu* to s i x rupees given on monthly b a s i s . 'Kiis means tne wages in 
the l a s t decade of the seventeenth century did remain the same as 
in the beginning, with a l i t t l e d i f f e rence . 
COOLIS : Coolies were employed to car ry heavy 
luggage 
/ from one p lace to o the r . The word cool ie f requent ly occurs in the 
records of English Fac to r i e s and o ther t r a v e l l e r s ' accoxxnts which 
i s a synonym to a p o r t e r . During the epoch under d i scusa ion , they 
worked e l abou re r s , mainly engaged in car ry ing luggage a t the p o r t s . 
Their wages in the Dutch Account Books a t Agra, in 1637> appear to 
3 
be rupees 3 ^ per mensem. Ihe coo l i s rece ived from l^g l ioh f ac to r s 
two pennies per day for taking t h e i r goods to d i s t a n t p l a c e s . One 
s h i l l i n g conta ins twelve pence, hence t h e i r wages appear to be 2 ^ 
s h i l l i n g s in a month. One rupee was equal to two s h i l l i n g s and three 
pennies during the times of Terry ( 1616-27 ) , Mandelslo ( 1638-39 ) , 
Tavernier ( 1641-68 ) , and iJ^ryer ( 1673-81 ) . According to t h i s 
1. Indian Economic Li fe , Pas t and P resen t , pp . 12-13. 
2. India in the 17th Century, pp . 174-75. 
3 . Indian Economic Life , Pas t and P re sen t , p . 12. 
A* English F a c t o r i e s , Vol. X, p . 261. 
5» 'Ktvernier 's ll-avels in Ind ia , Vol. I , p . 32^. 
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calculation the poor coolies could only earn a little more than one 
rupee in a month. In the later period the high cost of livinji nece-
ssiatated to raise the daily wages of an ordinary coolie or labourer 
, 1 
from 2 ^  to 3 pice a day. Ihe average ratio of rupees and pice was 
2 
1 J 50 in the time when 'Havei-nier visited India. In 169^^, Careri 
pointed out the ratio 1 t 54. On the basis of this the wages paid to 
coolies, amovmted rupees 1 ^  to two per month. Shortly afterwards, 
wages of the coolies and labourers were increased to four pices a. 
dayf If this sxun is calculated in terms of rupees, the wages would 
appear near about 2 -^  rupees or a little more than 3 k rupees per 
mensem. 
CA1>1ELMEN Alt'D GAR'I'EKS t Caroelmen were pa id in 
three ways : one, according to the camel load} secondly, on the 
b a s i s of monthly wagesj t h i r d l y , i f they were h i r e d for a s p e c i f i c 
per iod of journey. Camelmen were h i red by paying 11 4- j a h a n g i r i 
rupees pe r camel to car ry nine maunds to S u r a t t , and to a r r i v e thxere 
i n f i f t y dayee? Kiis comes to an average r a t e of near ly rupees seven 
in a month in the ea r ly seventeenth centxiry in Gujarat . The charges 
1 . English f a c t o r i e s ( I67Q-84 )f Ed. Charles Fawcett , 3 Vo l s . , 
Oxford, 1^36. Vol, I , p . IO6. 
2. I b v e m i e r ' s I 'ravels in Ind ia , Vol. I , p . 329« 
3 . The Economic History of Ind ia , p . 25. 
4 . English Fac to r i e s ( Fawcett ) , Vol, I , p . 120. 
5« Le t t e r s Received by East India Company» Vol. VI, p . 238. 
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I 1 
were enormously enhauiced during the time of famine in Gujarat in 16308. 
Ihe rate of seven rupees per month was raised in I650's upto 15 T 
rupees per oamel lading. This was the rate between Agra and Ahmadabad, 
It took about fifty days from Agra to Ahmadabad. The wages, thus,calcu-
lated amount near about to ten rupees a month. 
Carters or oxen drivers were known as bailwan whom the 
merchemts hired for taking goods for short or long distance. The merch-
ants preferred the carts driven by oxen because of cheap rates of hir-
ing. The carts were also easily manageable and available everywhere. 
The carters were also paid in two ways » one, according to the weight 
of the luggage; secondaly, on the basis of a contract agreed upon for 
the whole joxurney. 
Maund was the standard weight for hiring carts and 
oxen drivers. In 1620's , from Patna to Agra carters were hired at 
I «4 . 
the rate of two rupees per Jehanger maunde,^ which was equal to 5° 
English pounds. Hhe distance was covered within thirty days. But if 
they failed to reach the destination within this specific period,they 
were paid at the rate of rupees 1 |- per maund. Usually they took forty 
days to cover this distance between Agra and -^atna. But for the same 
journey in the same year carters are found receiving 1 ^  to 1 ^  rupees 
1. English Factories, Vol.IV, p. 136. 
2. English Factories, Vol. IX, p. 52. 
3. Letters Received by East India Company, Vol. IV, p. 252. 
4. English Factories, Vol. I, p. l^ j^ * 
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per mavmd. However, Jianrique took 25 days to reach from Patna to 
Agra. In 1620*8, the carters could te hired from Patna to Agara at 
the rate of 1 -j rupees 1 tuke ( or taka ) per mavmd net, which • 
was a recognised current rate of their carvane. In the very same 
year another reference indicates that the cartsmen were employed to 
carry luggage from Patna to Agra on a payment of 2 i rupees per 
maund, covering this journey within 45 days. This delay was due to 
4 ^ 
excessive rains at that time. Thus,rates of hiring carts also depe-
nded upon various factors that settled the deal. Rates botuoer. A'jwi, 
5 
and Sui-at were two to three rupees per maund. 
Prom Agra to Multan the custom was to hire the carts 
' 1 '6 
at the rate of 2 or 2 g- rupees per maund. In the last decade of the 
seventeenth century, the charges given to the carters, between Ilasu-
- 7 -lipatam and Golconda, were one pagoda per cart; A pagoda was eqxial 
to 3 •^  to 4 "i"- rupees if it was a new or an eld pagoda respectively. 
It took eight days to reach Kasulipatam from Golconda, Hence the 
1. En/^ lish Factories, Vol. I, p. I5I. 
2. Cambridge Economic History, Vol. I, pp. 252-53. 
3. Tlaka - a somewhat varying fraction of a rupee : two pice in Hindus-
tan, three in Gujarat and four in Deccan. In Bengal it was a rupee 
itself. English Factories, Vol, 1, p. 256. 
4. English Factories, Vol, I, p, 268, 
5» iilnslish Factories, Vol. II, p, S^ O. 
6. English Factories, Vol, V, pp. 130-31. 
7» Korris Embassy to Aurangzeb, p. I96. 
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carters could earn at least seven to nine rupees in a month. 
Above all, the road dues were mostly paid by the 
carters and oxen drivers at the routes of their journey. In the mid 
seventeenth century ( I656 ) the rate of toll tax paid by the carters 
is reported to be IO/I6 annas per ox. 
PALKI CARRIERS t Palki or palanquin was generally 
used by rich persons and their ladies in the cities and towns. Two 
persons carried a small palanquin for a short distance* But for long 
distance joumi«3 and for bigger palanquin mor^ than two persons were 
required* If the palanquin carriers were employed permanently or on 
monthly basis, their wages amounted to four rupees a month. If the 
2 journey lasted long they were given five rupees per month. In the 
last years of the seventeenth centui-y at Masulipatam a reference 
indicates the lower wages paid to the palanquin carriers two rupees 
every moone. 
MIHEHS : Mining indus t ry was a well e s t a b l i s h e d 
indus t ry dtiring medieval t imes , e s p e c i a l l y in diamond mines thousands 
of l a b o v e r s were engaged in south Ind i a . In Golconda, according to 
•Eavernier, f i f t y miners were pa id two pa/?odas a day. The value of 
1. English Factories, Vol* X, p. 67. 
2. I ^ v e r n i e r ' s I^avels in Ind ia , Vol* I , pp* 37-38* 
3 . Coimtries Round the Bay of Een/^al, p* 83* 
4» ISavernier*B Travels i n Ind ia , Vol* I I , p . 4 6 . 
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a pagoda , as stated earlier, varied from 3 ^  to four rupees. A 
rupee consisted 80 pice in the days of Akbar. In the beginning and 
in the mid seventeenth centiiry a rupee consisted 5" "to 56 pice. 
If this ratio is applied,the wages of labourers working in diamond 
mines were paid 2 or 2 :i pice per head. In the later period, remune-
' 1 '2 
rations given to diamond miners are said to be 1 5^  pagodas, and 
if the svua is converted in terms of rupees, it would have been four 
to five rupees in a month. Wages paid to the laboiirers in Ramal Kota 
mines were lower than other parts. 
CAKPEI'riERS AND SMITHS : According to Pelsaert, 
all classes of workmen and artiseuas were paid from five to six tackas 
4 
per day7 Biough the word carpenter is not used by Pelsaert, but his 
remark that and thousands of others alongwith smiths, embroiders, 
weavers, painters, etc., might have included necessarily the carpen-
ters in this category of workmen. Tlieir wages varied from rupees 3 -J 
to 4 i per month. In the second half of the seventeenth century, 
carpenters are described receiving eight pence and one shillings 
per day against their services. 'Lh.e total earnings in a month come 
down to fifty shillings or twenty rupees in a month. %ese carpen-
1. This ratio is given by Tavemier himself.The ratio of rupee and 
pice varied from region to region in different years.The Economic 
History of India, pp. 36-37. 
2. Diaries of iitrensham ]>laster| Vol. II, pp. 172-73. 
3. ^vernier's Travels in India» Vol. II, p.39;Diaries of Strey^ -isham 
Master, Vol. II, p. 173. 
4. Jahanjsir's India, p. 60. 
5. English Factories, Vol. XIII, p. 81. 
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ters were treated as chief worlanen. 'iliose worlcing under their auper-
• '1 
vision were given three half pence a day, which amounted to nine. 
shillings in a month or four rupees per month. 
Carpenters also helped in making ships or thej' 
repaired them. In the early years of the seventeenth century ship-
3 - 2 
carpenters were given 4- to one mahmudiper day in Gujarat. In the 
mid of the century a rupee was equal to 2 ^  mahmud|, thus the wages 
of ship-carpenters amounted eight to twelve for a month. In a 
village community, "being one of the main functionaries, a carpenter 
was remunerated in the form of grain from each field. Or, he was 
given a tax-free plot of land which was considerable in quantity for 
4 
him and his family's maintenance; 
Blacksmiths and coppersmiths were paid the the 
usual pay of five or six tackas per day during the years wlien Felsaert 
visited India? This came equal to rupees 3 ^  to 4 ^  for a month. Itie 
contribution of smiths to the economic life of the villagers and 
townsmen was great. Tools, agricultural implements, houselold utensils 
and weapons were manvifacturod by them. Unfortunately their wages do 
not occur very often in the later decades of the seventeenth century 
and we may assume that their wages would have perhaps been equal to 
1. English Factories, Vol. XIII, p. 81. 
2. English Factories, Vol, II, p. 93. 
3. Historical Sketches of the South India, Vol. I, p. II8. 
4» India - Economic Development in the l6th - 18th Centviries, p. 26. 
5» Jahangir's India, p. 60. 
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that of carpenters. In villages, a carpenter and a smith worked side 
hy side. A blacksmith was also a first class fvinctionai*y in the 
village comiaunity, like a carpenter, who was given grain from each 
field against his services or given a plot of land tax-free, yielding' 
enough to get him and his family maintained. In the seventeenth 
century blacksmiths supplied their wares in the numerous shipyards 
in India. Thomas Bowrey, who visited the town of Uasarpur, found each 
sort of iron work performed by the blacksmiths. The hired blacksmiths 
were often paid a daily wagel To conclude, blacksmiths in rural areas 
A 
earned about ha l f as much as t h e i r covmter a r t i s a n s in towns; 
MSOKS t Again P e l s a e r t i s to be taken f i r s t to 
d iscuss the wages of masons, b u i l d e r s and stone c u t t e r s e t c . He obser -
5 
ved t h e i r wages amounting to f ive or s i x tackas p e r say; If a rupee 
cons is ted 30 dams during J a h a n g i r ' s t ime, assuming a tacka equal to 
two p i c e , the wages would have amounted to 10 to 12 p ice per day.In 
the second hal f of the seventeenth centxiry, chief mason enjoyed r a t h e r 
high wages. Tliey were pa id about twenty rupees pe r month by the English 
1. India - Economic Development in the l 6 t h - 18th Cen tur ies , p.27» 
2. Covin t r i e s Round the Bay of Bengal, p . 102. 
3 . Rela t ions of Ctolconda in iiJarly 17th Century, p . 27. 
4« His tory , Ai i t iq i i i t ies , Topography and S t a t i s t i c s , Vol. I , p . 343. 
5» J a h a n g i r ' s Ind ia , p . 60. 
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factors at the rate of one shilling and eight pence per day. The 
labourers who worked under them received quite low remunerationa. 
It was three and half pence per day,or in terms of rupees almost 
four rupees per month. Generally the labourers were paid even 
lesser amount than subordinate masons. I^ey were paid at the rate 
I 19 1 
of two pice per diem , or about 1 -j rupees in a month. 
MISCELLAIIBOUS t Inn keepers or attendants in 
caravan sarais cooked food for the travellers who used to stay 
there for a short or long period. In the early seventeenth century 
their services could be acquired by paying three pence a day. In 
return the male and female attendants were obliged to clean the 
rooms, prepare food for the person staying in the sarai.Provisions 
had to be bought by the travellers from the bazars or provision 
stores inside the walls of a sarai, the attendants could prepare 
food for one or two picfc. 
Bread making was an important profession during 
medieval centuries. Manrique noticed the bazars of Lahore having a 
lot of shops selling different kinds of bread, meant for rich and 
5 
poor. Factors of foreign trading companies employed them in their 
factories to make bread for them. 'Hhe bakers were paid on the basis 
1. iiinglish Factories, Vol. XIII, p. 81, 
2. English FacLories, Vol. XIII, p. 216. 
3. Ptu-chas His Pilgrimes, Ticholas HorthinKton, Vol. IV, p. 174, 
4* Cambridge Sconomic lilstor^ y. Vol, I, p. 35^. 
5» Travels of Ivianrigue, Vol. I, pp. 187-80. 
of what amount of H o u r they used for nakinij bread. One reference 
i n d i c a t e s tha t thu incharge baker was pa id 39 p i ce per ma [undJ ; 
and h i s he lpers rece ived 11 p ice pe r maund, shovfing qu i t e high 
wages pa id to the bakers in those days. But with t h i s only r e f e r -
ence no d e f i n i t e conclusion may be drawn. 
Scavengers and sweepers wages viere s e t t l e d monthly 
from each house, "but i t depended upon the s i ze of the family of the 
2 
employer. In village community, the sweepers and scavengers were 
paid a certain amount of grain from each house or field. IRiey acce-
pted, usually, whatever was offered to them in the form of food or 
worn ' it clothes. 
Hawkins found the wages of gardners, porters and 
washermen three to ten rupees in a month. Biomas Bowrey found the 
wages, being paid during his travels on coastal regions of the liay 
of Bengal , to the palanquin carriers, umbrella bearers, triimpet 
4 
carriers, peons and pikemen to be two rupees every new moon; In the 
Dutch factory at Agra, in 1637) a washerman was paid rupees five in 
a month; a sais ( who looked after the horses ) was given rupees 
3 h. to 4 ^ J a torch bearer receiving rupees four ; and a sweeper 
5 
enjoyed Rupees five in a month. 
1. English Factories, Vol. II, pp. 254-61, 
2. Ilavemier's llravels in India, Vol. II, pp. 145-465 Indian gravels, 
p. 89. 
3. Hawkins' Voyages, p. 420. 
4. Coxmtries Round the Bay of Bengal, p. 83. 
5» Indiaja Economic Life, Past and Present, pp. 12-13« 
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IhXB is a general survey of wages which were 
given to different labourers and workmen during the seventeenth 
century. Pelsaert's observation, that the nobles reckoned forty 
days in a month, can be discarded in two ways. First, Pelsaert 
himself speaks of wages being paid on daily basis. So it does not 
make any difference either they received it daily or after forty 
days collectively. 1'he main thing was that wages were settled on 
daily basis according to the description of Pelsaert himself. 
Secondly, other oomtemporary evidences make the point clear that 
wages, if paid on monthly basis, were paid just after a duration 
of one month, or rather to say at every new moon. Ibe fact is 
corroborated by the Dutch records of the factory at Agra, Itomas 
2 3 
Bowrey and Terry. 
I f the wages of the workmen and l aboure r s a re 
compared with the p r i c e s of food g ra in s during the seventeenth 
century, one w i l l f ind t ha t these c l a s s e s had enough food to e a t . 
Most of the t r a v e l l e r s l i k e P i t c h , Roe, Terry, B e mie r and Ifeiver-
n i e r speak of the p l en ty of e s s e n t i a l n e c e s s a r i e s of l i f e , such 
as wheat, r i c e , gram, milk, ghee and vege tab les which were sold a t 
cheap r a t e s . Though s u ^ r was l e s s a v a i l a b l e to poor people , but 
they had coarse sugar to e a t . While in the l a t e r c en tu r i e s poor 
people even did not anra» have r i c e or o i l or ghee and depended on 
1 . Indian Economic L i f e , Pas t and Pre3ent» p . 1 1 . 
2 . Countries Roxmd the Bay of Bengal, p . 8 3 . 
3 . The Efeonomic Hiatofy of Ind ia , p . 25. 
coarse food grains, Hormal wages paid to different classes of work-
men^ during Jahangir's time and upto the last of the seventeenth 
century) amounted to rupees three or more. Sella Valle observed that 
a simple servant could provide all victuals and clothing for not more 
2 
than three rupees a month. Three pice a day were considered more than 
stifficient. In I658, a certain factor wrote to his home about Masuli-
patam of the cheap rates of commodities, that a labourer or porter 
earning four or five shillings per month could enjoy all kinds of 
provisions and necessaries of life. Four or fivo shillings come equal 
to two rupees only. Here one may infer that even a person receiving 
two rupees only, could enjoy also the required provisions. Ko doubt, 
there might have been some exceptions, because the descriptions of 
the miseries of the people can not be denied at all. Of course, 
during the time of famines and draughts, o* other natural calamities, 
because of the enhanced prices the poor labourers and workers had to 
face hardships, but in normal days the provisions could be had in 
sufficient qviantity. Ibe tables attached to this chapter shov; how 
much food grains or commodities one could buy for a rupee in Akbar's 
and Jahangir's time. 
The 
1. /Economic History of Ind ia , p . 60. 
2. The Economic History of Ind ia , p . 25. 
3 . En^^ish F a c t o r i e s , Vol. V, p . 294. 
4 . English F a c t o r i e s , Vol. X, p . 261. 
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C H A P T E H IV 
ASPECTS OP SOCIAL LIFE 
126. 
ASPECTS OF SOCIAL LIFE 
'Ibis chapter is demoted to the study 
of some important aspects of social life of the lower classes in 
terms of various customs, traditions, ceremonies and festivals,which 
they observed on the occasaions of hirth, marriages, death and relig-
ious gatherings. The customs and ceremonies performed on the important 
events in the family life of the common or poor persons were broadly 
similar in creed, character and form held by the rich people of the 
same religious faith to which the former belonged. Ihe only difference 
lay in the amovmt spent, and number of people assembled on a particular 
occassion. For example, the birth of a child in a poor family was a 
simple and an ordinary affair, vuiattended by grand feasts and festi-
in 
vities that characterised i^an affluent society. Some peculiarities 
in the social norms and behaviour fovmd among the people of lower 
strata were based on caste and family traditions as well as supersti-
tions and individxial interpretation of religious rites and tenets. 
However, it may safely be remarked that a common or poor man also 
incurred more expenses on these occassions than what their economic 
means permitted. In view of detailed descriptions of these features 
of Indian social life available in learned monographs and other general 
studies, the following euialysis is confined eeclusively to the infor-
mation drawn from the sources of the period vmder review. 
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Child marriage was a common feature of family life 
among poor classes of Hindus and Muslims both. They celeberated 
marriages of their sons &xid daughters with great pomp and show. Tlxe 
marriage procession was accompanied with Drums and Wind instruments 
and other pastimes. Usually the boys and the {jirls at the age of 
twelve or thirteen were engaged in marriage bonds by their parents. 
Both Hindus and Muslims spent enormous sums of money on the marriage 
celeberations. A man of ordinary means could spent thousands of rupees 
at the occassion. I<Iarriage processions moved with all possible pomp 
and show. Ihe bridegroom, rich or poor, went on a horseback. His 
friends and relatives accompanied him. Light, wind instruments and 
drums were carried before him. The bride followed him, in the return-
4 
ing journey, in covered coach to the place of married couple's abode. 
Hindus and Muslims solemnised the occassion with company and noise. 
5 £ride and bridegroom were bedecked all over with flowers, 
Sudras wure divided in a number of sub-castes, but the 
manner of marriage celeberations prevalent among all of them was gene-
rally the same. In the kallar caste of the Sudras, marriages were 
1. Countries Hound the Bay of Eengal, p. 31; Kuropoan 1!ravellers Under 
Seventeenth 
the Kufihals, Pitch, p. 20; India in the / Century,Ovington,p.2^j9. 
2» Piirchas His Pilg-rimes, Terry, Vol. IX, p. 42. 
3. Social, Gultui'al and Economic History of India, Vol. II, p. 36. 
4. European Travellers Under the Mu^hals, Terry, p. 99• 
5. European Travellers Under the Kughals, Teri-y* P» 97 • 
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arranged by the e l d e r s l i k e in o ther c a s t e s . Al l r e l a t i v e s and 
f r i ends did assemble under a bower, o r a shady r e t r e a t with s ides 
and roofs of leaves or decorated with l a t t i c e work. The wedding 
r i t u a l s were performed t h e r e . F i r s t l y , a b ro the r of the bridegroom, 
having a s t i c k in h i s hand, bad to encounter with the h o s t s . At the 
same time b r i d * got out of the house having b a l l s of mud and dxmg 
i n her hands. When asked by the b ro the r of the bridegroom of what 
purpose she was going fo r , she had to r ep ly t h a t to get marr ied vrith 
the man who seeks he r . Ihen one had to throw the b a l l s on her b ro ther 
- in- law*s nose . At t h i s time he had to r e t r e a t her with s t i c k t i l l 
she sought s h e l t e r in her house. As a reward of covirage he was 
given the p r e sen t s by the pa ren t s of the b r i d e . Ihe b r ide was taken 
by her pa r en t s and was sea ted upon a mat. Her s i s t e r - i n - l a w had to 
t i e the p iece of gold c a l l e d t a l i > t h a t was an e s s e n t i a l f ea tu re of 
the marr iage . Then food and dr inks were served to the gues t s and 
re joyings .Trere made. After t h i s a l l had to assemble under the bower 
outs ide the house. Here ceremonies s e r e performed l i k e o the r Hindu 
2 
high cas te people — r e c i t a t i o n of holy ve r se s by the Brahman, and 
br ide and bridegroom's seven circumobulations aroimd the f i r e were 
e s s e n t i a l ceremonies. 
I f the husband wanted a s epa ra t i on , he used to give 
a turumbu or a token of divorce to h i s wife . Both of then could 
1. S to r ia do Kogor, Vol. I l l , pp . 69-7I , 
2. S tor ia do Mngor, Vol. I l l , pp . 69-71 . 
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remarry without any offence. But the most strange custom was that 
a wife could also force her huohand to give turtimbu to her as a 
token of divorce. Ihis custom was not found among Brahmans or Bajaa, 
or other high caste people. Some of the Sudra caste also did not 
follow it. Among the high caste people as well as in some lower 
caste groups, a man could dissolve the marriage bands and get re-
marry, but the wife was not allowed to do so. A man belonging to 
the high caste or some lower caste could keep simultaneously two 
or more wives. Members of another important caste of pariahs, a 
sub-section of Sudra class, at the occassion of their weddings got 
r 
dressed up in a manner like Brahmans and perfomed the s£une ceremonies 
2 
like Brahmans. But only the caste people covdd only attend it. 
Poor Muslims celeberated their marriages according 
to the same religious rites that were performed by the rich people. 
After deciding the match for the bridegroom, the marriage procession 
on a fixed date departed for the home of the bride, usually in the 
evenings. Bridegroom beautifully clad, profusely garlemded rode on 
the horse, moving slowly in the centre of the procession. They moved 
with lights and torches making noise while dancing in the streets 
towards the home of the bride. They went on letting off the bombs of 
fire work in the way. 
At the bride^s door, they had to meet strong resis-
tance from her relatives who had sticks in their hands. A sort of 
1. Storia do Mogor, Vol. Ill, pp. 69-70. 
2. Storia do Mogor, Vol. Ill, p. 71» 
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combat was to take place there in which oranges, tomatoes, eggs, 
turnips and radishes were thrown freely on each other side. Tliis 
was to result in a great disorder, but then the situation was 
controlled by an elder person on behalf of the house of the bride. 
He did settle the matter and on certain conditions doors were 
opened for bridegroom and his party to enter. At another door,they 
were "^o meet another troop of women. The same combat also took place 
there. Lastly, the marriage party was taken to a room* The bride-
groom was to sit opposite the bride. Here the nikah ceremony was 
performed and mehr or enternate nuptial settlement was decided. 
Singers had to sing the songs of blessings for both bride and bride-
groom . The bridegroom was presented with henna or mehndi on his 
hand which was washed off after a little time. Lastly, as a confir-
mation of marriage the bridegroom iias given water to drink. By the 
break of the day the bride was taken to her in laws' home. 
The Parsees did not marry their sons and daughters 
without the advice of their priests. At the time of marriage ceremony, 
the couple stood at a distance. Two priests were present there, one 
on behalf of the bride and other on behalf of the bridegroom. As both 
agreed the priests brought them together and joined their hands,Tliey 
prayed then tor their happy married life. Tlien rice was scattered 
over both bride and bridegroom by the priests, indicating that they 
1. Storia do. Hogort Vol, III, pp. 150-5^. 
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should mul t ip ly £8 the r i c e d id . 
Dancing and s inging was ein e s s e n t i a l p a r t of the 
marriage c e l e b e r a t i o n s . I t was arranged "by most of the people of 
2 
every caste^ creed and p ro fes s ion . Dancers were a l s o accompanied 
the marriage process ions in the s t r e e t s from the home of b r i d e g r -
oom to t h a t of the b r ide i 
I n t e r - c a s t e marriages were no t allowed) a p a r t from 
a few cases where pa ren t s were not d i r e c t l y involved. Mostly the 
marriag a were performed in the same cas te of p a r t i c u l a r profess ion 
4 
or a pa r t i cu l a r , r e l i g i o u s denomination; Car rer i descr ibed customs 
and t r a d i t i o n s a s soc i a t ed with marriage ce l ebe ra t i ons among d i f f e r -
ent c a s t e s , and shown which cas te allowed i n t e r - c a s t e marriageu in 
those days. 
There were paravous ( prabhus. ) and p a t a r a c a s t e s , 
who did not marry in o the r c a s t e s , and a f t e r the death of husband, 
h i s widow could ge t married aga in . In the cas t e of mal is or gardners 
the widows could remarry and t h i s custom was no t thought d i sg race fu l . 
Another sub-sec t ion of mall cas te - v a l a r s did no t make marriage 
a l l i a n c e s with o ther t r i b e s . But t h e i r widows had thd permi t tance 
1. European Trave l le r s Under the Mughals, Terry, p . 93^. 
2. J ahang i r ' a Ind ia , p . 8 1 . 
3 . Norr is Embassy to A\u?angzeb, p . l 6 l . 
4» ' t o v e m i e r ' s Travels in Ind ia , Vol. I I , p . 145i Countries Hound the 
Bay of Bengal, p . 31;Eixropean Trave l l e r s Under the Mughals,Terry, 
p . 97' 
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of remarriage. The caste of kansars or coppersmiths was divided into 
two sections — konkanis and gu ja ra t i s . Both of the sections did not 
intermix in marriages, but the i r widows enjoyed the r ight of remarr-
iage. The widows of gawala ( milkmen and herdsmen ) caste could get 
married a second time. The ag r i cu l tu r i s t castes of bhatelas did not 
have a custom of intermixing with other castes in the matter of marr^ 
iages. lliey also did not permit the i r widows to remarry. The class of 
carpenters or autar was divided into two sub-sections — konkani and 
gujarat is . Neither did they eat together, nor did they marry outside 
their caste . But widows were allowed to remarry. Toddy drawers or , 
bhandames were divided into r a u t i s , chodris, shiadas, k i t as and cha-
randa" e t c . They could eat in each o ther ' s home, but could not marry 
outside the fold of the i r t r i b e . Widows, however, were not forbidden 
to remarry. Banjaraa or grain and s a l t merchants comprised mainly 
two sub-sections — charanas and lamanis.lbey had the l ibe r ty to get 
married in the sections of each other and widows also enjo;yed the 
privilege of remarriage. Ijangasalis, who were also the s a l t merchants, 
did not allow inter-cas te marriage. In this caste too, widow remarr-
iage was permitted. Hiobis or washermen were too divided into two 
sections — konkanis and gujarat is . Ihey could eat together, but 
marriages were not allowed out of the cas te . Widow remarriage was not 
prohibited. Coles, mavis, purubias, v a i t i s and biramaseia were jo in t ly 
known as fishermen, 'lliey had the l iber ty of widow remarriage and could 
eat together. Widows of kathis and ahir caste group also permitted the 
marriage of a widow. 'Ibe fishing community of so t r i a s , divided into 
solankis and coles — neither could eat with each other nor did they 
marry thei r children ( continued on the next page ) 
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in one another's caste, llie agricultiirist caste of kunbi,kaIambi, 
or kurmi waa divided into many sub-caetes. Biese were chodris, 
matare3> patiest rantas> naichia> moriaa and gorala etc. They 
enjoyed the right to ride on horseback in the marriage procession. 
Widows were to get remarried, Ihough they could eat together but 
marriage alliances were not made except in their own group of caste. 
Hius, it may be ascribed that widow remarriage was 
the vmique custom among the lower classes which made them distinct 
from the high caste Hindus. Among Muslims widow remarriage is perm-
itted by the law of shariah« so it was not a problem for them. 
Muslim widows were remarried without any distinction of caste and 
class. Marriage ceremonies, specially among Hindus, differed from 
region to region and caste to caste. But Abul Pazl writes that 
rituals and ceremonies were performed by all in a similar way like 
in Ver'^ c times. 
Hindus burnt their dead near some river and threw 
2 
the ashes in it. This common practice among the Hindus about burn-
ing the dead bodies was due to the fact that they did not believe 
in the resurrection of flesh, and therefore bume the bodies of 
their dead near some River if they may with convenience, wherein 
•3 they sowe the Ashes. Ihe dead bodies were burnt far distant from 
4 
the inhabited area at a fixed placeT The ceremonies observed at 
the time of death in the houses of all Hindus, though they be rich 
1. Social, Cultural and Economic History of India, Vol. II, p.3!>. 
2. European Travellers Under the Mughals, Terry,p.S;7> ffitch,p.22. 
3. Purchas His Pilgrimes, Terry, Vol, IX, pp.44-45, 
Seventeenth 
4. Storia do Mogor, Vol, III, pp,71-72|India in thb / Century, 
Ovington, p, 300. 
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or poor, were alike. They never allowed a person to die inside the 
house, believing that all the things inside the house will become 
impure. At the death time the bed of a dying person was put in the 
courtyard. If by chance a person died inside he was taken suddenly 
out. 'Xhe earthen pots were thrown and all the inmates were to quit 
it. Ilhey could only re-enter when it was rubbed over with cow-dvmg. 
Different ceremonies were performed to purify the house in which 
one passed away. At the time of death all relatives and friends 
were required to stand around hie body beating their stomachs seve-
rely with their hands. Moving three times around him they were to 
sing a particular song learnt for the purpose. Dead body was given 
a bath and wrapped in new clothes. It was placed in a coffin made . 
of wood sticks and tied with straw and covered it with flowers.Pour 
persons carried it to the burning ground and burnt the body with 
some other ceremonies. 
When the cremation was over, all who accompanied the 
dead to the bvirning ground, were to take a bath and wash their clothes, 
Then a feast was given. The pefiod of mourning was ten days, 'ito the 
deceased's widow, her brother and relatives gave some clothes to wear. 
On tenth day she was to fling her arms round the neck of another 
widow and showed her grief, Ihe golden piece round her neck, called 
tali was cut off. All these ceremonies were performed by other widows. 
1. Storia do Mogor, Vol, III, pp. 71-72, 
13!;. 
iJvery year, at the anniversary, a poor widow was obliged to give 
feast at least to four Brahmans, Rich widows had also to give 
clothes to Brahmans, But in the lingam caste among Hindus, the dead 
2 
bodies were not burnt but were buried. Parsees also did not b u m 
their dead, but put the body inside high erected walls far from 
residing area to be eaten by the fowls. Among all Hindus, children 
up to the age of twelve were buried, not burnt. Other custom obser-
ved at the time of death was that the hair of the nearest rei.ative, 
5 
who fired the pyre, were shaved off. Vedic hymns were recited and 
oblations were offered. For three days all relatives were obliged 
to sleep on ground and eat purchased or begged food. After all 
bones and ashes were collected and thrown in the nearby river,Every 
year the anniversary of the deceased was celeberated. 
The ceremonies observed at the death of a Muslim 
were few. The chapter of (^ uran, preferrably of Yasin, was recited 
nearby the death bed. Tlie dead was given a b%th,,prayer was offered 
7 
and the body was bviried in the graveyard; Mourning lasted for ten 
1, Storia do Mogor, Vol. Ill, pp. 71-73* 
2. St.ria do Mogor, Vol, III, pp. 71-72. 
3. Purchas His Pilgrimes, Terry, Vol. IX, pp. 44-45» 
4, Social« Cultural and Economic History of India, Vol. II, p. 36. 
5» India in the Seventeenth Century, Ovington, p, 301. 
6. Ain-i~Akbari, Vol. Ill, pp. 307-8. 
7. European Travellers Under the Kughals, Terry, p. ^6. 
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atid then for forty days,vrhen the charities were made and food was 
given to the poors according to the means of the family of deceased 
person. Poor persona could not erect a tomb left it as a heap and 
lighted a lamp at the grave. 
Among the games and amusements, chess was quite pop-
2 
ular among common people. Chauper was another indoor game widely 
played among common masses as well as in the houses of nobles and 
affluent.Playing cards was popular in the royal palaces, nobles' 
houses and also among oommonouers, A number of foreign travellers 
noted the popularity of the game among the common people too. The 
game of dice or gambling had been popular among the poors and rich 
5 
alike for centuries-; Thevenot found the game of dice being loved by 
all in Delhi and Banaras. Fighting of beasts was a favourite pastime 
of royal and ruling classes. Since the common men could not indulge 
in such as expensive pastime, they had to satisfy themselves with 
the fightings of cocks, rams, antelopa, dogs, birds, bears, bulla, 
7 
buf fa loes , and n igh t inga le s I Boxing and w r e s t l i n g were a l s o favoured 
1. Soc ia l , Cultiu-al and Economic i l i s to ry of Ind ia , Vol. I I , pp . 37-38. 
2. l^landelslo's Travels in Ind ia , p . 66. 
3 . Worth Indian Social L i fe , p . 48 . 
4 . Mandelslo 's Travels in Ind ia , p . 66j The Empire of the Great Mogul, 
p . 405. 
5 . Ain- i -Akbar i , Vol. I l l , pp . 274, 2^0. 
6. Indian Trave ls , p . 67. 
7 . Indian 'I 'ravels, p . 33;Ain-i-Akbari 1 Vol .11 , p . I65j J a h a n g i r ' s Ind ia , 
p . 5 1 | Travels in Europea ajid A3ia« Vol. I I , p . 128. 
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by a l l c l a s s e s of the s o c i e t y . 
A number of f e s t i v a l s ce lebera ted amontj Hindus are 
mentioned i n Ain- i -Akbar i . Ihese were, a s u s u a l , Vasant Pancharai 
ce lebera ted in spr ing season; a t the time of new moon in Februarji 
S h i v r a t r i j l ioli in March; Ramnavmi — in the months of March -
Apr i l j Raksha liandhan celeberated; in Ju ly - August} Lasahra a t the 
new moon in the month of October} Dipavali in Kovenber} Rathyatra -
2 
which f e l l in July a t Pur i e t c . But the de sc r ip t i ons have not been 
made separa te ly in the context of the common or poor people , except 
t ha t a t one p lace Abul Fazl wrote t h a t Holi was a g r ea t f e s t i v a l of 
Sudras. In f ac t the f e s t i v a l s were ce lebera ted with enthusiasm by 
a l l according to t h e i r means and the people of poor c l a s s e s while 
making re jcyc ings forgot t h e i r mise r i e s for a wh i l e . On Dasahra f e s -
t i v a l the t oo l s were worshipped by the labourers and a r t i s ans .Ano the r 
f e s t i v a l which was ce lebera ted in south India by d i f f e r e n t p r o f e s s i o -
na l c l a s ses i s mentioned as Gauri i n a l a t e r source . I t was ce leber -
a t ed a t the time of new moon in the month of September. The f e a s t was 
dedicated to t h e i r t o o l s . The peasan t s co l l ec t ed t h e i r implemtots and 
offered homage to them and then pu t them back . So a l s o did the masons, 
5 
ca rpen te r s , ba rbe r s , t a i l o r s , fishermen and a l l . At the f e s t i v a l of 
1. S tor ia do Mo/^or,Vol.I, p . IJ^l} Ttie Empire of the Great Mogul, p . 82. 
2. Ain- i -Akbar i , Vol. I l l , pp . 350-54} Travels in the Mogul Empire,pp. 
304-306} Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies, pp . 568-72. 
3 . Ain- i -Akbar i . Vol. I l l , p . 354. 
4» Mortfa Indian Social L i fe , pp . 66-67. 
5 . Hint* r Planners, Customs and Ceremonies, p . 568. 
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Diwali the peasants offered oblations and lighted lamps. 
Muslim festivals are also described in contemporary 
2 
works. Id festival was celeberated after the fasting of one month,, 
on the first day of the lunar month Shawwal. Another festival cele-
berated with gaity was Shab-i-barat, when the prayers were offered 
whole night on the fourteenth day of Shaban month. For a common man, 
however, it was an occassion of jubiliation, when extensive fire works 
were used by them. Moharram was a festival of moiiming and for the 
first ten days of the month of Moharram the Shias mourned, reading the 
4 
accounts of martyrdom of the great heroes of the battle of Karbaja. 
Id-i-Qurban was ce lebera ted on the tenth day of lunar month of Z i l -Pa j j 
5 
and known as the f e s t i i i a l of s a c r i f i c e s . 
Generally the Mohammadan l a d i e s did not come out in to 
p u b l i c . But i f they were poor , they could f ree ly move out of t h e i r 
houses. Poor Hindu l a d i e s did not v e i l themsel^ies when they went out 
7 
of t h e i r houaeal Some of them, belonging to upper c l a s s e s , of course , 
observed a i5ar t ia l v e i l . Ornaments were worn according to the economic 
1. Hindu kanners . Customs and Ceremonies, p . 26^. 
2. J a h a n g i r ' s India , p . 73} Ain- i -Akbari , Vol. I l l , p . lO^j S tor ia do 
liogor. Vol. I I , p . 349* 
3 . North Indian Social Li fe , p . 71* 
4 . J a h a n g i r ' s Ind ia , p . 74. 
5 . S tor ia do Mogorj Vol. I I . p . 349. 
6. The Empire of 'Ihe Great kogul, p . 8 l . 
7 . European I ' rave l le rs Under the Liughals, Terry, p . S 7^. 
8 . Indian Travels , p . 53} A Voyage Round the World, p . 248. 
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means of a family. Hin^s were worn in t oe s , e a r s , and s tuds in nose. 
Poor l a d i e s used ear r i n g s of Tarass or i ron but kept b r i g h t . Though 
r i n g s were worn in t o e s , by these l a d i e s , but they mostly remained 
bare footed . Tlxey a l s o bedecked t h e i r w r i s t s and ankles with broad 
'2 
brass.and other metal rings. The flaps of boys and girls were pierced 
at an early age and ornaments of silver, brass or any other metal were 
thrust through the holes! Women of every class were highly fond of 
wearing ornaments. Ovington found that even a woman who carried water 
in the streets, did not move without rin^ s^ in toes, shackles of gold, 
silver or other metal in her legs. He further observed that the meanest 
female in Surat also was not found wholly destitute of ornaments upon 
her body, though she be able to §)end no more than two or three pice a 
day. ^  
Dancing and singing were .the common means of amusements 
among all. 'Aie festivals and weddings were celeberated with much show 
7 
and splendour by the people! Hhe vernacular literature provides evidences 
of fold dances, group son^ s^ popular among the common masses at the time 
of festivals of Holi or Savan etc. 
1. iiiuropean Travellers Under the ku^hals, Terry, p. 94* 
2. Ji<uropean Travellers Under the MughalSi Terry, p. 97. 
3. European 'l^avellers Under the hughals, Terry, p. 97J Storia do i.iogor. 
Vol. Ill, p. 40j Indian Travels, p. 53j A Voyage Round the World,p.248. 
4. India in the Seventeenth Century, pp. 142-43. 
5. India in the Seventeenth Century, pp. 142-43. 
6. European Travellers Under the tlughals, Hicholas Down ton, pp. 53-54. 
7. Eviropean Travellers in India, Fryer, p. 50. 
8. North Indian Social Life, p. 72. 
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Those who did manual labour and were engaged in diff-
erent occupations used to sing pious songs while engaged in tiieir 
employment, ^ ftien several labourers or workmen were employed in a 
work the holy rhymes were sung , sometimes by a single person and 
sometimes alternately, or in the form of a chorus. Ilie fishermen were 
found busy in singing tvmeful melodies while "boating in the rivers or 
sea which kept them active and devotional to their work. Various 
professional classes of rope-dancers, buffoons, acrobats, jokers, 
jesters, clowns. Jugglers etc. exhibited their skills before public 
2 
and performed various physical feats. 
^XXXJ.±XSSJ.S.lJ.JLJ.J.J.. 
1. India in the Seventeenth Genti^ry, pp . 12^-30. 
2. Ain-i-iUtbari , Vol. I l l , pp . 271-73. 
] .4l . 
C O H C L U S I O N 
In the prece^ding Chapters an 
attempt has been made to analyse the socio-economic condition of 
people belonging to low-income groups, as well as those who were 
engaged in infer ior tasks though enjoying more than handsome earni-
ngs, lliese people have been indentified and c lass i f ied separately 
into a number of categories, and a detailed discussion has been 
provided to explain the nature of the i r work, s k i l l of the profess-
ion and social standing of each group that f a l l s under one par t icu lar 
category. Slaves and servants employed in the royal palaces and 
houses of nobles have also been included in th is class of workers 
for the simple reason that they did menial jobs and occupied the 
lowest posit ion in the household establishments of their masters, 
Tliey owed their existence to the patronage and mercy of thei r 
employers who could turn them out on the s l igh tes t cause of d ispl -
easvire. Skilled labourers and ar t i sans were, on the other hand, free 
mobile and self-assured people, depending not on the sufference of 
any individual or c lass , but on thei r own s k i l l that waa inevitably 
seeded by the ent i re society for the fulfilment of i t s economic and 
social requirements, l^eir wages varied from place to place, and 
were generally determined by the prevail ing local market r a t e s , and 
occassionally se t t l ed through mutxial bargaining. Some of them, no 
doubt, had to do nothing but most of them had to perform thei r 
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duties diligently. The concubines and matrons in the service of 
Kings and nobles were employed just to entertain their masters, 
but some of them even carried pal kilts of the ladies who employed 
them in their establishments. Eunuchs had. to keep a watch on diff-
erent works and did not indulge in laborious works, but in tlie 
service of the rich persons, the slaves had to do labour work 
also. In the palaces they were made incharge of masons and those 
who did constructing works. 
Water carriers, camp followers, palki 
Carriers, beast keepers, masons, workers in karkhanas, like carp-
enters, smiths, all of them had to do maual labour for their mas-
ters. Their job was not easy to go through, Portuguese employed 
the female slaves to do household work, embroidery works and fetch 
water,and their products were sold in the market, lliey sent the 
male slaves in the markets to do manual labour and earn money for 
the masters. Thus it would be difficult to find out of these ser-
vants, the men who could be called laboiirers in true sense, but 
it is obvious that apart from a few, most of them executed their 
duties by doing all works with their own hands. 
Among various classes of independent 
professionals, weavers, painters of cloth, cotton carders and 
spinners jointly formed an important class. JeavinG induatrj' was 
the chief industry which floiirished in the seventeenth century. 
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Thoueawds of families all over the country were engaged in this 
profession. Apart from growing cotton, they had to do every thing 
with their own hands, dpinning, most of the times, was done in the 
weavers' family. It was also an important profession of the peas-
ant household in the rural sector. Silk rearing and making of silk 
stuffs was also not an easy task . Heaving of cotton and silk text-
iles required a lot of energy to qiply. Tliese people did not have 
machines, like in modern times, to do their work faster and with 
less labour. liyes were made by the djes themselves and applied to 
the cloths. White cloths were to be blenched and finally all kinds 
of the cloths were to be washed. Generally the whole family was 
found doing all those works collectively, lloney in advance was 
given by the merchants to the weavers, washermen, painters of cloths 
and djers etc., but a considerable sum out of it was extracted by 
the agviits and brokers as a commission or brokerage, and the merch-
ants itself exacted an interest upon the money given in advance. 
lliis pi'actice greatly effected their work. But as far as the work-
manship of these professionals is concerned, it was admired by the 
merchants, native and foreigner both, very often, hanj' times they 
were badly treated by the brokers and factors of European factories, 
but their services were in extreme demand all over the countrj-. Pack-
ers of the bales of goods were obliged to work industriously, other-
wise the goods might have expired due' to their negligiance. llailors 
worked to prepare garments for inland and foreign trade. All their 
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works were done with their own hands. 
Carpenters and smiths can nalely he called 
as labourers. Thej' had to make tools and vfeapons for the country 
people and urban sector as well, Ccvrpenters worked for making uliipn 
too, and iron products of the smiths Here sold and also e:qjorted to 
foreign covuitries. aoinetimes thoy worked for fixed wages, and also •..; 
independent artisans. In the imperial Icarkbanas they were given 
eniployments permanently while nobles and rich persons paid them on 
daily or monthly basis in return of their semices. Several people 
made baskets, mats, screens of klias or bamboo sticks and cages,and 
sold these things to earn their livelihood. 
Sugar manufacturers extrax?ted juice from 
the sugar cane by passing it through a wooden implement. It was 
quite onerous job and they required the help of their women too.Oil 
making and salt production were other established professions. Each 
and every thing was done by the persons, engaged in these works at 
their o>m. In the mechanism of oil pressing bullocks were employed, 
still the job was not free fi-om pain. Filling the reservoirs with 
baity water and take out salt after evaporation needed considerable 
time and energies to get the results. 
Shoe makers and tanners did a lot for rural 
and urban areas. While making a certain pairs of shoes, free of cost, 
for the feudal lords, the shoe maker was also obliged to H)rk as a 
sweeper, porter and wood supplier in certain villages of Punjab. Pea-
f 
sants houses were sometimes to be repaired by the shoe maker or tanner. 
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A number of leather articles wore manufactured by the tanner. He 
made saddles, Bcabbeide for swords, jars and water bottles etc. 
potter, while making earthen pots for the villagers and to sell 
in the adjacent markets, his services were hired, too, to work in 
the fields of the peasants. Paper makers and manufacturers of glass 
articles were in no way less important professionals. Paper was 
made in imperial karkhanas for drafting letters, documents and 
maintaining records. Paper manufacturing was a distinct profession 
and the makers were known aa kaphazsaz* Glass articles were mainly 
used by higher strata. 
Gardening was a separate profession than 
cultivation, and the gardners grew vegetables and flowers to sli in 
the market. Fishermen did, on one hand, their own job of fishing and 
selling it, they also supplied water to the shipmen on board. Water 
carriers supplied water in the houses, and they often worked as wage 
labourers in the fields. Attendants in the caravan sarais cooked food 
for the travellers, cleaned the rooniS and supplied fodder to the hors-
es and cattle of the travellers on certain payments. 
Camelwen and carters could be hired for lon^ ; 
and short distance trade and travels by the merchants and travellers. 
They were apaid on daily or monthly basis. Palki carriers also worked 
on daily or monthly payments. Pattamars carried letters ruiming on 
foot. House builders, canal diggers, stone-cutters, brick makers,timber 
sawers, wood carvers, line makers, and well diggers formed a signifi-
cant group of massnry workers. A number of caste based professions 
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were carried on by the bird catchers, broom makers, string sellers, 
rope dancers, extractors of grain and metals out of the refuse,acro-
bats and jugglers etc. 
Apart from a few of all these skilled or 
unskilled workers, artisans and laboiorers, majority had to do manual 
labour and spent highest degree of energiee to perform their jobs 
and earn money which would be sufficient for their day to day life. 
IHiough all of then were not labourers in exact terms, but the majority 
may be included in that category. If the matrons and concubines, slaves 
and eunuchs in the royal service and in the service of high strata 
might have been in thousands, the other professionals like masons, 
carpenters, smiths, oil and salt manufacturers, porters and peons, 
camelmen and carters etc. constituted the bulk of the population.'ihus 
the different classes of artisans and workers which have been discussed 
in the first chapter can be fully, apart from a few, included in the 
category of labourers. Slaves, eunuchs, concubines and matrons in the 
royal service and under affluent persons are described to show the 
hierarchj^ of all working classes in the seventeenth century. Even 
some of them carried palkls of their masters and did labour work for 
them. These servauxts in the service of aristocx^ats and rich strata 
were quite less privileged and wore often suppressed. 
A major problem of the laboui-ers and artisans 
was related to the three basic necessities of life, e.g. food,clothing 
and housing. Regarding the condition of food, clothing and housing,the 
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descriptions of foreign travellers appear to be identical. Most of 
them held the view that food was not easily available to the poor 
classes which made their lives miserable. Tlieir clothing was noth-
ing but a piece of coarse cotton cloth. Houses were thatched and 
built of mud. But at the same time in their accounts thej hsve made 
observations contrary to their views pertaining to poverty and 
misery of the poor masses. Coryai, Delia Valle, Peter llundy, I anr-
iq.ue- some of the important travellers of the seventeenth century, 
stated that different provinces of the l.ughal Empire yielded more 
than sufficient quantity of food grains; and meat of all kinds, 
birds, hens, goats and sheep were sold at very cheap rates. Ghee or 
butter covild be obtained at a reasonable price, 'ihough sugar waa 
somewhat expensive, but a person belonging to the lower class could 
satisfy himself with jaggery. 
Houses, of coui'se, were made of thatches, 
mud, reeds and bamboo sticks, but as described in earlier chapter 
these houses were, according to Abul Pazl, Delia Valle and Norris, 
quite durable and strong enough to stand the storms of times. The 
main reason for the construction of this tjpe of houses was that,the 
building material to be used in them was cheap and easily available. 
To repair them without any delay was easy. liioreover, climatic condi-
tions of the country was also a decisive factor in erecting such 
structures made of mud, bamboo and thatch. Even rich persons preferred 
hovises of klias in summer season. 
lianner of clothing also reflected the 
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climatic donditions of the different regions. Apart from }Cashmir 
and hilly areas of north, in most of the regions, winters liast for 
a short period. Cotton clothes were preferred to face the excessive 
heat of the stunmers. In south India, even the winter season is so 
mild that people could put on cotton clotlies without any difficulty. 
In Kashmir, the inhabitants could afford woolen garments but cotton 
clothes were expensive for them. In north India, common people could 
have quilted caps and waist coats in the winters. 
Tliough food commodities and food grains 
were cheap and easily available to all, in the time of famines the 
poor classes suffered gi'eat hardships. Famine of Gujarat of 1630-31 
proved disasterous to numerous families of artisans, in which many 
of them perished due to the want of food. Appendices attached to the 
chapter II, dealing with the food habits also show that the prices 
of food grains and other commodities were not the same in all provi-
nces, not the wages were uniform everywhere. However, we read about 
the cheapness in every province of the Kughal Empire and a^ao out of 
its boundries. Still we can not say definitely that each and every 
member of the lower strata was able to purchase sufficient food to 
have two meals a day for his family. Informations regarding the daily 
and monthly vfages of the labourers and artisans, coiitained in the 
accounts of the foreign travellers and in Ain-i-Akbari tend to suggest 
that they were not so low in comparison with prevalent prices of food 
grains. For instance, a man earning rupees three per month could buy 
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food gra ins in ample quantity/. Grara, l e n t i l s , bar ley cind noth -
a l l these ooinmodities were extremely cheap. Rice of tj^od ' lua l i ty 
was expensive, even than P e l s a e r t and o thers wrote t ha t kh i ch r i 
with "butter was the common food of l abourers and a r t i s a n s . No 
doubt, the male members had to af ford the n e c e s s i t i e s of l i f e to 
a l l members of the family, but a t the sajiie time the vrives and 
chi ldren of an a r t i s a n or worker helped in t h e i r her id i t i i ry 
p ro fess ion . So i t seems s t range why the so ca l l ed low wages have 
been not iced by the contemporary c h r o n i c l e r s . Ciu'ters cid cu.-ielmen 
even s-iruod usua l ly one rupee pe r day when they went out on long 
or shor t d is tance joxirney. Carpenters on sh ips were given very 
handsome wages, llie lowest waft:es which appear during the course of 
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seventeenth century a re rupeep/or l i t t l e l e s s e r . For t i i is n-moiuit 
one could have coarse food gr t i ins , i f not of good q u a l i t y , f o r them 
and h i s family. 
Social customs a::;on,j the x^oor or lovfer 
c l a s ses vmre not very dif feroi i t from t'loae observed by the r i c h 
people , except in case of amount of money which was spent by both 
of them, Tliough the mode of ce lebera t ing these customs var ied fro;.i 
region to region and cas te to c a s t e , eveii then the manner of ce l eb -
e r a t i on among the lower c l a s ses was a l i k e , Tliese people spent la rge 
sujns of money a t such occassions without any r e s p e c t of cas te or 
creed. 
Carriage process ions of Hindus or '"uslims 
both moved with a l l pos s ib l e pomp and accompanied with drums.trumpets 
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and other inatrunents. Feasts were given "by all the memhers of lovfer 
strata according to the economic means. Early marriages were in vogue. 
In the lower caste Hindus even women also could ask for divorce, a 
custom unlike among Muslims. Among Muslims widow remarriage was not a 
problem. High caste Hindus did not permit it but the widows of lovrer 
class Hindus were remarried without any objection. Inter-caste marri-
ages were not allowed and generally the match for a girl or boy was 
chosen from the family of same caste and profession. Lower caste 
Hindus burnt the dead bodies with almost the same ceremonies as the 
high caste ones. Muslims buried the dead bodies observing no different 
ceremonies than each other. Feasts or charities were given after fixed 
days and on anniversaries in the name of the deceased. 
Festivals, too, were observed with all gait-
ies. On the occassion of certain festivals, tools and implements were 
worshiped by the people engaged in different occupations. Poor people 
were also 4S$<0 highly fond of dancing and singing. A number of indoor 
and outdoor games were famous among them and played by them. Thus an 
overall conclusion about the condition of labourers and artisans etc. 
can be made that their condition was not so wretched as depicted in 
the chronicles of the European merchants. Their manner of living was 
in accordance of the climatic conditions and quite different from 
Europeans'. Wages , apart from a few, were often handsome and all main 
food grains were available to them on reasonable or cheap rates. Ihey 
generally spent huge amounts on the occassions of marriage and festi-
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vals. A fev exceptions can not be made the basis to describe the 
conditions of all the members of lower class. Most of them lived in 
a satisfactory condition. 
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